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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Wednesday, October 26, 1921.
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May Play an Important
Part in Present Railroad Crisis

Cruiser Olvmpia Sails From
Havre With Remains of
a Soldier Who Gave His
Life in World War.
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Committee of the Association of Railwaj. x- the
ecutives Announces, However, Tb
due
Carriers Will Stand Pat and Seek
tions on the Ground That This Must Be
Done Before Freight Rates Can Be Lowered
r--

'

Chicaeo. Oct. 24. (By the Associated Press). The
railroad labor board today turned to the railroads in its
attempt to avert the rail strike scheduled for October 30,
suggesting that the roads temporarily postpone seeking
further wage reductions because the board s docket was
so crowded a wage decision could not be rendered before
July, 1922. The carriers, however, informed the board
they 'were "powerless to take any other position," than
their present one
out
statement

In a statement the board in
formed the carriers that It would
not consider any petitions for wage
cuts until tho question of rules and
working conditions, now before it,
,wero settled. The board then unofficially let the carriers know, It
was loarned, that since its docket
was so crowded a ruling on wages
could not be handed down before
July, 1922, it would like the roads
to announce postponement of their
plans to seek further pay cuts,
taking tho attitude that sueh an
announcement might avert a walk-pu- t.
Carriers Arc Adamant.
The committee of the Association
fct Railway Executives which conferred with the board announced,
liowever, that the carriers would
ptand pat on their plans to seek
new pay cuts on the ground that
wages must be reduced before
freight rates could be lowered and
that since the strike was called
technically in protest of wage cuts
already authorized, there was no
necessity for tho roads to take other
than an Inactive part in the strike
controversy between tho board and
the unions.
to the
In its communication
roads the board declared that if
both sides would consider the delay mx'Cjyary before wage again
could be reduced, the. would realize that there was no cause for
an immediate striku between them
over this point.
Unions Acted Hastily.
The unions, not taking into consideration this delay, were crossing
before coming to them
bridges
when they called a strike, the
board's statement said.
It pointed out that the carriers
Ikad repeatedly urged a quick decision on the rules and working
conditions now before tho board
and that It had determined several
weeks ago to settle this matter first.
Of the 2,000 cases submitted to
th board, 1,300 still are unsettled,

the

said, pointing

between
that proper
the carriers and the unions would
have prevented many coming to the
board.

Board Has No Plan.
The board's statement, members
said, was issued tonight, the eve of
the strike hearing, to which bom
the unions and carriers have been
summoned for questioning to de
termine if the transportation act
Is beine violated by the unions in
their strike plans, in the hope that
it would result in representatives
of one side or the other voluntarily
offering some plan to clear up the
crisis. The boaru nas no aenniie
plan, It was said, and will try in
the hearing merely to bring out all
the facts.
A statement Issued by the ex
ecutives' committee declared that
the carriers were powerless to take
any other position than that of
seeking further cuts.
"Itailroad executives are not
aware of any present dispute be
tween them and their employes,
"The strike
said the statement.
vote was taken solely against a de
cision of tho labor board reducing
wages by 12 per cent last July.
Carriers Will Proceed.
"The railroads have determined
to seek to reduce rates and bb a
means to that end to further reduce wages. Mut the carriers have
expressly derided to proceed in
accordance with the law.'
"The Issue Is clear. If
present Wages are continued,If
rates cannot be lowered.
rates are to lie reduced, present wages cannot be paid.
The railroads ure jxnvcrlcss to
take any other position."
Statement to Carriers.
The board's statement to the car
riers follows. In nart:
"One of the principal causes of
this (strike) trouble lies in the fact
that said carriers have notified cer
(Continued on Page Two.)

FINAL REPEAL OF THE EXCES

Amendment Proposing Indefinite Retention
of This Levy at the Present Rate Is Defeated, 39 to 28; First of the Long Threatened
Night Sessions Is Held.
(BY THE ASK(M
Washington, Oct, 25 (by the Associated Press.) Final repeal of
the excess profits tax on January
1 was forecast
tonight with the
defeat by the senate of an amendment to the tax revision bill proposing indefinite retention of this
tax at the present rates. The vote
was 39 to 28, with four republicans joining the solid democratic
minority in supporting the amendment.
,
Senator Reed, democrat, Missouri, author of tho defeated
amendment, immediately proposed
for continuation of the profits tax
at about half present rates. This
was under debate when the senate
recessed at 8 p. m. until 11 a. ni.
tomorrow, under agreement to have
a final vote on the repeal of the
profits tax at 4 p. m. tomorrow.
Debate Waxes Warm.
Tonight's session was the first
of the long threatened night ones
to expedite passage of the tax bill,
but it ended more than two hours
before the time originally agreed
upon. Debate on the second Reed
amendment had waxed warm when
Senator Penrose, in charge of the

WEATHER
FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., Oct. 25. New
Mexico: Wednesday and Thursday
fair; somewhat warmer Wednesday.
Arizona; Wednesday, fair; somewhat warmer; Thursday, fair south.
Increasing cloudiness and warmer
north portion.
LOCAL RKPORT.
Conditions for the twenty-fohours ended at 9 p. m, yesterday,
recorded by the university:
(!8
Highest temperature
3S
,
Lowest
20
Range
44
Mean
a.
6
m
fS
Humidity at
6
m
at
39
p.
Humidity
None
Precipitation
25
Maximum wind velocity....
direction of wind.
.Nor.h west
..
of
Character
day. .Partly cloudy
ur

....

'ntire West Coast of the
State Is Feeling the Effects; Transmission Lines
Badly Crippled,
(By The Aseocluti-- rrct.)
a

Jacksonville, Fla., Oct. 25. The
business section of Tampa is practically flooded under three feet of
water as a result of the Gulf storm,
according to aavices tonigtit over
lines. No
crippled transmission
loss of life has been reported, but
The
industry Is at a standstill.
entire west coast of Florida is
and
storm
the
the
effects
of
feeling
in virtnnllv
insofar as
isolated
communication is concerned.
Tampa Is without lignts, telegraph, telephone, or street car
service, according to advices.
Truck Crops Damaged.
Heavy rains are reported over the
state. Forty miles inland from
Tampn, In the section around Lakeland and Plant City, the truck
crops have suffered serious damage. Highways are virtually impassable because of fallen trees,
but so far as known railroad service has not been seriously Inconvenienced.
The flooded area In Tampa was
described as expending from the
bav shore seawall to the heart of
Residences
the business section.
realong the hay shore drive were
damaged.
ported badly
Railroad officials reported they
were unable to communicate with
any intermediate stations between
Plant City and Tampa.
' Many Towns in Dnrkncs.
No information as to the plight
of St. Petersburg. 20 miles across
the bav from Tampa, has been
received, but it la believed the oily
tho same as
is faring much
Tampa. Both cities are protected
by a sea wall.
Heavy rains have thrown many
cities and towns Into darkness because of the disruption of power
Notably among
plant facilities.
these are St. Augustine and OrAt St. Augustine pedeslando.
trians and property were endangered by broken live wires. Orlando was in total darkness and
newspaper pla'd suspended alons
with other business.
The full force of the storm Is
reported to have passed Key West
where no serious damage has been
suffered.
Shipping between Key
Went and Havana ha been susof the heavy seas.
because
pended
MAXIMUM

VELOCITY
OF AVI XI), 56 MILES

West Palni peach, Fla., Oct. 25.
The Saint Petersburg wireless
station went out of commission this
afternoon, according to a report
from the Jupiter wireless station,
eighteen miles north of here, and

the St. Augustine wireless station is
also said to be out of commission.
Center of the tropical storm early
this afternoon was a short distance
west of Tamna and moving
The maximum velocity
of the wind was given as fifty-si- x
miles an hour, and the barometer
at Tampa at noon read 29.04.
The freight steamer Thames
sank today about fourteen mile1
north of Jupiter without lor, or
life.
north-northwe-

PROFITS TAX NEXT, JANUARY 1
INDICATED BY SENATE ACTION

A TEI) PRESS.)
tax measure, said he was not disposed to keep the senate together
longer If he could obtain agreement to vote at 4 p. m. tomorrow.
This agreement
was the first
reached between the democrats and
republicans and followed all day
conferences which resulted in a
failure to como to any understanding as to a day for a final vote on
the bill. Plans of republican leaders as to procedure after tho vote
on the excess profits provision tomorrow were somewhat In doubt,
but as they had obtained tho written consent of fifty of their party
one more than a majority of the
senate to remain at the capitol or
within call day and night they
stTTl threatened to
put through the
plan for a continuous session beginning tomorrow unless an agreement to speed up votes on tho tax
provisions could bo had.
Amendment Adopted.
i,
Tho committee amendment
the normal Income tax at the
present 4 and 8 per cent rates was
adopted tonight, as was the committee amendment increasing from
$2,000 tq $2, BOO the normal exemption allowed heads of families
having net incomes of $5,000 or
I

America's
Tress).
soldier is coming home.
After resting nearly three years
in France ho began his last homeward journey on the United States
cruiser Olympla today.
The symbol of the lost Ameri
can dead will rest on French soil
In the American national ceme
tery at Arlington, for the Olym
pla carries a large box of the
soil of France, enough to covet
the hottom of the grave.
Medal Placed on Casket.
Simple sincerity marked the departure of the unknown wnrrlar.
as did his selection yesterday at
e

1

TRINIDAD YOUTH DIES
FROM STRANGULATION
(ftf The Aoelnd re .)
Trinidad, Colo., Oct. 25. Louis
son of Mr.
Martinez,
and Mrs. Frank Martinez of this
Is
from
dead
strangulation as
city.
the result of a tragic accident
while at play in a barn yesterdav
afternoon. The Martinez boy had
Climbed from a coal pile to a loft
where an old sand screen wis
stored. Making his way down
again through the rafters to the
coal pile, the boy's necktie caught
on a bolt projecting from one sld3
of the sand screen and which
tightened the necktie about his
throat, choking him to death. A
playmate six years old found him
and alarmed tho bnv's
mother, who cut him down. The
hpy's father is an employe of the
Colorado and Southern railroad
here.
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TRAINMEN

(Br The Anorlnted Trrm.)

San Antonio, Texas, Oct. 25.- The embargo placed on freight
Saturday by the International and
Great Northern railroad, when the
strike of trainmen on that system became effective, Is expected
to be raised by Wednesday, It was
announced today.
n
and
brakemen
to replace the strikers
switchmen
t
,
less.
been obtained by the road,
Without a record vote, the senate have
it was said. In sufficient numbers
adopted an amendment by senator to allow a virtual resumption of
Trammell, democrat, Florida, pro- normal freight schedule.
viding that in case a taxpayer borrows money to purchase or carry
fedora! securities, he may deduot, WILL MAKE ADVANCES
his net Income, only
FOR THE BENEFIT OF
the difference between the amount
of the Interest paid on the IndebtLIVESTOCK INDUSTRY
Interest
edness and the amount In
from the securities.
tUf Th Amoclntfii Pre )
Heed Opens Attack.
25.
Oct.
Washington,
Opening the attack on tho pro-ta- x,
Agreements to make ndvanees
Senator Reed, democrat,
for lienetit of tho livestock
to repeal the excess profits
In New Mexico and
sourl, declared this proposition was
beTexas were announced toflny
"the most monstrous ever put
war finance corporatho
fore the senate."
by
tion.
Senator
Hitchcock,
democrat,
The nlil to bei given stockNebraska, told the senate that the
men In New Mexico will bo
excess profits tax had the name
Justification as the graduated inextended through a new
come tax. He added that he could
lonn company, formed '
not see 'why corporations making
yesterday at Albuquerque and
raisers
tlio
Texas
stock
profits above eight per cent upon
the capital Invested could not pay
through - a company to be
a graduated tax juslis individuals
formed by R. E- - Gorce of
did.
Houston,
fix-in-

Non-unio-

Mis-pos- al

live-sto- ck

Chalons-Snr-Marn-

Just

e.

CHICAGO

E

TODAY

befo--

"Bis Five" Seek to Retain
Walker D. Hines As Their
Counsel, But He Says He
Cannot Accept,
STONE'S ACTION MAY
PRECIPITATE A ROW
Notifies His General Chairman They Need Not Answer the Citation of the
Railroad Labor Board.

placing a medal of the legion of
(By The AMorlnlrd
honor on the casket. Minister of
Cleveland, O.. Oct. 25 (by the AsPensions Maglnnt, speaking for
sociated Press). That the "Big
the people of France, declnred:
American brother, they are
Five" railroad transportation orTh interstate commerce commission, left to right, seated, are: W. M. Daniels, B. H.
taking you back. We. howMeyer, C. C. McChord
chiefs are expecting a
ganizations'
ever, will piously preserve
(chairman), H. G Hall and G B. Aitchison. Standing: E. J. Lewis, J. J. Each, J. B. Eastman.
legal battle when they appear beM. W. Potter. J. B. Campbell and F. L Fox.
your memory, and the land
fore
tho railroad board tomorrow
of France will never forget
That the interstate commerce I elded what action It will take on an
in Chicago, was
Indicated today
against any such
you confided to her your Inst
commission may play an import shippers' demands for a reduction moveInjunction
when
of
the commission that does
dream.
they sought to retain Walker
ant part in the railroad crisis is In grain and grain product freight not include
D.
a
former
lilnes.
rethousand
school
commensurate
children
director
Three
general
indicated
in recent dispatches rates and in the
matter duction in wages. Some
were among the throng which mot of railroads, to handle any legal
from AVashlngton which state that of rate reductions. general
Attorneys for state that the I. C. C. plans reports
Mr. Hinea told the brotht
phases.
train
when
a
funeral
the
gentoday
the commission has definitely de the railroads are preparing to ask eral ten per cent reduction.
arrived from Paris. The children erhood executives that he "was not.
threw hundreds of flowers be'ove In a position" tn represent them
Then they formed and returned to New York.
the cortege.
Unless the labor board
on each side or the gun carriage
has
DEVELOPMENTS
IN
READY
and escorted the unknown war changed its attitude concerning the
HARDING
of
of
necessity
chairmen
general
rior to the pier. American offi the
STRIKE
SITUATION
five labor organizations apcers, including
Major General
nt the Chicago meeting, it
Henry T. Allen, many French of- pearing
ficers and citizens walked behind is anticipated that om of the first
LAUNCH
Following were Tuesday's rail
legal
squabbles
will
FOR the gun carriage through two be on the nctionto ofbe w.decided
strike developments:
'
S. Stone,
miles of crowded streets, decorRail executives meet to discuss
of
ated with American and French president of the Brotherhood
strlko situation and labor board
Locomotive Engineers, In notifying
flags.
which begins today.
his
chairmen
OF
AGENCY hearing
general
that
they
A
General Allen expressed
General
TODAY theMajor
Washington Attorney
answer the board's cita. appreciation
of America for need not
Daucherty and district attorneys
tion. Mr. Stone announced tonight
In
manner
which
the
touching
from New York, Cleveland, Bufhimself and rlx grand ofFrance bade farewell to the un- that only
and Chicago
falo, Indianapolis
ficers, In whom the authority of
herb.
Secures Quarters and Pri- complete
identified
He
said:
"for
Will
Deliver An
plans
the organization is vested, will attransportation President
The great, republio which Is
people, food and fuel" in the
tend the conference.
vate Secretary But With- of
Address at the Birmingrendering you homage Is likeevent o a strike.
Stone's Statement.
wise paying tribute to your
holds Announcement Until
S.
Cleveland
Warren
Stone,
to conflicting reports
ham
Referring
In
comrade
who
blue
fell
with
announces
head
of the engineers,
in telegrams exchanged
between
Board Is Confirmed.
you nnd who lives In the
Crowd Greet His Train.
he has Instructed his chairmen
Chairman R. M. Barton of the railhearts of his countrymen as
need not attend tomorrow's
they
road
labor
board, and President
J. B. Herndon, president of the labor board hearing at Chicago,
you live enshrined In the lovBj The A..orlntM Treat.)
Stone, regarding the necessity of
Tour
d
ing memory of yours.
State National bank and
On Board
President Harding's
saying tho board has misunderchairmen
of tho brothergeneral
Ingallant deeds are Indelibly
head of the state agricul stood their authority and will not Spec:liU Train, Oct. 25. Going to
hoods being requested to attend
scribed In the pages of history
tural loan agency, announced yes want them when tho situation Is Alabama to speak tomorrow
the
at the
Chicago hearings, Mr. Stone
to the glory of your nation.
said:
PresBirmingham
terday atternoon thut he had pro- explained.
was
The
held
ceremony
parting
cured a private secrotary and quarW. S. Carter, president of the ident Harding today got his first
"My chairmen are scattered all
on the pier. Six army pallbearers over
ters for the agency of which he will firemen and enginemen, in a picture of the south since lie be- carried
the country, and it would be
the body to tho gangway impossible
act as chairman. The definite an- statement declares press reports came chief executive.
for me to get thorn to
nouncement as to office personnel indicate "the whole power of the
Most of the day, as his trnln and placed it on the pier. After- Chicago In time for the opening of
American
ward
six
and
sailors
and location will bo withheld until administration is to be used to
traveled from Washington,
the
the the hearings."
the entire board is confirmed ami
the strike" and that "there president, watched from the window six French "pollus" carried
asked how long he and
as the hisWhen
its members hav) taken the ath seems to bo no disposition on the and made many comments on the floral tributes aboard
grand officers expect to remain
of office.
played Chopin's in Chicago, Mr. Stone
of any one to bring about accomplishments and needs of the American hand and
part
replied that
the American
Commissions
have buen for- an equitable adjustment."
southern states. At several places, funeral march
he could not answer.
'
,
national
anthem.
warded from Washington and the
southern
ineliidtnii
fruits
products,
Other brotherhood elite? would
"Big Five" union chiefs ak and
oeths of nffic" srcjfi. bo ta'ien upon ; Walker
TTaj I
not indicate whether their general
epeoially cared tobacco, were
Hlnes, former director
t.'railroads
As the order to cast off was chairmen would
their arrival. In the meantime, general of
bo present, except
to act us their presented to him.
the agency directors are laying counsel In t'enling with labor j
given, the American flag was
Crowds Turn Out.
W. G.
president of the Brothand an escort of seven erhood Lee,
Some of tho larger cities turned
plans to function rapidly wjien fully board, hut he declines.
of Railroad Trainmen.
vho
authorized to do so.
destroyers
accompanied hns ordered the approximately 200
Cincinnati Railway clerks will out crowds to greet the train. How. French
to
As an interesting side-liglever, the train slipped through the Olympic to the threo-mll- e
offionairmen
assistance"
and
to
progive
general
"passlvo
grand
the formation of the huge cattlo
imost of the towns without attract- line. Airplnnes waited to fly over cers of his organization to be presposed walkout by refusing to dJ ing unusual
the Olympic as she passed out to ent nnd with whom ho will confer
loan company, and the designation other
attention.
than their own work.
of the separate loun agency, there
At Charlottevllle, Va., students sea.
in Chicago tomorrow.
Houston
It is underand 'from
International
is word
that the Navajo and Great
The French marines stood at at- stood
the
of
Virginia
that tho other chiefs and
Northern
striko situation serenaded University
tention
until
Admiral
with
the
o'd
Apacho cattlo companies of Ari- unchanged;
president
yells,
Dewey's
their officers will confer separately
full passenger and and he
zona desire to be attached to this
presented to them three of flagship became a speck on the preliminary to tho meeting.
freight service being operated ihis guests,
Secrehorizon.
agency instead of tho San Fran- part
Weeks,
Secretary
Men Are Determined.
under
firmed
guards
although tary Fall, and Senator Underwood,
cisco territory.
In a s'ntcnv
maintain
a hands-of- f
today W. S. CarMr. Herndon yesterday received strikers
of Alabama, democratic leader of NEGRO UNDER ARREST
ter, president of the Brotherhood
the following wire from Eugene policy.
the senate.
of
Locomotive
and EnFiremen
Mr. Underwood, la a brief speech,
ON CHARGE OF MURDER
Meyer,. Jr., managing director of
ginemen, said: "The men are dethe War Finance corporation:
praised Mr. Harding as "the greatto peacefully leave the
IS LYNCHED BY A MOB termined
"J. B. Herndon, State National
est man in America."
service of the railroads unless a
There were several thousand
bank, Albuquerque, N. M.:
satisfactory adjustment has been
Directors
"Your wire received.
(R? Tllr Aftlnrlnteit Prmn I
people waiting to cheer the presiMr. Carter also stated
reached."
are
of W'Hr Finance corporation
dent at Charlotte, North Carolina.
Alendnle, S. C ( rt. 24. Ed that "if press
reports are to be
In a short talk he expressed appre- Kirkland, a negro tinder arrest taken at
very glad to learn that livestock
their face the whole
and agricultural loan company has
ciation of the welcome accorded charged with having killjd E. P.
IS
of
the
is goadministration
power
in New Mexico
been organized
him.
Walker, of Appleton, was taken ing to be used to defeat tb- - strlk'
with a subscribed capital of $500,-00- 0
"I have never had opportunity from custody today by a mob and of
the employes." adding:
and a paid up capital of $250,-00before," he said, "to ride across lynched.
'"Not one word comes through
and they heartily congratulate
The negro was discovered on the the
your state in daylight, and I have
press that any Influence Is bethe bankers of New Mexico on the
come to think more of old North platform of a coach of the train
ing used on the railroad corporasuccess of the meeting at AlbuquerCarolina today than ever before. on which Sheriff Bennett w" at- tions."
You r.re a fortunate people. It Is a tempting to take him to Columque yesterday.
Source of Irritation.'
achievement to have diversi- bus, and was shot down. It was
"They believe that tho company,
great
Mr. Carter's etatement in part
if It is well managed and conducted Robbers Loot Mail Truck fied productivity
and we have said, when he tried to escape. The
noted how apparently well em- wounded man war taken in an follows:
along sound business lines, can
"A source of Irritation which has
and Get Away With ployed you are."
render great service by
automobile to Appleton where the
among
with the War Finance corporaThe president also referred to mob dispersed, leaving the body in resulted In an upheaval
An
in
railroad
Bonds;
arfunds
employes is the general
S500,000
tion In making its
quickly
the conference on limitation of
the car. Later, however, the same attitude of
of
the
railroads
and
tho
and effectively available In New
his
mament
asserted
and
hope
or another crowd burned tho body.
"Inside Job," Believed.
Mexico.
Shall greatly appreciate
America would "play a big part" Whether Kirkland was etlll alive everybody else, Including the adlabor
of
must
names
that
upon
It If you will advise me
in tho accomplishments of the con. when the crowd returned could not ministration,
(By The AmoclntKl Pimm.)
rest the ent.re burden of getting
directors and officers of company
feronce. He declared this counNew York, Oct. 25. Disclosure try would enter the conference In be learned. was
to
back
and send me copies of any circulars
'normalcy.'
Kirkland
alleged to have
"The 'open shop' propaganda of
that may bo Issued regarding plan of the fact that the loot In last an unselfish attitude, prepared to shot Walker, a white
farmer, toyear made it evident to railof organization and scope of opera- night's
mall truck
holdup in do everything It can toward an day during an altercation over last
road employes that there was a
tions.
$500.-00- 0
agreement.
rent.
Included
nearly
Broadway
"EITGENE MEYER.
conspiracy on the part of-- the 'big
Crowd Out At Danville.
"
In bonds, coupled with Postbusiness' to destroy labor unions, ifr
"Managing Director."
Another crowd assembled about
NOT LIABLE.
COMPANIES
it wero possible to achieve that
Mr. Herndon also received the master General Hays' offer of a the presidential
car at Danville,
Railroad
24.
Oct.
Wrashineton.
following wire from Marion San- $5,000 reward for the robbers, Vn., and the president and Mrs. companies are not liable for dam- purpose.
"Immediately upon return of the
son, chairman of the agricultural "dead or alive" tqday set detec- Harding alighted to shake hands. ages caused while operated by the
to private control leadloan agency of the War Finance tives working on a theory that the At Calverton,
Va.,
they chatted railroad administration,
the su- railroads
railroad presidents and others
Texas:
d
at
Worth,
ing
overalled
Fort
corporation
"inside job." several minutes with
was
In substance toan
rich
haul
court
held
preme
hired for the purpose, began a nation
prompt
"Congratulations
employes.
Of the stolen securities $463.-00- 0
on-wide
day In refusing to review an appeal
propaganda to convince
action in organizing loan company.
left
which
WashingThe
Inof
train,
were
tho
am.
Fire
of the Globe
worth
property
Am asking chairman organization patrons
ton at 9 a. m., is to reach Birming- surance company. Rutgers
on Page Two.)
National
Chase.
the
(Continued
of
committee here to mall you any bank, while $27,000 worth belong ham at 8,: 4 5 a. m. tomorrow. Mr.
there.
Information desirable."
the
will
day
spend
Harding
National bank.
Mr. Herndon received from Mr. to ParkInside
leave for Camp Penjob theory was based Ho then will
Sanson a nice letter of encourage- on The
where he is to make a
Ga.,
ning,
of
news
the
tho
belief
that
ment written when the formation
visit on Thursday, and
had reached the band
of the company was being agitated shipment channels
will proceed to Atlanta to deliver
reliable
so
that
through
an address at the Grady monuby tho local banker.
they not only knew which truck ment. He will return to WashingThe following wlro arrived last was
out
to
it,
pick
carry
ton Friday.
night from Mr. Meyers:
the sacks- containing the booty.
".I. B. Herndon,
tho
criticised
posofficials
Bank
bank,
"President State National
tal authorities for allowing so J. PORTER JONES IS
"Albuquerque, N. M.
trans"Messrs. Slmms and Husking valuable a shipment to bethe
SLUGGED AND ROBBED
on New Mexico ported at night through was city
agree to serve
in
'
street.
truck
mall
The
sent
were
committee.
StarvSupplies
25. 3. Porter
Santa Fe, Oct.
10,000,000
5,000,000
charge of only one man, tho Jones
you today, and I suggest you hav chauffeur.
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RUN

A

RAILROAD
BY HENRY FORD
diet Rid of the Individual
Stockholder, Use Lighter
Rolling Stock, Fire Useless Employes, Remedy.

;'

(By The Assoclaltcl

I'reM.)

25. Henry
Oct,
Washington,
1 rd, writing in the official publication of tha Chnmber of Commerce of the United States, tells
how he would run a. big railroad.
Mr. Ford's operation of his own
road, the Detroit, Toledo & Iron-tohas been the subject of much
discussion.
First of ail, he says, he would
(jet rid of the individual stockholder, whom he considers a parasite;
then he would turn to lighter rolling stock, and finally "fire usless
employes, especially the lawyers."
. Finance as it applies to railroads
he says, is a failure, and the roads
spend mo.iey uselessly in red tape,
particularly 'in accounting.
"Real purposes of a railron'1,
h
rites, "are to serve the public.
There Is no reason why it should
be diverted from that s rvlce a'
into the
set to puttinjr money
make
pockets of stockholders who actual
no contribution to the rond's
The public pay these
operation.
dividends. They are a tax on the
3 cople.
System of Flnnnclnr.
a possiblo and prac
"There
ticable svnhrn of financing railthose contributing
which
roads by
the monev will he In positions to
add to the success of the undertaka railing. If the brakemnn on has
an
road owns stock in it. he
Inducement to compeadditional
tent service. If the railroad is a
success it Is due to him and his
fellow workmen r'd they are entitle to the profit.
"Railroads should not have to
They tan
KO to hanks for money.
The first
be otherwise financed.
thlnr; Is to make a railroad work.
Make It t issible for people to use
It as much as they want to. Then
there will bo no trouble about
Is that we
The troubl
finance.
fistart with finance and expect Finance to make the rond i, nance can't do that. Finance- is a
-

1

failure.

Retire the rnrnslte.
"If such a course were attempt-

tor types. Our patents will guarantee free use o. ideas. We will
never proceed against anybody for
infringement r 1 our patnts.
Speeding up Freight.
"The third step would be that
of expediting the journey of the
freight carrier. By speeding up
our freight over the preliminary
part of its Journey on the D. T.
and I. we have shortened the time
of its delivery by from seven to
fourteen days. This means our
product pets to (be people from
seven to fourteen days quicker
than it used to. It means we
carry on our books $30,000,000
lens undelivered
products than
otherwise.
"Most railroads have enough
lawyers working for them to operate them if they were engaged
One of thn first
in useful work.
with the
things is to dispense
A
well managed road
legal staff.
needs less of that sort of service.
The lawyers are mostly in the
claims department, one of the
most wasteful branches of railroad operation.
Any small claim
is likely to
against a railroad
knock about the claims department ror weeks or months to cost
many times as much as it would
to pay. Proper organization would
lead, at the time It is first presented, to establishing the facts
about it and settling It on the
It would keep
basis of justice.
all this detail bff the books.
P,ookkocn!n!t Complicated.
of railroads is
"liookkeeplng
complicated far beyond all necesWo
have
simplified this desity.
partment, reduced its cost and
have transformed it Into an actual
help instend of a vexation and a
burden. How did we do it? By
viewing the proposition as a service to the users of railroads and
making everything fit into that,
the fear of
instend of having
stockholders and dividends before
our eyes. Our faith is that service
will pay. Finance does not come
first. Work comes first.
"We don't claim to have done
anything new In railroading yet.
We have only taken the old system of operating and, cut off Its
Even the old
obvious absurdities.
system, brought up to efficiency,
would be an Immense change. We
have simply cut out the loafing
of men. engines and ears. Then
is no mystery or magic about It.
Anyone can do It. If the introduction of plain, everyday good
management will create such a
change, what may we not expect
from really new Ideas?
"I don't like to appear as criticizing any railroad manager for
I have never done so. With
on their backs .and
their banker bosses who don't
know anything about railroading,
what can they do? They must he
liberated from the present system. And you won't do that by
giving them JnOO.000.000 to perpetuate the present bad system,
either."

.we could expect n (treat outcry
for the protection of invested capital. It would be said that people
had bought these stocks for the
financial protection of their famiProtection
lies, their children.
from what? From the necessity of RESIDENTS OF ONLY
chilearning their living. Their
NINE STATES CAN GET
dren would he better off if they
had to finance themselves. Proper
BEER PRESCRIPTIONS
he
financing would, of course,
easier on new roads. C the old
Washington, Oct. 25. Prescriponea.how..ve., it should be possitions of beer as medicine under the'
ble to retire the parasites, the
stockholder, and get new treasury regulations can legal-lbe made in only nine states,
the ownership Into the proper
Wayne B. Wheeler, general counsel
hands.
n
league, said to"After removing this dividend of the
be to day in a statement.
drain, the second step wouldburden
These
remove the great physical
states, ho said are, CaliMassachu
of the railroads needless weight fornia, Connectiticut,
of -- their rolling stock. A freight setts, Missouri, New Jersey, New
train Is several times the weight iork. Pennsylvania, Rhode Island
of the load it carries, and a pas- and Wisconsin.
Prescription of beer also Is possenger train is twentv times as
In the
heavy. The cost of pulling empty sible, he said, Louisiana
and Maryportion of
trains Is needlessly large.
land.
4 "On
and
Toledo
k
the Detroit,
IrOnton the old types of engines
nd cars will be displaced by bet
Journal Want Ads bring results
ed,
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LEGAL' SQUABBLE
IS EXPECTED AT
CHICAGO TODAY
v'Contlnued from Page One.)
the public that the high rate were
caused by high wages
Cummins-Eac- h
Act,
"The opposition of railroad employes to the enactment of the
Cummins-Esc- h
law was based upon
two principles:
"1 On of the results Tit the
transportation act was 10 IncieMfO
the supposed valuation of the rail- roads trom less than $1.1, 000,000and
000 to almost
19,000,000,000,
upon this inflated value the interstate commerce commission Is required to fix a freight and a passenger, rate that presumably would
give to railroad owners u return
of between
for their investments
Aby man con54 and 6 per cent.railroad
business
the
nected with
should know that such an increase
in capital charges could not be incurred without disaster, citherem-to
the corporations or to the
if these
ployes. They knew that Inflation
railroads upon this great
to earn
were
of capital investment
5 Vi or 6 per cent railway employes
must suffer In the end.
Railroad Labor Hoard.
"2 Title III. of the transportation act, creates a railroad labor
board, made up of three 'factions;'
the railway employes, are represented, the railway corporations
are represented and the 'public' Is
are
represented thereon. If there railthree representatives of the
road corporations and three "representatives of the public' then aU
destroy
that would be necessary to railroad
the standard of living of
employes would re to create a
public opinion so t'nat the representatives of the iuVlio would untie
of the
with the representative
railroad corporations and thereby
majority
establish a
against labor on the labor board.
"A vast number of railroads, no,
content with the wage reduction
brought about by decision number
147 of the labor board have demanded revisions of wage agreements that will destroy rules in
Nothing
effect for many years.
has alarmed the men to a greater
extent than this seeming determination to abrogate rules, until announcement is mnde that another
wage reduction will be Insisted
upon.
Carriers Stood Firm
"At the meeting of all of the
gc.ieral chairmen In Chicago .n
were Issued to
July instructions
the chief executives of the organizations to endeavor to get some
with the proper
understanding
representative of the railroad corcould
so that peace
porations
again be restored. Notwithstandover
60
days
ing effort extending
from
the only reply obtainable
the railroad corporations was that
the
they could not agree to leave and
rules of employment Intact
demand
to
not
would not agree
further wage reductions. This situation was set forth in the striki
ballots submitted to the membership.
Voted for n Strike.
"When the ballots were countel
and It was learned that an overwhelming majority of the railroad
employes had voted In favor of
a strike the general committees,
reluctant to resort to a strike,
passed a resolution instructing the.
chief executives to again get Into
with the proper
communication
In
representatives of the railroads be
the hopes that there might
some satisfactory
adjustment of
nil these matters In controversy.
This was done and at a meeting
of the presidents of the railroad
corporations In Chicago a com- itteo was appointed to meet the
chief executives of the organizations, at which meeting the chief
executives used every effort to
persunde the railroad presidents
to adopt some conciliatory attitude. In reply the chief executives were told that the railroad
had that afternoon
presidents
that they
passed a resolution
would proceed Immediately to secure another wage reduction. This
was reported to the committees of
general chairmen, when they set
the date for the strike, and asked
for approval of the chief executives, which approval was given.
"If press reports are to be taken at their face the whole power
of the administration Is going to
be used to defeat the strike of
the employes.
Not one word
comes through the press that any
Influence is being used on the
railroad corporations. What Is to
bj done between now and October 30, no one knows. There
seems to be no disposition on th
part of any one to bring about
an equitable adjustment, and thero
two-tliir-

is

Hold Then Shape

where the matter stand."

DUITTOBAGCO

So Easy to Drop Cigarette,
Men who "run "em over"
Cigar, or Chewing Habit
will find that OGDENS will
keep their feet straighter and
has helpad thousands
neater looking than they ever to break the costly,
tobacco
habit,
ing
whenever yon
thought possible.
have a
for a smoke or a
Made of Mahogany Calf chew, Justlonging
a
harmless No-Tplace
uac taoiet In your mouth Instead.
The soft, pliable calf skin All
desire stops. Shortly the habit
used in OGDENS allows Is completely
broken, and you are
better
off mentally physically, fiplenty of freedom, yet holds
It's
nancially.
the feet in a firm velvety Get a box of so easy, so simple.
and If It
grip that makes them "track doesn't relcaee you from all cravIn
for
tobacco
ing
any form, yout
right."
wtll refund your money
OGDENS are very stylish, druggist
without question.
wear well, and are reasonably
priced.
NEVER. WANTS ANYTHING
nerve-shatt-

For Sale
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By WILLIAM CHAPLIN,

coa:
GALLUP

209 West Centra!.

We have it

on

track, in bins, en
route.

LUMP AND EGG

SUGARITE AND BRILLIANT

Aztec Fuel Company
JEWETT FIRE BRICK
Phone 251

er

ELSE
The season of coughs, colds.
croup and bronchial trouble Is at
hand. Every mother will be Inter- estea in this letter from Mrs. E. K.
Olson. 1917 Ohio Ave.. Superior.
Wis. "I tried many different kinds
of cough medicine, but now 1
never want anything else than
Foley's Honey and Tar. I used It
for all my children when I lived In
Iowa and also for my grandchild
In Duluth, and it has always done
good work." Contain no opiate.
soia everywnere.

COUNTY NOTTO

SANTA FE BUILDING A
STOCKADE AROUND ITS
ROUNDHOUSE AT VEGAS

BE REPRESENTED

(Sptelal Correanomlenra to Th Jonmal.)
East Las Vegas, N-- M Oct. 25,

AT CLOVIS MEET
Lack of Finances Will Prevent Bernalillo County
Boys, and Girls Club From
Entering State Contest.
Members of the Bernalillo County
will
Boys' and Girls' club team
not take part In the state club contests to be held at Clovis October
28 on account of the lack of funds
to cover the expenses of the teams
on the trip. County Home Demonstration Agent Maude Doty has
worked with two teams for several
weeks preparing them to take part
in the contest, but the lack of funds
will prevent their entry.
The state college club leader re
fused to allow the home demonstration agent to finance the trip
herself and as there, are no other
available funds, the children will
not have a chance to go.
One. of the teams which Mrs.
Doty was expecting to take honors
with was composed of girls from
one of the county cooking clubs.
They have been training tor weeks
both in preparing me aisnes ana
learning just how to place them on
the table and learning a running
speech describing the operations.

KS

hot-ai-

Workmei. under the direction of
the Santa Fe officials have begun
the erection of a stockade around
No state'
the roundhouse here.
ment Is available from those in
authority. However, It is believed
that it is being put In for the pro
tection of the railway property In
case of a Btrlke.
A mpetlnar of the five blcr broth
erhoods was held here Sundav
evening with L. A. Kowalskl of
Emporia, Kans., general chairman
of the B. of L. K. on the San;n
Fe railway as chief speaker. Whai
transpired at the meeting was not
known except that the Santa Fe
employes in Las Vegas are for e
fair and honorable settlement cf
between
the disagreement
the
men and the railways, which will
avert a strike.

hot-wat-

JUNIOR RIFLE CORPS
DOES GOOD WORK FOR
MONTH OF SEPTEMBER

Do you care as much for your babies
as a florist cares for his flowers?

The scores and returns of the
Winchester Junior Rifle corps for
September were received yesterday.
and ninety-thre- e
One thousand
boys and girls won medals during
the month, of which seven were
florist knows this:
Handsome as a fine piece of furInstructors, nine won expert med
als, 122 won sharpshooter medals.
niture and costing surprisingly litwhich will thrive
118 won the "possible" bars. 816
won marksmen medals, and 623
in air warmed by hot water radistands in the living-rootle,
medals.
won
will
dining-rooin
wilt
from
a
ators
the
or kitchen, flooding
heat
mema
now
has
The rifle corps
hot-ai- r
bership of over 100,000 boys and
furnace
the
room
with
stove.
or
warmth.
RAILROADS TURN DOWN
girls under the age of 18. Under
boys and
APPEAL OF capable Instructors, these
BOARD'S
American Radiators connected
air builds, health;
Warm,
girls are taught the value of outNO FURTHER PAY CUTS door life, and this Instruction often
with
it, carry its warmth to every
air
undermines
it.
hot,
dry
proves valuable in later life.
other
room ; while the kitchen tank,
are the medal winners
Following
from
One.)
(Continued
Page
Have you ever considered these
In this state:
Wygte Ridemann,
also
connected, provides an abunN.
tain executives of said organiza- Allster Mactavlsh, and Richard
facts in their relation to the winter
Miller
of
dance
Magnalena:
Hoffman,
of hot water for washing
firetions (conductors, engineers,
Paul
William
Kahler,
health of your babies?
and French,
switchmen
men, trainmen,
and
of
Carrusozo.
Bill
and
Elliott,
bathing.
telegraphers) that It Is the purpose Wack
of the carriers to apply to the railThe American Radiator ComAnd we guarantee
if your
road labor board for a further re- STEEL CORPORATION
when home is now heated by stoves
duction In wages, additional to that
or
DIVIDENDS
ordered July 1, 1921.
DECLARES
conducting the scientific experia hot-ai- r
ot
"The proper consideration
furnace, ARCOLA will pay
ments that produced ARCOLA.
the conditions surrounding matters
for itself in the fuel it will save.
(By Tbe Auoclnted Prraa.)
now pending before
the board
25.
The
Oct.
New York,
burns
should remove any Immediate oc United States Steel corporation
kind of fuel.
You simply
see ARCOLA.
s
casion for strife between the car today declared It's regular
emriers and said organization of
is new and differen t. Built by
For the sake of your babies'
of
per cent on pre
ployes growing out of a possible re- ferred and l'A per cent on com
the Company whose larger heathealth for the
he labor mon stock.
duction of wages by
board.
Total earnings for the quarter
ot
ing plants warm mansions, cathes
"Since the organization or me ending September
30 were $18.- more
than
little
eighteen
a
board
and
even
drals
White
House
the
bank
were me
account
The
918,058.
earnings
months ago. more than 2,000 cases smallest reported
since March,
is guaranteed
be the
itself,
Involving disputes between the car 1915, when they were Jt2.457.809.
hot-watriers and employes have been filed
most
for
Income
net
the
The
quarter
perfect
heating
More than 700
with the board.
30 was
outfit for small homes and stores
andseeARCOLA
have been disposed of . . . The ending September
balance
The
provided
x
board has been deluged with minor from
was
undivided
science
which
has
surplus
produced.
today. r
disputes which would not have id. 965, 504.
been sent here had the carriers and
AMtWVUIMBHT
These figures compare' with
in the
If. IHBIFT,
their employes
total earnings of $21,892,018 and
IVrrMi DrvtDBma
The red and yellow card at 'the right is the sign of a Heating or Sanitary
establishment of adjustment hoards net lncorrio
In the
of
$13,226,609
used
call
him
to
Steamfitter or Plumber) who can show
Engineer (you
as provided In the transportation
AND COMPORT
There was litprevious quarter.
you ARCOLA, Look for it in his window.
act.
CMLwrmm
tle surplus for the common diviTlireo Pnrnmonnt Questions.
will
It
CA&ZoGClV
pay you to consult him twice a year as you do your Doctor
at that time, the sum of
"Thron nnpstlnn of naramount dend
Dentist.
To
or
have him examine and report on your heating and
from un
the $4,571,668 being totaken
importance have been before 1920.
costs
little. It may save you a very great deal.
make up the
divided surplus
plumbing
hoard, the wasre Increase of
$6,353,781 required for that pur
the wage reduction of 1921 and the pose.
adoption of new rules and working conditions
"The two wage controversies
were disposed of. . . . The board
has been justly urged by the carMakers of the famous IDEAL Boilers and AMERICAN Radiators
riers to complete its consideration of the rules and hand flown Its
decision.
Piles, Pimples, Carbuncles, tie.,
402 17th
Denver, Colorado
"It is the Judgment of the board
quickly relieved by
that as a matter of procedure it
matter
a
as
would be unwise, and
of policy unjust, to discontinue or your money back. COo at Drugglsti or
consideration of rules and working conditions and enter Into a pro-to THE BOILEKE CO., Albuquerque, K. M.
longed hearing of an application
reduce wages at this time. .
"It I not within the province "
the board to shut the door in the
face of either carriers or employes
Dr. Olaaa
hat piisltl't
but . . . it is within the discretion proof ha ta able to ours
of the board to fix the order in tuberculoid by Inhalation
Inquire
which it will take up and consider in any climate.
For furth.r Information
matters submitted addreaa
the numerous
T V. GLASS
THE
to it.
INHALANT CO.. MASON
Both Sides Too Hasty.
LOS A NO BTake an Eveready Focusing Flashlight home.
BUILDING.
"It will thus become apparent ILES CALIFORNIA.
Tonight, get out where it's good and dark. Flash
that the employes, who are protestbeam hero and tnere on objects near
its 300-foing against a further wage cut, are
C.
crossing bridges long before they
and
far. If you don't agree that here is the greatcan possibly get to them, and that
8PEI!IAI 1(71 tN
est flashlight you have ever' held in your hand,
REFIIA1TION
carriers cannot hasten a wage re
107 & Fourth.
duction by applying for it at this
Phone 1057-come back and get your money.
time.
Is not affected
"The board
$3.75, including an Eveready Battery worth
It
by the fireat of a strike
51c and two extra Mazda lamps worth 60c.
adopted several weeks ago a policy
of making everything secondary to
consideration of rules and workJBLToapm.
ing conditions, but . . . even with
the greatest diligence. It will re
time to comquire considerable
plete the decision of rules.
HAVE
In view of the above considera
DAY AND NIGHT SESSIONS
tions, It Is the purpose of the board
ncC
that the submission of carriers and
Attend a school that Is suremployes on rules and working
rounded with an Atmosphere
conditions) shall be completely dis
of Business.
posed or as to any particular class
n
of employe before a hearing Is
A thorough course in this
had on any question of wages afschool would prepare you for
fecting Raid class of employes of
worth-whil- e
position.
any carrier covered by Decision
No. 17 (165 Class A railroad).
ENROLL NOW.
JVOI! villain ispiimmuc
While information coming from
labor board members was that the
hearing which begrins tomorrow
probably would last at least sev
MIMEOGRAPH
eral day, members of the Associa
TYPEWRITER
tion of Hallway Executives said
PAPERS
CARBON
that a number of railroad heads
were making reservation
on out
going train tomorrow night. In
the belief that they would not be
derson
neetled here after that time.
t- i' board voted, seven to two, In
tn
memorandum
of issuing the
to
railroad, members said. A.
GLASS, PAINT,
arton, of the labor group,
PRINTERS
CEMENT. PLASTER.
ni
..race Baker,
of the rail
BINDERS
opposed It.
STATIONERS
Are now so generally accept
ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER COMPANY
ed as part of man's dress that
4S3 NORTH FIRST STREET.
OVERSEAS VET AND HIS
208 West Gold Ave
high grade trousers are all
INTERNATIONAL FAMILY
being made this year with
HAVE GONE TO FRANCE
rtraps for belts only.
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Corrupnadenee to The Jonnnl
assortment consist
Our
of
New York, Oct 25. Percy Hockand
fancy engraved stori
plain
ing and his "International family"
have gone back to France, where
and Bllver
gold
ng silver,
the romance started when he was
hammered
and
etched
itriped,
h
fighting with the Seventy-seventwith real leather straps.
United State division, which he
had Joined in New York.
Hocking Is a British subject, his
wife a native of Nancy, France.
Thev were married at Nancy after
the armistice. The first child.was
$15.00
$5.00
born in France. They came to
America. The second child was
born here.
Hocking could find no work In
throat and chert America.
The little family was
twallow small niece of
New
having a hard struggle Indiscovla.
York until their plight was
DIAMOND
JEWELERS
ered by Mis Ray C. Sawyer, ex- MERCHANTS
ecutive secretary of New York
American legion. Through her efOm 17 Million Jan CM YtaHg fort the Hocking children were
provided with clothing and the
family was given money for their
return to France.
When they reached Cherbourg, fwind Shield Glass-LumbHocking had three dollar. His . m. v. untiniiMD a. v (u
) ,w
Pbooa 402
plight was as bad as It was In I 431 Sooth II rM 8tmt.
the
of
V
at
that
stage
But
America,
AND OINTMENT
.
journey an envelope was thrust
into hif hands. It contained railroad transportation for the entire New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
familv to Nancy and COO francs i1
Hoilrrmnk.r
and WHritm
wtty. Ftmyim and the cards
Bf).Oiam)Trt,Tlror,c.M
of Douglas Fairbanks
tddraM: Oatttartl
tlOO B. Beooad Bt, .
Tel, 184VM
and Mary Pickford.

fOUGHS
.

Put a flower btiida a afore
r
or over a
reAittar.
Watch it wither and droop.
You will underttand then
why (toritta f'nuar upon
warmth
healthful
tor their planta instead of
dry, wilting hot air.

iY

CITY

WE DELIVER AND SET VP YOUR STOVE

J. KORBER & CO.

er

Albuquerque's Big Hardware Store

208-22I

0

North Second St.

Phone 878.
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EH MPEROR

AMERICA'S "UNKNOWN HERO" TO REST IN BEAUTIFUL SPOT

AND
9

w

MEET

AT VETS'

(By The Amociulrd rnn.)
Vienna, Oct. 25 (by the Associ-

ated Press.) Former
Emperor
Charles and his wife were still Interned today In the caslte of Count
Esterhazy at Tata Toyaros, accord-In- s
to Austrian official advices.
Members of Charles' Cabinet and
other prisoners have been removed
to the military prison In Budapest.
Besides membrs of the cabinet,
there are being held as prisoners
many royalist officers and legitiPrince Ludwig
mists, including
Windisch-GraetIt is reporled
that important documents and
jewelry have been taken from the
prisoners.
Charles has been refused release
on parole. In diplomatic quarters
It is said Zita Is tree to go where
she desires.
No
greater punishmentexile. foris
Charles than renewed
spoken of here. It was reported
Italy has offered him asylum.
There were rumors today that
Charles had attempted to commit
suicide, and also that he had been
The
wounded by an assassin.
rumors were without official
z.

KARL IS ASSIGNED TO
BEXMCTINE ABBEl
Vienna, Oct. 25 (by the Aasocl-Btc- d
It is reported that
Press.)
former King Charles toduy acterms ofcepted unconditionally
fered him bv Admiral Horthy, the
regent, and that he has been as-of
signed to the Benedictine abbey
Tlhanv, on Flatten lake, where ho
will live until further notice.
The abbey of Tlhany was foundit is situated about
ed in 1054.
fifty miles southwest of Budapest.of
Flatten lake is the largest body
water In Hungary.
OEOENRl'RO OCCl'P.'EP
BY KAKX1STS' FORCES
Vienna, Oct. 25. Karlists under
Stephan Friederich, former Huntoday occupied
garian premier,
Oedonburg, in West Hungary.
SWITZERLAND DOESN'T
WANT KARL AND ZIT.
Geneva, Oct. 25 (by the Associated Press). Former Emperor
Zita have
Charles and
worn out their welcome In Switzerland.
"Never will they be permitted
to return to. this country," declared President Schultnoss to the
Associated Press today, "and If
they should return then we should
arrest, intern and finally expel
Charles must understand
them.
that the doors ot Switzerland are
rinsed tn him
"If the report Is confirmed that
Hungary Trt tha
arrested
Hungarians keep them; or tney
could eventuully go to America.
Of course, we shall take care ot
the children until some other arrangement can be made."
Vn

LEAIER OP ROYALIST
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ARMS

CONVENTION

HEH'SCLUBS
IS BEING HELD
ttPIClAi OIATCM fO HnHNINO JOUNNALJ

Roswell, N. M., Oct. 25. Delegates to the tenth annual convenNew Mexico Federation
tion
of Women's clubs arrived from
every part of the state today. Many
of the delegates and visitors came
in automobiles, and It was said this
afternoon that by WWcdnesduy
morning there would be a larger
afternoon
that by Wednesday
year than at any previous meeting
of the federation. The first convention of the federation was held
here, and the federation held a
fitting ceremony for the tenth anniversary tonight.
The afternoon was taken up
largely with meetings of committees and a meeting of the cnn il.
Lunch was served to the visitors
by the Chaves county Ited Cross
in the basement of the court house,
where the Ited Cross has a wonder
ful exhibit of proper foods for
n
and
children and grown-updentally an exhibit of farm products
grown in the Pecos valley.
Tonight was president's night,
which consisted of the welcome
formalities, and a reception to the
visitors at the Masonic Temple,
the invocation at the
Following;
opening session tonight by Itev.
the following
Rudolph Caughey,
short addresses of welcome were
made for the various organisations:
For Roswell, Judge O. A. Richardson; chamber of commerce. Claude
Simpson: New Mexico Military institute, Colonel J. W. Willson; Roswell public schools, Superintendent
N. Pope; Rotary club, Robert
I.
Kellahln; Kiwanls club. H. M. Dow:
Federated P. T. A., Mrs. W. W.
club, Mrs.
Phillips; Shakei-rearWomen's club,
W, A. Johnson:
.
Mrs. Grace T. Bear.
of-t-

.
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Cooking Nourihing

19 DIPHTHERIA CASES

IS. SOUTHARD

OF

s'

.The Original Food Drink For All Ages

'".)

Aorlntd

Chattanooga, Tenn., Oct. 25.
Characteristic addresses by Governor A. A. Taylor and former
United States Senator J. B. Fraz-le- r
the
of Tennessee featured
opening session of the thlrtv-firannual reunion of the United Confederate Veterans today.
Governor Taylor, In welcoming
tho delegates, declared that he
yielded to no one In his love for
Dixie or for the American repuby4
).
lic and voiced his pleasure over
the unity existing In all sections.
Before starting his address Governor Tavlor called Johnny Bass,
a grizzled veteran and Inmate of
the Nashville soldiers' home, to
the platform. He then asked that
a fiddling trio of Texans come
forward, when the governor himself took up his fiddle 'and led
the orchestra, with Johnny. Bas3
at the piano.
5K.
V'
i
At today's sessions of the Sons
of Confederate Veterans reports
received fromi department and division rommnnders
1
revealed little advance for the organization
for tho past year? the most optimistic report coming from the
Tevns organization.
The committee on school hisn
tories condemned the Booth
i
play, "Ahrahnm Lincoln,"
t
and the use made of. it by George
Creel during the war a3 governAerial photo of Arlington National Cemetery. The grave of the unknown hero is to be near the entrance to ment propaganda.
the amphitheater in the foreground.
'
This new aerial view of the napicturesqueness of the cemetery
from the battlefields of
brought
tional cemetery
at Arlington,
where the body of ihe "unknown
OUT
France, will symbolize nil the
taken through
with
American hero," will be buried
American soldiers who fell in the
the army air service, shows the
on Armistice Day. This soldier,
war.

Budapest, Oct. 25 (by the Associated Tress). Maior Oestenburs,
leader of the royalist troops, committed suicide when the government forces overtook him at
Komor. All Karlist deputies were
except M. Porecianyl,
arrested,
who jumped from a window.
The assembly is to be convoked
The
soon to dethrone Charles.
election of Admiral Horthy, regent, as king is said to be among
the possibilities.
An interesting three-dayproYouths today destroyed the of- gram has been arranged for the
fices of the Uszag, owned by Count visitors, not only at the convention
Andrassy, one of Charles' cabinet proper but In the way of
members, using hand grenades.

Digettibi

like a bank service

which makes friends, or just
depositors?

SAFE,
EFFICIENT,
PROGRESSIVE.

JUKES

STAND

IN SAN MIGUEL COUNTY
FOUND IN PAST WEEK

IN

!i The .Imirml
Fe, N. M.. Oct. 25. The
state bureau of public health report for the week ending October 22 Indicates a large majority
HER
of diphtheria cases, with typlieid
fever showing the next largest
prevalence.
The report follows:
Woman Accused of Slaying
Conjunctivitis Bernalillo coun: Dona Ana,
3.
ty,
Her Husband Denies PracBernalillo
Diphtheria
county,
."; Chaves, 4; Colfax, 2; Curry, 1;
tically Every Allegation of De
Uaca, 1; Eddy, 3; McKInley,
1 :
State Witnesses.
Quay, 1; San Mlfruol, 19; Santa
Fe, K; Union, 4, and Valencia, 11.
2H.
Oct.
Twin Falls, Idaho,
Pneumonia
Dona
1;
Grant,
Denying practically every allega- Ana, 1.
Scarlet
2.
tion contained In the testimony
Fever Bernalillo,
of previous witnesses, Mrs. I.yda Dona Ana, 1; Eddy, 7,' Santa Fo,
Meyer Southard, alleged slayer of 3.
Tuberculosis
Kdw.ird F. Meyer, spent the great2;
Bernalillo,
er part of the d:iy today on the Grant, 26; Lincoln, 2.
De Baca, 1;
witness stand on both direct and
Typhoid Colfax,
cross examination.
Otero, J; San Miguel, 1; Quay, 1,
Mrs. southard appeared brightSanta Fe, J; Socorro, 1.
er and more cheerful after her
Whooping Cough Sandoval, 2.
the
been
has
Rrilllni?
than
day's
She
case in some time past.
chatted breezily with her attor
or
two
word
a
neys, exchanffed
IS
men and comwith newspaper
ported herself on the whole as one
freed suddenly of restraint.
Her replies to questions wero
anclresseu directly to tne jury jjj
whose direction her gazo was bent
most of the time. Her answer- for the most part were quick an
voluble. Only occasionally did slip
Rlance in the direction of heiflt-torncor hesitnto beforo speaking.
(Hy The Annnrlatrd Pre".)
Knew Meyer Owned Tjmrt.
Baltimore, Md., Oct. 25. A negro
Mrs. Southard
admitted
that was
in n battle with Baltikilled
Edward F. Meyer owned 20 acrea
of land. She did not ui'Ke him nmore police nt Humphrey Station,
suburb of thbi cUy, :ate tonight,
to mnko a will, however, and
never discussed with him the mat- following a threatened race riot.
The
j
riot was precipitated by an
She deter of life insurance.
a.
white girl by a
nied that Fho had ever said that assault upon
At a Tito hour a band of
she knew or believed that Meyer 'negro. were
In
a
house surrounded
could not recover from his final negroes
'
illness or that she had made use by police.
of the words attributed to her by
former witnesses with respect to
the holding of a post mortem on SPECIAL DANCE FOR
the body of Meyer, to wit: "C!o
ELKS AFTR LODGE
ahead and cut him all to pieces
If you want to."
MEETING TONIGHT
Cross examination of the witness was constantly interrupted hy
Members of the local Elks'
objections on the part of attorneys
and their ladies will hold
for the defense, the most frequent lodge
an Informal dnnco at tho eluo
objections being on the grpund house this evening at the conclu-rio- n
that such examination was not beiof tho
business sesing kept within the record of the sion.) Beportsregular
on the membership
case. Fractically all were overdrive will be glven during the busruled by the court.
iness meeting.
Snys Clerk Was Mistaken.
Music for the dance is to be
Purchase of the poisonous insect
supplied by the Dizzy Four .Taz
exterminator was admitted by Mrs orchestra
Folthe Mile-H- l
Southard and two pnckiipes placed lies. The from
dance Is open to Elks
by her as the amount she bought.
only and their ladles.
Asked as to whether she remembered the testimony iff the clerk
who waited upon her to the effect
that her purchase was of several WAR RISK INSURANCE
times this amount, she declare 1
E'JSEAU REORGANIZED
that the clerk was mistaken. She
declared that she had no recollec(lly The Amorlatrd I'rets.)
tion of the clerk saying to her,
Denver, Colo., Oct. 25. Former
"Good gracious, woman, what are service
men. of Colorado, .Wyoyou going to do with it all?" or her ming, Utah and New Mexico will
reply to the effect that she In- make their war risk insurance
tended taking It to a ranch in the
and obtain adjustments
enftyon, all of which was contained Payments
in the testimony of the clerk as a from the Eleventh district headIn
Denver In the future,
quarters
witness for the state.
to an announcement
Mrs. Southard
testified to the according
effect that she, too, was taken sick mado today by Acting District
C. A. Gregory.
This is
shortly before Mr. Meyer's first Manager
of the changes to be effected
attack in his final Illness and that one
under
the
of tho
time.
reorganization
same
were
at
both
sick
the
Her sickness, she said, resembled war risk Insurance bureau under
the
United States veterans' buthat of Meyer and lasted until after
her husband's death. The symp- reau, he said.
Notices will be sent to all fortoms, she said, were similar tft mer
service men within a short
those of her husband although she
time, ho said. Authority also has
did not suffer ns much.!
been
to ihe
granted,
Kntcrs Denials.
according
The witness denied having ever statement, for settlement of comsaid in response to a suggestion pensation claims and conversion
that she call a doctor during her of insurance without referring
husband's Illness: "Well, I will call the matter to Washington.
a doctor then they can't have anything to say," or that she ever told
Mrs. Carrie Howe, the ranch board- URGES RESTORATION
ing house keeper, following the
OF THE
RATE
death of Meyer, that she would
like to have Mrs. Howe as a 'witness
(By The Aaaorlatea l"reu.)
In the event of trouble in connecWashington, Oct. ,25. Restoration with the death.
Mr. Meyer, the witness asserted, tion of 3 cents per mile as the
some
maximum
was-n- ot
railroad1" passenger rate
for
in good health
time prior to her marriage to mm. was advocated today before the
On July of last your the two went seriate Interstate commerce comto Salt Lake City in a car and mittee by J. E. Benton, counsel for
Meyer wag too ill to drive, the wit- the National Association of Railness doing the driving herself.
way and Utilities Commissioners,
who resumed his testltmony on the
only one occasion durlhg
in
Capper bill to repeal
Meyer's etav at the hospital
which he died did she ever offer rate guaranty of transportation act.
him food or water, she declared.
Passenger traffic dried up when
This was on the day after his ar- rates were Increased, he said.
rival as a patient.
"Three cents Is abolit as high as
permits maximum flow of traffic."
FRANK T. OOIiAN DEAD. 25.
Frank
Topeka, Kans., Oct.
T. Dolan, former general nifinager
of the Chicago, Rock Island and
Pacific railroad, died at his home
here early today. He was 64.
Mr. Dolan was at one time In
the employ of the Santa Fe railroad
VtlllAMJ Za.n
as superintendent at Fort Madison,
Iowa, and Newton and Arkansas
J
City, Kansas.
(SppHiil CnrrMititndem'O
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BATTLE WITH

BALTIMORE COPS

Conflict Between the Conference
Program and
That for Armistice Day
Ceremonies is Reason.
(By The Asuneliited

v
I'reM.I
Post25.

Oct.
Washington,
ponement of tho opening meeting
of the international conference on
armament and Far Eastern affairs until the morning of November 12, won Intimated as probable
by high orfiilals today. Conflict
between the program ns originally
drafted for the conference and
that for the ceremonies Incident
to Armistice day burial of America's unknown soldier, was given
as the reason for the probable
postponement.
I.LOYD OT'OUGK AND HIS
PAltTY SAIIj ON NOV. 5
New York, Oct. 25. The Cunard
line announced today that the
Aqultania, bringing Prime Minister Lloyd George and his official
party to the armament conference
at Washington would sail from
Southampton November 6.
Tho prime minister is scheduled
to remain In the United States until December 3.
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(By The Amnrlnled Prow.)

Washington, Oct. 25. Concrete
proposals to meet each problem
for solution In the
presented
agenda of the conference on llml- tatlon of armament and the discus- slon of Far Eastern and Pacific
questions will hnve been shaped bythe American delegation for preslonference
when the
entation
that
meets.
Definite assurance
the
made
delegation
progress
by
warranted this prediction was oh- tained today at the state depart- ment.
Included In the suggestions to be
made by the American deb .ation
of
will be a plan for limitation
naval armament. The session of
the four American delegates yesterday with Secretary Denby and
naval officials followed by the dinner
with President
conference
Harding appeared todav to have
assured full approval of tho plan
prepared.
No hint has been given a.s to the
nature of the American plans. Officials have not been willing to
comment, even In view of the statement received last night through
Associated Press dlsnatchos from
the Japanese, delegation, which
said the basis of Japan's nroeram
would be a desire to maintain a
defensive navy large enough to
cope with any naval force that any
other nation could send into the
Far Fast.
Emnhasis was laid today on the
view that the arms conference was
to be a clearing house for all proposals to ways and means for
arriving at limitation or possible
reduction of military and naval
forces, Knch of the five powers
participating Is exnected to enter
the conference with Its views and
suggestions as well worked out In
advance as those of the Americans.
It Is from this pooling of bought
that officials hope to see flow a
final agreement.
There was still doubt todav ns
to whether- It would be possible
that the first formal session could
be held, as planned, on Armistice
day. November 11. There exists n
conflict In time with plans for
America's tribute to her unknown
dead on that day, which ha not
been solved. If no wnv artmfl thn;
difficulty can be found the conference will meet first November 12.
There appeared today to be a
strong possibility that It would he
put over to that day, although official announcement was withheld
pending a final attempt to adjust
the two programs.
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(By The Aunrlated

OCTOBER SALE
OF SILK
FIVE MORE DAYS OF THIS SILK FEAST
FOUR MORE DAYS OF THIS SILK FEAST

Ht

$2.37 Black Sateen Duchess,

IV

36 in

$3.75 Pussy Willow Taffeta,
40 in., black and colors
$3.75 Satin Imperial, 36 in.,
full range of colors

CHILDREN

Irt i A
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,

$5.00 Canton Crepe, 40 in.,
navy, black and African
$4.50 Boulevard Costume Velvet,
36 in., black only..
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Jn Qf
tyUtVz)
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,$2.39 Satin Charmuese,
black, African and navy

V-l-O-

c

'

$1.85 Imported Pongee,
natural color

36 in.,

I)J-O-

$2.19 Nutria Lustre,
flesh and white.
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i

.

fr--

PQ
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Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 25. Twenty
sticks of dynamite
wrapped In
brown paper, on which had been
drawn a diagram of the Atlanta,
Birmingham & Atlantic and Southern Railwny lines, were found by
school children in an abandoned
sewer. here, according to reports today to the police.

THE LIBERTY

Are You Prepared for a Cold Winter?
If Not, Look!

BLANKETS
Blankets

OPEN
CHILD'S BOWELS WITH
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP

Your little one will love the
Fig
"fruity" taste of "California
Syrup" even if constipated, bilious,
cold.
of
Irritable, feverish, or full
A teaspoonful never falls to cleanse
In a few
the liver and Ifcwels.
hours you can see for yourself how
thoroughly It works all the sour
bile, and undigested food out of tho
bowels and you have a well, playful child again.
Millions of mothers keep "California Fig Syrup" handy. They
know a teaspoonful today saves a
Ask your
sick child tomorrow.
druggist for genuine "California
directions
which
has
Fig Syrup"
for babies and ehildren of all ages
printed on bottle. Mother! You
must say "California" or you may
get an imitation fig syrirp.

SHIRTS

o.,
Shirts

$2.30
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Navy

(gQ

Blankets
Hospital
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D- sfclrts
New
Double Breasted
'TC
and double elbowtDOslO
-
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C, S. O. P. WOOI
BREECHKS
Class A. pair
$? Ktl

UNDERWEAR
Union Suits ..$t.75

Suits..

2
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-
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u)4ttU

Blankets

Q1 f?A

...tDl.DU

Shirts

84.00

bankets
Class A,

nn

D.UU

Cass B,

t&O.UU

Blankets .'

MOTHER!

ARMY STORE

1. 50

SHOES
Regulation
Army
Shoes
$4.50
Russet Shoes Re- -

Piece Suits,
new
J30o eIa)me(1
Hobnail

......$1.95
Shoes $2,00

p.f
p1 lOll

Officers Rain Coats
SOX
New
Red Cross Sox.. 50c
25c
Khakt Sox
Prepaid to Any
A" wo1 Cashmere
3
hose,
pi.JV
pair.. $1.00 Part of the State,

arcei

t7

LIBERTY ARMY SUPPLY CO.
117 NORTH

FIRST STREET.

(By The Aniorlnted Preee.)

AT A MOTHERS'

MEETING

the wife of a noted New York divine said to her listeners, "Watch
carefully your daughter's physical
development. Mothers should keep
their daughters well Informed as
to matters pertaining to health,
and should see that nature is as
sisted. If necessary, to" perform its
offices."
Irregularities and pain are warn
ing symptoms of some trouble, and
mothers may depend npon Lydla E
Plnkham's Vegetable Compound to
correct them, and restore the sysnormal condition
tem to a

J. KORBER & CO.4
Phone 878

'

ANOTHER BIG DROP Hi PRICES ON THE

Effective Yesterday, October 25, 1921
These Prices F. O. B. Albuquerque
Touring Car

$1450.00

AT TODAY'S

PRICES THE HUPM0BILE
IS THE BIGGEST VALUE ON THE MARKET

American Garage

Just the Kind You Want
Low Prices
at New
t

.'.

&

Where can you buy such a car for $1450
Let us demonstrate the new model

Furnace Scoops

DISTRIBUTORS
219 N. First St., Albuquerque, N. M.

i
'

PQ

J

(J--

36 in.,

i

SANTA FE FOR WORK
Denver. Colo.. Oct. 25. Scores
of applications for work, in answer
to advertisements Inserted In news
papers In the southwest, have been
received by the Santa Fe railroad.
according to C. H. Bristol, assistant
general manager of the railroad
Railway executives and union lead
ers In this district were "standin'
pat" today pending the outcome e
tne
railroad
board oonferenc
which opens at Chicago tomorrow
- rar as
could be learned th
Santa Fe Is the only road that I
making active preparations tc
combat a possible strike.

(r

(grt

tyLiUO

$2.00 Habiti Silk,
36 in

20 STICKS DYNAMITE

night

ton conference.
When Andre
Tnrdieu concluded an attack on
tho cabinet, it was declared by
many that the government was
doomed.
But between now and
tomorrow when the debate on the
government's policy will be resumed. It la admitted much may
happen.
M. Briand asked for the floor
after. M. Tardleu's speech, but the
chamber voted to adjourn until
tomorrow.
M. Tardleu's assault which was
based on domestic political questions created a marked Impression on the Centre, composed of
Moderate who are in the majorHis appeal to political pasity.
sions seemingly met with greater
success than had any of the criticisms of the government's foreign
and general policies.

SYore-- .

Included in the Suggestions'
By American Delegation
Will Be Plan for Limitinr
Naval Armament.

PROPOSED
FUNEItAIj SERVICES 1IEI I).
Los Angeles, Calif.. Oct. 26.
TRIP TO WASHINGTON
Funeral services were held here
OPPOSED IN CHAMBER today for William Julius, a victim
of the ZR-- 2 disaster in England.
Full naval honors were accorded
By The Annwratfrt iTeM.)
him by a detachment from the aviAssociat25
Paris, Oct.
(by the
ation
In
unit at San Diego and aned Press). Premier
Briand,
the opinion of old political observ- other from the submarine base at
ers, seemed dangerously near to- Los Angeles harbor.
to losing hla week's old
fight In the chamber of deputies
for a vote of confidence
that
would se.id him to the Washing-

Jule

ALBUQUERQUE, N. ME A.
STORE WITH A NEW

ARE SHAPED OP

BRIAND'S

led

Four and

CON

THE ORCRESTRA

Besides Members of the
Cabinet, Many, Royalist
Officers and Legitimists
Are Also in Custody.

holders

7 3n& rwCTfwrrc

HELD PRISONERS

Do you

II. S. PROPOSALS

GOVERNOR LEADS

WIFE ARE STILL'

SaSeVUUC
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Former Sheriff in Southwest, Buffalo Hunter and
Sport Writer Dies While

at Work atHis Desk.

By The AMortutfd PreM.l
New York, Oct. 25. W. 3.
CHaf) Mastcrson, former sheriff
In tho southwest anil fn recent

where he acquired fame as marshal. He left Denver In 1901.
When "Bat" came to Denver
be wiiil he left Dodge City because
it was getting too tame, according to accounts of his coming
published In Denver newspapers
at tho time. When ho left Denver for New York he said hli
reason for leaving was tho same
that caused him to leave Dodg?
City, , Mastcrson at one time was
town marshal of Trinidad, Colo.
Mastevson was widely known aB
a nportsmnn and theater owner
when he liver here. He promoted
many boxing mntchea In tho days
when he lived here. He promoted
dalneil by pugilists.
It was in Denver, shortly after
he came here, that Masterson me:
Miss Maty Moullon, whom he
later married.

TO PUBLISH LETTERS
AM
GIVING
thEPITOME
years a spnrtinff editor of
of
heart
died
RUSKIN
LIFE
Telegraph,
OF
OF
Morning
disease while nt work at his dc:
-

He was 60 years old.
had an adventurous career.
Born in Fairfield. 111., ho went
with his parents to Wichita, Kaa ,
when he was 14. and two yea
later hecame a full fledced Bufwith
He fought
falo hunter.
affninit
Captain, Baldwin's scouts of
Tied
the Indians In the battle
Ttiver and was severely wounded.
After the Indian warfare he returned to buffalo hunting. When
barelv 21 years old he was elected
sheriff at'rtodso City., Kas.. and
was n terror to "bad men." T,ater
Colo.,
he moved to Trinidad.
where he became a ipnrshal.
he went to Tombstone,
Ariz., and thence to Denver and
Chicapo. He came to New York
a number of years aso and became
widely known as a writer of spor'-in- g
articles.

Mas-terso- n

today.

Octofce"rN26, 1921.
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BAT MASTER SO V SPENT
11 YEARS IV DENVER

Bloomlngton, Ind., Oct. 25. A
series of more than 250 unpublished letters of John Ruskln Is
being edited by Professor A. M.
Brooks, head of the fine arts department nf Indiana university,
and will be published soon by h
publishing house of Boston.
The letters present an epi'ome
of Ruskin's life. They were written by Ruskln during a period of
25 years to his friend, Wllll.im
Ward of Richmond, Surrey England. Ruskln and Ward were Intimate friends and their vi?ws
were similar on most subjects.
The letters touch on all tonics In
which Ruskln was Interested, including Rrt, economics, literature
and music.
They ure Illustrated by a number ot drawings In Ruskin's own
The correspondence starthand.
ed
through Ward's association
with Ruskln In the eaiablishment
of a worklngmen's college, organRaskin's
ized to demonstrate
principles of economics.

Denver, Oct. 25. W. T?. fTtaO
Mnsterson, who died in New York,
Rilent Martin, the deaf mnte
today, spent 11 years In Denver,
where he still has many warm middleweight boxer, has returned
to
to
Denver in
friends.
the management of Fred Mein-heHe came
1890
from Dodge City, Ka9 .

n.

DEPARTMENT OF
JUSTICE
IF

ISTIE

Daugherty Says His Forces
Are Prepared to Act "Judiciously Within the Law"
to Prevent Tie-up.

(By The Amoclntrtl
Washington. Oct. 25

Pre.)

Announce-

ment of the course to be followed
by the government In the event of
a railroad strike may be expected

from President Harding, It was Indicated today by Attorney General
Daugherty.
The president, he said, would no
doubt, "say what he had to gay
when the time came." Those responsible for the situation would
have to take the consequences, he
said.
While maintaining Ms disbelief
that a general strike would materialize, Mr. Daugherty declared
the Justice department was prepared to act "Judiciously within
the law," to prevent a tleup of the
transportation facilities. He did
not discuss specifically the department plans, explaining that the
government might use one method
in one section, adopt another course
In another and use all of Its legal
weapons In a third.
He described the naming of those
who would be in charge of a strike
In the various cities by the call sent
out by the unions as "accommodating to the department of InJustice
caee
In locating the defendants
anything happened."
Country's Attitude.
Discussing the country's attitude toward a possible strike,
ho declared It his opinion that
"the American people have no
patience with this situation."
Conferences with the district attorneys from New York, Chicago,

Cleveland, Buffalo and
lis were completed
Daugherty said, adding
had a full knowledge

Indianapotoday, Mr.
that they

ot the department's preparations.
Six or seven district attorneys In
western districts are to meet within the next few days In a western
city to dlscuse the pla-- ., he an-

nounced.
Meanwhile, the attorney general
declared telegraphic instructions
wore being prepared for the district
attorneys informing them how they
should proceed.
An investigation, he added,
has made It clear that "even If
the strike should take place,
there Is no danger that any
part of the country will suffer
any serious
hardships from
lack of food or fuel for a
period of at least two weeks
after a general tleup."
Food Supplies Plentiful.
An abundance of food supplies,
except fresh meats, was reported,
but the department's agents declared public officials were warning against the hoarding of foodstuffs and fuel to prevent a shortage.
The fuel supply was believed- - to
be normal, except In the northwest,
and lighting plants and other public utilities were found to have sufficient supplies for from two to
six weeks.
football

Princeton's

squad has

had a big hospital list this season,
but tho Tigers figure on having
all their stars In line when they
meet Harvard on November 5.
IT'S A GRAND OLD REMEDY
You can't keep strong and well
without sleep. Whether your rest
Is broken by a painful
hacking
cough or Just an annoying tickling in the throat, the system becomes weakened
and rundown.
Mrs. K. D. Drake, Childs. Md.,
writes: "After an attack of the 'flu'
I was left with a severe
cough.
Nothing relieved me until I used
Foley'e Honey and Tar, which I can
It covers Irhighly recommend."
ritated membranes with a healing
and soothing
coating,, loosens
phlegm and clears air passages.
Sold everywhere.

Journal Want Ads bring results.
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Shipped daily

by apeeial

ex-

press from

11

factories.

Deli rand dally from

1000',

distributing

c

ate-bo- m

by 3000 trucka.
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Tha atari represent 11 faetoriea; the dota represent tha 1000 Fleiachmann
distributing' atationa, from which the daily delivery of fresh
fleiactunasm'a yeaat ia made poeeible.

ARMISTICE
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"Man, oh, man,
National Commander Emery
Issues Statement to Posts
Interest in Observance
is

' .
are probably one of the ten
YOU in this country who are
eating
Fleischmann's Yeast daily.
Have you ever stopped to realize what it means
that you can get Fleischmann's Yeast fresh every

day?

In the first place, did you know that this little
a fresh
yeast cake you eat daily is really a plant
food?
Fleischmann's Yeast is not made it is grown.
It is a tiny plant that has a wonderful way of grow-in- g
with such rapidity that in 24 hours it has grown
20 times its own weight
To get this fresh food to you The Fleischmann
Company has built up under one organization an
unrivaled system of distribution.
By this system 11 centers throughout the country are kept working at capacity to grow enough
fresh yeast daily to meet all needs. From these cen- -'
ters the yeast is shipped daily by special express.
Onethousand distributing stations pack the fresh

.mi

ffmwa

w

iU.
Una Cigarette

and for cigarettes
Virginia tobacco is the best

LiGcrrr

&

Myiri Tobacco Co.

3

MARKET STOCK

OP EXAMINATIONS
FOB THE DEGREE OF C"R.
TIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNT-

NOTICE

ANT FOR- - NEW MEXICO.
Notice is hereby given that the
State Board ot Accountancy of
New Mexico will hold examinations
for applicants applying for the degree of Certified Publio Accountant on the fifteenth urd sixteenth
of November. 1921.
examination
for
Candidates
should report to the Board t nine
o'clock a. m. n November 15th at
the Chamber of Commerce tulld- -

i

Emergencies which the wonderful Fleischmann Service has met
When severe snow and' sleet par- severe storms ever recorded swept
alyzed traffic in Eastern territory in the whole country, Fleischmann's
1914 Fleischmann's Yeast was the Yeast was delivered
promptly in
only commodity delivered in the city special trains, special electric cars,
of Boston for 3day s.
trucks and passenger automobiles
When a tidal wave cut off Mobile from the big Peekakill factory.
y
fromall communications, the FleischBlizzard and sleet completely parmann Service sent special messenalyzed New York in 1920. For two
gers with yeast from Cincinnati and days the only automobile trucks
secured tugs" to move yeast from
in New York were those
New Orleans to the stricken city. operating
of The Fleischmann Company. Six
The bakers were thus enabled to and eight horse teams were
pressed
bake bread for the people without into service. No
shipments were
any interruptioa
missed at any time even during the
In 191 J when 6ne of the most height of the storm.
,

--
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FOR SALE BY THESE LEADING DEALERS:
ALBCQCERQCE. N. M.
CHARLES ILFEI.D COMFAtitV
AI.VARADO

PHARMACV.

REM (.ROSS DRCO CO.
WINTERS DRUG CO.

OTWKI.L DRUO CO.
PAt.ACK l)RDO CO,

ESTANCIA

RAAI1R
ROYAL

O. A.

MAUUKR.

BELEN, N. M.
BECKER, JOHN ft CO. '
Bl' OK LAND BROTHERS.
EI.I.KHMEYKR.
FEIL
OOI.DE5I EAULE MERC. CO.
BERNALILLO, N. M.
BERNALILLO HERO. CO.

U
i

HI

Mill'
I

COMPLETE

ia Cti.aa at
Ul MM fit

i

Additional
Blades 50c
for a package

o5

ENCINO, N. M.
ENCINO TRADING CO.
EAST LAS VEOAS, N. M.
CENTER BLOCK DRIG CO.
MURPHEY DRUO CO.
IDEAL HARDWARE CO.
PEOPLE'S DRl'O CO,
v
SHAFFER, O. O.
OALLUP, N. M.
BANNER DRUG STORE.
K.
M. DRUG CO.
HHANKLIN, L. O.
VIDAL
MARRA.
GRANTS, N. M.
BERNALILLO MERC. CO,
T
CO.
ESTANCIA
E8TANCJA

EST A NC A, N. M.
DRUG CO.
VALLEY SUPPLY CO.
CHAS.

.

N. M.

MAODAI.KNA,

BALDWIN BROTH ERS.
CO.

MORIARTY, N. M.
VALLEY SUPPLY CO.

CO.

(llHll'a) PHARMACY.
Rl'PI'E. BERNARD.
ROSENWAI.D BROTHERS.
WHITNEY HARDWARE CO.

,

N. M.

LAS VEOAS,

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY.
ILFELD, L. W.

BRIUUa' PHARMACY.
BUTT'S DRUO STORE.
CRHMGKNT HARDWARE CO.
HIGHLAND PHARMACY
KAIIN'8 STORES.
KlrKB, WILLIAM.'
MATSON,

half-starve-

Beware of untested yeast preparations. Tho
name Fleischmann isyour protection and guarantee of uniform purity and strength. THE
Fleischmann COMPANY, 701 Washington St,
.
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According fo th
company there is a Bhortage of
nan a minion lamus going to the
feed lots this season as compared
a nr....
with
...... tha
- " mminnnillni, ...
'wn
year. Reports are current that inj.
the
extensive
operations in
reeaing
Colorado will be curtailed at least
d per cent mis year.

ed

i0rtompl1d)

.....i.u'

Contrarv in tV- ithe Wool Growers'
Commission
company, which was organised
. 1.
.i
., .
thrOlieh tha aftnfim
Wool Growers' association, sheep
and Iamb prices underwent a considerable decline during the past
week. The shipments were considerably larger at Kansas City
uian was expected, according to a
letter received
at the -office of the
New UfAYlnn IVnnl
clation yesterday from the com- luinsiun company.
Most tit tha lhn.n --o.u
.1.1 Ji9 1nMu oui
ments were from r Utah, iciiiiu
Colorado
and some scattering receipts from
New Mexico and Wyoming. The
quality received at the market was
poorer than has been the rule, fully
u pur wjiii Deing soia as reeders.
"We encourage feeding lambs at
the Drevallinr nrleea " h
mission company advised the State
n uoi uruwtu association. "l or
undoubtedly if growers make theml
fat and feed them until they are
finished, they will show a splendid
prom cue aon't snip them to
market lust wnrmeH nn n. in n
d
condition, for they will
no. prove proiuaoie in tnis

'

.

"hard-to-shav- e"

best-temper-

Fleischmann's Yeast is a corrective food which
supplies in fresh form rich quantities of the water-solub- le
vitamine, for yeast is its richest known
source.
Fleischmann's Yeast helps build up body tissues
and makes the body resistant to disease.
In addition, because of its freshness, Fleischmann's Yeast helps the intestines in their elimination of poisonous waste matter. ,
Fleischmann's Yeast has made the use of laxatives unnecessary for many who have long been in
bondage to laxatives. For many others it has corrected the various symptoms of rundown condition and restored health and vigor unknown for
years.

:.

identical principle that keeps the slack-wir- e
walker safely balanced makes it easy for you to
gef into the
places.with a Durham-Duple- x.
The long handle, acting as a counterbalance,
gives you absolute control of every stroke.
You'll also appreciate the comfort of Durham-Duple- x
blades, the longest, strongest, keenest,
blades on earth. Change Today to the

URGED TO SHIP

of the natiqnal daily diet

'

THE

SHEEPJCROWERS

yeast daily into 2000 trucks which deliver to grocers, bakers, and delicatessen stores.
The fresh yeast is placed directly in the refrigerators of 200,000 grocers and 30,000 bakers.
The Fleischmann delivery salesman is always
there on time. No baker has ever had to delay his
baking because of not receiving Fleischmann's
Yeast Even in the ordinary routine of everyday
life, the operation of such a system is a gigantic
task. Yet the Fleischmann service has shown itself
equal to the greatest emergencies.
Why fresh yeast is now a part

New York.

Widespread.

(Br Tb AalorlnUd Tkm.)
Tndlananolis. Ind., Oct. 26.
Posts of the American Legion
throughout the United States are
nrranirlnz for celebrating the third
day. Tha
anniversary of Armistice
national headquarters of the legion
information
here has received
from the posts and from units of
the Woman's Auxiliary which Indicates that interest in the proper
observation of this now American
holiday is widespread.
Large public meetings are beln
communities
arranged in many
and more than a thousand legion
posts will stage symbolic pag
eants. Plans have also been conv
pleted for large meetings In New
York. San Francisco and Chicago
at which the audiences, by means
of amplifiers used in .connection
with long distance telephone wires
will hear the addresses made at
the burial services in Washing'
ton for an unknown soldier.
John G.i Emery, national com'
mender of the legion, today Is.
sued thfc following statement to
legionnaires regarding Armistice
day celebrations:
At 11 o'clock on the morning of November 11, 1918 an
entire world, weary and worn,
bent under the disaster of the
world's war, knelt in thanks
to God. Tho guns ceased
booming. The roar of their
no longer
smashed
firing
around the world in terrible
thunder. A new note was in
the air, hlKh, clear and stnr.g,
a symphony of Joy, A new
hope was In every heart, a
hope and a prayer that the
fighting of nation against na
tion, of people against people,
had ended for all time.
Three years have passed.
We are about to celebrate the
third anniversary of that occasion when, for the last time,
the runner dashed across the
field of death and qarrleJ to
the farthest outpost tho ordef
"cease firing."
We want to
go back In spirit and thought
to that grand mom?nt
We
want to recall in full, the purcommon
to every one at
pose
that moment to do each his
or her share to make impossible, even again, such a disaster. Let us do this In celebrations
that will include
every American citizen.
We want to recall the thrill
that came to each of us,
whether at the front or at
home,- in tho knowledge that
we had done our duty.
We
want especially to turn aside
from, the routine of dally life
and to remember the sacrifices of those whose pride Is
that they gave of their dear-cand best, and of those
among us, torn and crippled,
who
of themselves.
gave
These are our heroes our
living monuments to American ideals, to American principles, to American citizenship,

This tiny plant is grown rapidly day and night
and delivered to you fresh every morning

,

you said a mouthful!"

at

So that you can get it fresh every day

Only two other foods milk and fresh
meat can boast a delivery system approximate to that of neisVhmann'sYeast.
Milk is distributed by thousands of local
companies; the extensive delivery of fresh
meats is carried on by a large number of
packers; the delivery of Fleischmann's
Yeast, fresh daily, to all sections of the
country is carried on by the one company
alone The Fleischmann Company.
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CELEBRATION

. M.

MOUNTAIN AIR,
AMBLE'S PHARMACY.
tllE KEXALL STORE.
RATON,

N. M.

'

--

WILLARD MKRO. CO.
IIOBHS HARDWARE CO,
WALTER.
NUTTING,

RATON DRUO CO.
RED CROSS DRUO CO.
TOMLINSON. HARDWARE CO.
RON WELL, N. M.
HARDWARE CO.

M ALONE

OWL DRUG CO.
PECOS VALLEY DRUO

CO.

PEGO HARDWARE.

'

DRUG CO.

KOSWKLL

BOSWELL HARDWARE CO.
SAN ANTONIO, N. M.
ALLAntE-MrlNTYR-

CO.

B

.

CITY DRUO STORE.
SANTA FE, N. M.
BEACirMAN

CAII'K.'
Wll 1M
WO(
ZOOi

tx HARDWARE CO.

l

I

HILTO.,

MIGHAKDOT.
HARMACY.
BURROWS.

ARM ACY.
SOCORRO,
PHARMACY.
II

N. H.

STANLEY, N. M.
i
WHITE LAKES CO.
WILLARD, N. M.
HANLON
MKRO. CO.
OTTOS EN DRUG CO.
WILLARD MKRO, CO.

DISTRIBUTING JOBBER
AND LAS VEGAS.
ILFELD, ALUUQL'EHQCE

Ma

All persona desiring f6 make ap
plication for tnese examinations
will be furnished
application
blanks by applying to the Secretary of the Board, Mr. R. D. Jonas,
Room 6, Citizens' National Banlt
Building, Albuquerque, New Mex-

DURHAM-DUPLE-

X

RAZOR COMPANY

ico.

BBEi-

-

Placed directly In
the refrigerator of
300,000 grocer and
90,000 baker by

fleiaehmann

aaJeaman.

ry

Application! should be In the
hands of the Board not later than
November 6th.
These examinations will be held
in accordance with Chapter 181 ot
the Session Laws of 192'. and all
candidate
applying under the
waiver clause are requested to appear In person' before the Board on
these dates,
W. V. QANO, President.
R. D. JONES. Secretary.
(
The Cornell football eleven has
cored over 200 points so far this
season whtle keeping Its goal-llnclear.
and goal-pos,
ei

ts

.
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THE JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK, SURE RESULTS
kscsbs.

mfflgggiam

Woman's Daily
IJITTERS.

the national educational
system.
"But," the speaker said, "there Is
BY
no such system."
In Its absence, Mr. Smith urged
the teachers to adopt, individually
the platform of the National Educational association,
which, he
said, stands for Just compensation, social recognition and permanent tenure for good service,
for equal salaries, for equal servAT SCHOOL
ice for all teachers of equivalent
training, experience and Buccess.
and for the creation of a department of education, with cabinet
An
As Representatives of
portfolio, to t'.d the states in their
programs.
Profession, educational
Other speakers were: Dr. H. L.
"Take Kent, president,
and J. H.
They
Vaughan, dean of the school of
Stock," SaysSmith.
general science of the New Mexico College of Agriculture and
)
to
The
Jnnrnl
(Special Correnpondence
Arts; Mrs. OllVe Flemlnfi
Las Cruccs, N. M., Oct. 25.
Jones, county superintendent; Dr.
inof
R.
E. McBride, secretary of the
Clarence J. Smith, instructor
county school board, and Cleve
dustrial training, .said at a largely Humble.
attended meeting of the Dona
Those officers were elected for
Ana County Teachers' association the year: President, Mrs. Elizabeth Koger, Las Cruces; vice presIn Central high school here Saturident, Ezra stemple, Snn Miguel;
day afternoon, that as good busiMiss Fannie
ness demands taking stock at least secretary-treasure- r,
once a year. It behooves school French, Las Cruces.
teachers, as representatives of an
expanding profession, also to take MISS LULE E. COOPER
Inventories.
"This stock taking," he added,
AND 0REN E. MURRAY
"should be along two lines: What
MARRIED AT GALLUP
the public thinks of us, and what
we think of ourselves."
40
and
between
(HpecM Comspoadcnrs to The Journal, i
Mentioning that
50 teachers irf this county are new
Gallup, N. M., Oct. 25. At 12
Mr.
to their present
positions,
o'clock noon Monday, occurred the
Smith said: "Such'ia radical turnLule Emily
over in employment of most any marriage of Miss
other establishment would be a Cooper, of Gallup, to Orsn Leonserious menace to Its successful ard Murray, of Winslow, Ariz. Miss
Add to this the fact Cooper is the only child and daugh.
operation.
that a radical change has been ter of Conductor and Mrs. E. W.
made In text books the tools of Cooper, of this city. Mr. Murray is
the profession and there Is still a Santa Fe locomotive fireman.
further cause for anxiety.
He was born and reared in Spring-ervlllMr. Smith said that formerly
Ariz., and is the son of one
curwas
entire
the
the three R's
of the pioneer families of that sec
riculum. Latterly there has been tion of the southwest. Miss Cooper
so much added thereto of differwas born at Winslow, Ariz., but
ent material In different localities 11 ed for several years in Louisiana,
ror
certia
that the examination
and has been a resident of Gallup
flnatA rsmhlpl wall OVpr the Whole for the past eleven years, where she
field of liberal arts and science, graduated from the local schools.
adding: "More and more parental Shortly after her graduation from
Is being unloaded the commercial department of the
responsibility
local schools Miss Cooper secured
upon pedagogical shoulders.
as bookkeeper and
"Never has there been such n employment
as there stenographer In Sprlngervllle, Ariz
professional awakening
It
was there that the romance be
now seems to be taking place.
Fatlmiitiia of pfflclencv In percent gan which culminated In the mar
ages have gnne to the scrap heap rlage Monday. The couple left im
I. Q.'s, I. B. s ana m. a. a are mediately following the eremon'
present day requirements. Hence for their home in Winslow, Art?
it behooves us to take stock."
INDIAN SCOCT DEAD.
Mr. Smith said when William
Kans., Oct. 25.
Pittsburg.
and Mary, the second oldest col
conCrelly, said to have bee
lege in the United States,
a
docF. Cody, an.i
friend
of
William
ferred the honorary degree of
tor of laws upon him last Wednes- who served as a scout during Ir
day, President Harding appealed dlan wars, died at his home her
for increased patriotic attention tc yesterday. He was 77 jcars olo

INVENTORIES
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By Edna Kent Forbes.

Freckles: Peroxide of Hydrogen,
when used as a bleach, Is applied
full strength and allowed to dry
on the skin. ttvshouU not come
In contact with the lashes or brows
as It will bleach them also.
-Bright Eyes: In making cucutn-be- r
lotion, the vegetable should be
ripe and retain the skin. Cut the
cucumbers into small pieces and
place them in a stewpan with very
little water. Cook slowly until all
of it is softened, so that it may be
put through a sieve and afterward
strained through a fine cloth. This
lotion can be used just as it Is, but
it will not keep sweet longer than
a few days. An extract can be
made which will keep Indefinitely,
by combining equal parts of cucumber Juice and high proof
alcohol.
Florence: Tour cleansing cream,
made without the white wax, will
be Just as effective for cleansing,
but It may not keep as well as If
you had this Ingredient in it. The
wax in any cream helps to hold
all the other materials together,
otherwise they might separate after a time. In a cream used for
nourishment and healing, wax
does more than hold the other
parts of the cream together; it has
this same effect upon the pores of
the Bkin, which seals and preserves
the natural secretions, so the skin
does not dry out and shrivel. Send
a stamped addressed envelope for

gazine Page
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BEAUTY CHATS
ANSWERED

v
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TEACHERS URGED

Wednesday.
at home of
Hallowe'en
the other formula and I shall be Mrs. S. T. Vann,party
1005 West Central
to
to
mall
it
you.
pleased
avenue, from 3 'to 6 p. ni. under
Blondle: Very short hair may be auspices of the St. John guild.
encouraged to curl by dampening
Sunshine Circle of Rebekr.hs
it, then tossing it about between will meet at home of Mrs. A. Ros-sltringthe fingers, always forming
at 902 South Edith street at
lets while doing this; after which 2 p. m.
allow it to dry in these circles. The
Card party at the St. Mary hall
fine hair on infants can always be at 8:15 p. m. by Married Ladles
if
and
trained to curl this way,
of the Immaculate Conthe training is adhered to the hair sodality
ception church.
will always curl easily, even after
Entertainment for Elks at club
many years of growth.
house at 9 p. m.
R. K.: Very few people can retain powder on the face beyond
a few hours, as the pores of the TROTTEUR FROCK
skin are secreting all the time and
IS BRAID TRIMMED
throwing off this light coating. A
very active skin will discard powder in an hour, so it is not always
the fault of the brand of powder
you are using. Lacipodium Is an
excellent powder, which adheres
very well. It is not a patented article, but is sold In bulk form at
most drug stores and made from
an Egyptian lily. It has the feel
of satin between the finger tips
and so pure that it is recommended as a powder for infants.
A Reader: An oily skin sometimes comes from eating foods
that contain more oil than the system needs, so the skin, becomes an
aid in throwing it off. The cure
then will be a change in the diet,
but it can happen also from sluggishness of the liver and other digestive organs. A mild a"trlngent
such as Witch Hazel used on the
face dally will relieve, it, but the
cause should be studied and

MEET
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Expanding
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COMPANY TO ASSIST
STOCKMEN IS FORMED
AT EAST LAS VEGAS
(Special CofTesnnndenco

to The tlonronl

East Las Vegas, N. M., Oct. SI.
Las Vegas Is the home of the
first company organized under the
new agricultural credits act to
bring relief to farmers and sto:k-meIn the form of loans.
The
membership of the companv includes five of the largest banks
In northern New Mexico.
Tti"
authorized capitalization is $500.-00- 0
of which 1100,000 Is paid tn
The principal office of the company is Las Vegas, tnd the statutory agent Is D. T. Hoskins, vice
the First National
presldent-o- f
hank of Las Vegas. The Incorporators with their bank connections
and the amountsof stock subscriptions are:
J. Van Houten, First National
bank of Raton, J40.A0O.
D. T. Hoskins. F rst National
bank of Las Vegas, 130,000.
George H. Hunker,
People
Bank & Trust company of Las

Are you growing old gracefully? Who wins in the race
of life? Is it the man who is
thin blooded, weak, tired all
An athlete trains
the time?
A man is as
race.
for every
blood
and as
his
as
strong
old as his arteries. Make the
blood redder, your health better, by taking that old fashioned blood tonic sold 50
years ago and still "good as
gold" namely Dr. Pierce's
Medical
Golden
Discovery.
This tonic and blood purifier
is made without alcohol in liquid or tablet form. It puts
vim, vigor, vitality into your
blood and arteries. Try it now.

$10,000.

Vegns,

Levi A, Hughes, First National
Bank of Santa Fe, $10,000.
Ernest Ruth, National bank of
New Mexico, at Raton, $10 000.

BUS EXCLUSION LAW
HELD CONSTITUTIONAL

V

2

The
Des Moines, Ia
Iowa supreme court today held
constitutional the provision of th
bus exclusion law passed by the
last legislature which allows city
councils to grant or refuse bus
licenses at the council's discretion.
Sam Crawford's
heavy hitting
and the fine pitching of Long Tom
Hughes were the outstanding features of the Los Angeles victory In
the Pacific Coast leagua pennant
race this season.

1

(A

The
"Discovery"
Improves digestion

the

strengthens

Stomach and thus
builds
up solid
flesh.

WEST HELENA, ARK. "The best
medicines I have ever taken are Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery and
Pleasant Pellets. I have taken the
'Discovery a a tonio and blood purl-tie- r,
and consider It the very best
there is. The 'Pleasant Pellets' are a
fine liver regulator; they also regulate the stomach and bowels, tone up
all the organs and put new life into
Jnt's system." Wm. D. Johnosn, 818
S. 6 th St.

Pr.)
Oct. 25.
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You can't afford to
be sick when it
costs so little to
be well.
AH

Druggists sell
or

it in Tablets
Liquid.

e,

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING
By LAURA A. KIRKMAN.

.

ANSWERED

Constant

a recipe

LETTERS,

Reader: "Please give
I --would elso like to

in your column for

Apple-on-a-Stlc- k?

know what Is used for colorlns
cake Icings pink and what I
could use to color the coating of
the apples pink, too."
Answer: Vegetable coloring paste
is used to color both the Icing and
the coating of
But a very pretty
colored Icing may be obtained
by using grape Jelly in the followof
ing way: Put 2 tablespoon
grape Jelly in a bowl, beat well,
and add 1 teaspoon vanilla. Mix
and stir in 1 cup confectioners'
sugar. This will ice 6
e
Tou could use
Jelly In
the same way. Confectioners coat
their apples with the following
Apple-on-a-Stlc- k.

crush-strawber-

cup-cake- s.

crab-appl-

recip:

with Glucose:
Choose firm ripe apples and put
a four-inc- h
In each one.
stick
long
Boil together S pounds of brown
1
sugar,
pint of water and 1 teaspoon of glucose until the syrup
Is quite brittle when a little of it
is dropped into a cup of cold water. Then add 1 teaspoon of lemon extract and dip the apples in
it. Lay them on a buttered plate
and remove before they are quite
cold. If you could get a little
glucose from your neighborhood
confectioner, this would be a good
recipe to use. Tomorrow's column
will have a recipe for a coatins
without glucose In It.
Mrs. S.: "My husband ts making
me a cretonne layette box and I
would like to know if there is any
perfume which .will keep away
moth that I could put between the
Apple-on-a-Stl-

rarely attack fabrics scented by
I would advise
these perfumes.
you to use one of them.
Hallowe'en Hostess: "I have my
refreshment menu all planned anO
want a recipe for Effg Kisses, as I
think these are dainty and gonl
to serve instead of cake. Will you
please publish one?"
Answer: I think the kisses are
a fine substitute for cake. To make
them, beat the whites of 2 eggs
stiff, then beat in 3 cup of granulated sugar: stir in
teaspoon
o
vanilla and drop by spoonfuls
buttered paper on the inverted
bottom of a dripping nan. Bake
in a very slow oven for 1 hour.
When they will stand gentle pressure with the finger without cav
ing In, they are done. Tou cah
put two Kisses togeiner witn a
marshmnllow filling, if you like
simply melt the marshmallows In
the top of a double boiler over
simmering water, and color it red
with a little red Jam.
Anonymous: "Please tell me how
to can Bweet potatoes?"
Answer: To Can Sweet Potatoes:
Wash In cold water.
Place in a
wire basket and din the basket into boiling water long enough to
loosen skins (about 6 to 8 minutes); plunge tnto cold water a
mlmite, and skin. Then pack the
potatoes into rSasn Jars which have
been boiled 10 minutes in clear
water (you may pack them whole
or cut into slices). Add 1 teaspoon
salt to each Jar and fill the Jar
with boiling water; adjust rubbers
and covers, "particularly seal"
(that is push the top wire up over
the glass cap but do not press
nown tne side one), and boll the
Jar for 90 minutes under boiling
water. Take out and put top wire
over cap, thus sealing completely.
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Tlie reason for the continued good
health of some children
is simple enough

By ELOISE.

Fancy braiding and stitching are
popular trimmings on this sea-

son's frocks.
Crepes, duvetyns,
serges, velvets and trie tines all
show stitching or braiding In self
colors, black, white or metal
shades. Most frocks are made o'l
straight lines, and so this flat
trimming is very appropriate. Fine
navy serge is used to make this
trotteur frock and braiding is the
prominent feature of it.
It is fashioned after the popular
coat styles wit a slightly fitted
waistline but no belt. White silk
rope braid forms an unusual design on both sides of the frock and
down the center back of the bod-IcThe sleeve seams are also
trimmed with the white braid. A
smart little collar of white kid and
revers of the same material extend to the waist in the front.
Square white buttons at either sld3
of the braid motif add the finishing touch.

Especially when you know the facts,
some of which are given here

,

All mothers should know that growing children
require a balanced diet, a diet containing the food elements needed for building and energizing the little body.

e.

cretonne and lining?"
Answer: Use powdered orris or
sandal wood. While these are not
guaranteed moth repellers. it is.
nevertheless, a fact that moths ACTRESS
ENJOYS
DANCING AS WELL
AS SCREEN WORK roaring days. He once owned the
DYED HER DRESS,
Lyrio theater. Hammersmith, Ten-

SWEATER

AID

A

SKIRT LIKE NEW
of "Diamond
Every
package
Eyes" contains directions eo simple
can
woman
any
dye or tint her
worn,
dresses,
shabby
skirts,
waists, coats, stockings, - sweaters,
coverings,
hangings,
draperies
everything, even if she has never
dyed before. Buy "Diamond Dyes"
no other kind then perfect
home dyeing is sure because Diamond Dyes are guaranteed not to
spot, fade, streak, or run. Tell your
druggist whether the material you
wiBh to dye is wool or silk, or
whether it is linen, cotton or mixed
goods.

the rich, nourishing food made from
whole wheat flour and malted barley, served with milk
or cream, contains the materials the child needs for its
Grape-Nut-

s,

Grape-Nu- ts
helps make sound teeth, strong nerves
and pure red blood, and for the palate there is nothing
more wholesome or delicious.

er

Brown or black, English and broad toes,
low or Military Heels;
all sizes,

and get a package of
Let the children have all
strength-givin- g
they want, with milk, cream or stewed fruit, or made
into an appetizing pudding. Grape-Nu- ts
b a food that
will be relished by every member of the family.
Grape-Nut-

Margaret Loomls, who has Just
finished a dancing part In "The
Sheik," admits that she has two
loves, screen
and
acting
dancing.
I
u
s
"Whan T .in
M
aukius iur uits- camera," says the charming Miss
Loomls, "I wonder why I should
have contemplated ' a career of
dancing. Then when l am dancing
I cannot understand how I could
have given it up for the screen."
Miss Loomls has h d an onDor- the
tunity to test Her attentions to Imlimit of late, for she has an
portant role in Rex Ingram's "Turn
to the Right" and "The Sheik,"
and she 1b appearing now as thi
beautiful Spanish senorlta In "The
Royal Fandango" at the Hollywood
'
Community theater.
It has been rumored about tliat
there Is a third love but then we
can't be sure about these rumors.
John East, who plays the part of
Fostle In Donald Crisp's new Paramount picture, "The Bonnie Brier
Bush," is an "old stager" in the
literal sense of the word. He Is a
ploneVr of good old melodrama
days, and mad it pay, too, in those

or Blucher
English
styles; brown or black;
all sizes,
6,

IN

(6 Women's Dress

SHOES

J

Y

Ladies' Hand Bags, stamped leathers,
in several different shapes.
QQ
Values up to ?3.00 Each. . : . . .

tdl

WEDNESDAY

$2.49

SHOE

8.

Eight pair

YVEDNESDAI

Values

IS

B3o

QO

DAY

QQ

VQl,

Men's Arrow Brand Collars, laundered,
&

6ize8 &n&

Five for

IS 03c

OQ

styles.

WEDNESDAY
WEDNESDAY

iOt

IS

93o DAY

DAY

Men's

Children's School Hose, good
heavy quality. Three for
WEDNESDAY

IS

Q9n
VO

Snow

White

extra good.
Twelve

93o DAY

Handkerchiefs,

OQ

tOt

for...
WEDNESDAY

IS

93o DAY
y

dark colors
Outing Flannels,
only. Seven yards
WEDNESDAY

Dresser Scarfs and Table Runners, lace
trimmed and hand
Each
embroidered.

QO
VQ

Qi
iOv

IS 93o DAY

WEDNESDAY

WEDNESDAY

First St., and Save 25

IS

GQ

Ol

93o DAY

Infants Vests, in front button QQ
and Ruben style. Two for....

tOt

to

in

Black Kid
with Military Heels, all
sizes
2-- 8.

$4 Misses' Boots

WEDNESDAY

Children's Sleeping Garments,
sizes 1 to 6. Each
WEDNESDAY

Wednesday is
S

93o

Two and

one-ha-

lf

QQf
Ol
93o DAY

IS

93o DAY

lOl

Extra Heavy Antiseptic Diapers, ready

O0

made, size 27x27.
gix for

7jC

IS

93c

DAY

QQ

VO,

day

Barber Towels, extra good
quality. Twelve for
WEDNESDAY

IS

3o

QQ
VOL
DAY

2.

$2.49

Ladies' Outing Flannel Night
Gowns, in all sizes. Each....
WEDNESDAY

$2.50 Children's
Skuffer Shoes
black and
brown; extension waited toles; all sizes to
large 2. .
Com

In

Shoes
301 NORTH FIRST STREET

QQ
VOL

IS 93o DAY

Children's Satin Bloomers, size
4 to 12. Two for

Brown or black calfskin and gun metal;
broad or English toes;
all sizes,
,

$2.49

$4 Boys' Dress
Shoes
$6 Men's Dress

93o DAY

IS

93o DAY

Men's and Boys' Caps, a regular $1.50
to $1.98 value.
QQ
Each

WEDNESDAY

50.

$4.00 Women's Oxfords

IS,

IS

Cotton Batting, 72x90.
pound package,
No. 8. Each
WEDNESDAY

$3.49

STORE

$3.98

Brown and black Calfskin, Goodyear welted

Men's Hose, in black, brown

and grey.

DAY

93c

Misses' and Children's Hats.
up to $3.98. Your
Choice

WEDNESDAY
Tour choice of brown
Kid, brown and grey
Kid and Pat- tent, Louis Heel; all
sizes,)

.

soles, rubber heels; all
styles;, all sizes,

IS

Boots

FOR MEN, WOMEN, CHILDREN
Buy Your Footwear from the

Come

.

Again this week we offer you unusual
bargains at our. Wednesday sale price
of 93c. The Twenty items listed below
are only a small percentage of the hundreds to be had at The Fashion Shop.
See our windows, read the list carefully
it will pay you.

Ladies' Hose, in all colors.
Five pair. v

301 N.

Phone 351

THE EVENT OF THE WEEK

"There's a Reason"

$2.98

Albuquerque
Dairy Ass'n.

220 WEST CENTRAL

the Body Builder

s

MANUFACTURERS SALE

Margaret Loonls.

'Ti v

-

Grape-Nut- s.

EVERYTHING

v

AT-

The Fashion Shop

Where Qisalify Boots and Shoes Are Sold For Less

it.y

Butter Milk

'k

Go to your grocer today

7 I
$5 Women's and
Grown Girl's Boots

Culture, or
Bulgarian

T--

best growth and development

Lincoln"
don, where "Abraham
was played. He got in early on
the English picture game in the
good old
days,
and he is still with it.
Who wouldn't go into the movies
If he could understudv Conway
T arle in his next picture.
For
leading ladies he has picked Faire
Winifred
Binney, Zena Keefe,
Westover, Matha Mansfield, Doris
Kenyon, Betty Howe and Gladys
Hulette.
Who wouldn't rather be
Tearle than president?
Frank Mayo, screen star, and
Dagmar Godowsky, his leading
lady, were married in TIa Juana,
Mr. Mayo had
Mexico, recently.
been divorced from his wifo only
a week before.

On

0

mother is proud of a healthy, strong
that radiates buoyant life and energy.
She has reason to be proud, because the child's good
health proves her wisdom in the selection of the food
she gives her boy or girl

EVERY

1

$1.69

IS

WEDNESDAY

ia

NO CHARGES

ha

VOL

93o DAY

Huck Toweling, white .Madras.
Figured extra good. Four yds.

sin

QO

. .

Knitted Bloomers, in white and QQ
black colors only. Two for. . . VOL
WEDNESDAY

Qqp DntJ

93o DAY

DAY

Extra Good Quality

TwQ

WEDNESDAY
n-ae-

IS 93o

IS 93c

HQ,Q

DAY

-

M----

NO PHONE ORDERS
NO EXCHANGES

NO CO. D

aiwmu.ukw'i

I
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PRETTY GIRL DRIVES BEAR TEAM

RYAN, MASTER

MEGHAN

C

id

TO !, IS
I !

D

former
Miss
Pot Whitney,
"movie frill," who in one of the
comitis
score of studio favorites
to Albuquerque Saturday, October
29, Willi the Al. (1. F.arnes fuur-rin- s
wild animal circus.

number of appllca- lui jjuaiuous ul laiigcis
tvest and an exceptionally large
.lass oi nifu up i"i me uu nual
at the
civil service examination
tederal building yesterday has been
remarked by forest service otti
.in Is hero.
Eleven men took the examina
tion yesterday as compared to the
usual one or two in previous years,
due
n irnnafi.l unimtnlnVlltnt
sit
.i
nj,Hon mid tn be nartlv a result of
army experience which developed
in many men the love of outdoor
life. All but two of the applicants
were former service men. These
v
will have preference over
ice men in the awarding of posi
An unusual

IIOIIS

Many Local Railway Officials Will Attend the Funeral to Be Held Thursday
Morning at 10 O'Clock.

i

.

mechanic of
the New Mexico division of the
Fanta Fe with headquarters at
Raton, died yesterday, according
to information received by officials at the local chops. Mr. Ryan
was well known here and a number of local railway officials win
attend the funeral, which is to be
held Thursday morning at Katon
at 10 o'clock.
Mr. Ryan was appointed master!
at
mechanic with headquarters
Raton, N. M., .Time 1, 1019, sucK.
transferred
Fletcher,
ceeding I..
to La Junta as master mechanic
and later promoted to position 33
superintendent of shops. friends
He has made many

i

S'.

non-ser-

iii vrrv

v--

PLENTY TROUBLE

i

I

the-Etre-

RADIO STATION

IT

four-foote-

--

II

I

"B" Theater "The Conquest of
Canaan," a great picture wim
Thomas Meighan as the leading
star, is being repeated today; also
repeating tho "Travelogue" pictures and the Interesting "Cursee the world picrent Events
tures." It Is a fino program and
should be well patronized.
"Tho Old Nest,"
Lyric. Theater
a (joldwyn picture, with Mary
Landis as the
Cullen
Alden and
leading stars, Is being repeatedat
today. It is drawing crowdsseen.
each show, and should be
The management is also repeat"Beat
ing the Chester comedy,
It."
Theater If you want
to see Eileen I'ercy in "Hickvillc
to Broadway," tho main attraction
at the Pastime, see her today, The
picture is a good one. The management iB abo repeating tho reels
of "Mult and Jeff" cartoon-comedand tho "Fox News" pictures.

Chicago. Oct. 25.

Suit to test the

.nnatitiilinnnHtv nf the PaODer- Tincher bill passed by congress to
regulate grain exenanges ana put
them under direction of the secretary of agriculture was filed in
federal district court today by John
Hill, Jr., a member of the Chicago
board of trade. The date for hearing of the petition was set 7.by Judge
Judge
Landis for November
.n n,.,inno
r
ihfit nn action be
taken by any of the parties named
until the hearing is completed.
In his petition, Mr. Hill asked
that Henry C. Wallace, secretaryfedof
om.i.,ihira. Charles F. Clvne.
eral district attorney; J. C. Cannon,
assistant, district attorney; josepn
and other ofti- Griffin, president,
U
linnrrl" nf tt'ndft bfi
- - rC- LT13 Ul
strained from interfering with the
trading in graintheluturcs.
board of trade
Officers of
tr take action and Mr. Hill
.fM,i
acted as an individual member. Tho
effective date of the bill is December 4.

$1.09
$rfi

J

tef

iral

fl il
1
CENT
ONE
TO ONE

DOLLAR

"Watch Our Windows"

O

It is IF your house should burn down.

It

is only a question of WHEN you shall die.
Yet you insure your house against a very remote
possible loss by fire. How far more essential it is
to protect your family against a loss which will
otherwise be inevitable.
A fire premium is an expense. A life premium
is an investment.
The former is a necessary
burden; the latter is a payment on account of a
valuable acquisition.
It will be a pleasure to us to send you full
particulars regarding the Equitable's new policies.
Write us today, without obligation on your part.

WHYIOT YOU?

(Speclnl Correnponilence to The Journal
Santa Fe, Oct. 25. Six more

federal aid projects wero announc
ed today by Highway Engineer Gil- ett three on Road No. 37, between Raton and Clayton; two on
Road No. 1, between Raton and
Las Vegas, and the other running

Fa.-ttin-

SUIT FILED TO TEST
CONSTITUTIONALITY OF
CAPPER-TINCHEBILL
R

LADIES' HATS
LADIES' HEAVY WINTER GOWNS
Each

1-

6 MORE FEDERAL AID
PROJECTS ANNOUNCED

AT THE LIBRARY

AT S

Just Received Another Shipment of

LEADERS

The Equitable Life Assurance
Society of the United States

WMAZ TERHls

THOS. F. BOURKE, Agency Mgr. for N. M.
OLIVER C. KING, Ast. Agency Mgr.
114 S. Third St.,
Albuquerque, N. M.

114 W.eRiTMS4d5 W. CENTRA,
Hx.
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HISTORy OF. THE BSD MAN SERIES
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THE SONG OF THE COYOTE
BY

I
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ERIN WANTS PEACE,

IS READY FOR WAR
SAYS IRISH ENVOY
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out-do-

UNIVERSITY

130-fo-

I

i

RESUIlMf

CIRCUS GIRL

I
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clally his associates in railroad
will rework.
Alhtiqnerqucans
member his interest in "safety
his
and
movement
eloquent
first"
'
appeal to the citizens of Albuquerque in his talk at the safety rally BEAR
held New Years eve, 1921, at the
armory.
Mr. Ryan's dutien caused him
to visit Albuquerque frequently GIVE
and his Interest in railroad work
and kindly ndvice to his associates
endeared him to nil with whom he
came in contact, more especially
the employes' under his supervision on account of his fair and
broadminded treatment.
Mr. Ryan was promoted from
Afler a temporary delay during
division foreman at I.as Vegas Al. G. Barnes Hitches "Bus- the building of the new football
where he had served as such since
construction work on the
ter" and "Betsy" Like bleachers,
Julv 11, 1916, and held various
new Korber wireless station at the
In
mechanical
departpositions
Horses.
progressing
university Is again
ment on the Gulf lines previous
rapidly, one of the aerial towers
to his service ns representative of
Looks easy this holding the being placed yesterday, and it is
the American Arch llrick
bears
reins over a team or
expected to have the plant in opera
but Miss Dot Whitney, the fair tion within a few weeks.
The second of the two aerial
of
driver has her hands full most
the time with her slow moving towers will probably orbe erected
DUKE CITY VISITOR
two, and
charges as she guides them over within tho next beday
started on conLOST FROM HIS ROOM
the route traversed by the Al. G. work will then
Barnes parade. For Rruln is the necting up the apparatus, most of
FOR OVER TWO DAYS natural humorist of the animal which has already arrived. The
world. He seems to get more pleas- greater part of this apparatus has
Do you know the number
of ure out of his little joke than any been purchased by tho university
from one of the ships of the merd
of the
people.
your house, your room,
and all those details which will
Seeking novelties always, Al. G. chant marine, so that anhasexcepbeen
four-ring
tionally complete outfit
serve as (rubles in case you Ret lost? names, who is bringing his
wild animal circus to Albu- obtained at a low price.
Or are you lust goln"; to your room
A request was recently received
querque, Saturday, October 28, deWithout having all this detail?
Th.i latter course was all ripht cided to experiment with hitching a from the I'nlted KtUes Movernment
but people can get bear tesm to a chariot for the that daily weather reports and forea few years-agoMiss Whitney was casts from the department of agri
los,t in Albuquerque now and stay street pageant.
selected to drive the unique vehicle. culture be sent out from the uni
hours.
lost for forty-eig"Buster" and "lletsy" took kind- versity station, so that farmers
You don't believe it?
wireless equipAsk A. F. Rooker of Colotado. ly to the Innovation from the tart, and ranchmen with this
service diHe'll tell you all about it. Ho ar- except When they developed a sense ment may receive
will probably
rived here Friday night and put up of humor. Like small bnyg they rect. The university
at the Crystal house. Saturday have a keen desire to "show off" comply with tho request.
morning he went out to breakfast and Miss Whitney never knows
PAINFUL ACCIDENT IS
without noticing the number of his what they are ROing to do next.
trick of
room, the name of the rooming "Buster" has tl. favorite
trying to walk like a man, while LOT OF JOSIAH HEALD,
house or the name of the street.
After searching all over town "Betsy" True to her feminineof
FORMERLY OF THIS CITY
an abnormal bump
for the place he applied to the po- r.ature has
much
does
and
investigatcuriosity
of
after
hours
hunting,
lice and
Severe Injuries were sustained
Policeman Thomas Ifogan located ing along the aroute.
fondness for candy, by Josiah E. Heald, formerly of ABoth have
his room at the Crystal. Pooker
and can scent it a long distance. lbuquerque, when a horse he was
had left his baggage there
They will stop any time to
riding nlunfted over a cliff and
with numerous other
any profcrred, sweets, their broad fell down a steen embankment, ac
grins usually repay the donors cording to his father. Dr. J. H.
to derive great i Heald. who was In the city last
Also they seem
pleasure in pilfering any delicacy night en route to EI Tafso.
within
come
tluir reach.
that
Mr. Heald was with a real estate
may
SCOUT NOTES
Dogs are their natural enemies firm, representatives of which were
and often the paradn is hell VP out looking for grazing land, in the
Jiy the Scouts.
while either "Buster" ci' Vfc'ts.v" mountains north of El Paso. The
offer to give battle to cither mon members of the party were searchgrel or thoroughbred.
ing for a spring when Heald's horse
The bear team is only one of the ,j Dp(1
Troop Three Notes.
,he e(lge of a
Tho next meeting of the troop 110 novel offerings with tha Barnes embankment.
By dint of excellent
will be at the Lutheran church circus. More thnn 1,200 anima's horsemanship, Heald retained his
at 8 o'clock Monday. It will be are carried by this circus, and control of the animal for nearly the
a Hallowe'en affair,
everyone of them docs oniethin? whole length of the mountain side,
At the troop meeting Friday besides eat.
before he wan finally thrown.
were
matters
discussed,
private
His injuries consist of a broken
and the business of the evening SHOE REPAIR SCHOOL
hand a broken wrist and a
right
was satisfactorily concluded. After
fractured jaw. All of his lower
HERE
were
GOVERNMENT
OF
several
the meeting
games
teeth were knocked out.
played, and there was much fun.
Mr. Heald, with the ifid of his
OF ARTICLE
SUBJECT
We had relay races, the Thief
managed to ride ancompanions,
One boy got
flame, and others.
other five miles to the south, where
Al
An
on
article
Illustrated
the
and
"soaked'' when another threw
medical aid van summoned
water at him.
buquerque shoe repair school of Mr. Heald taken to his home In El
H was getting late when we de- the United States veterans' bureau, Paso.
cided to quit for the evening. It located at the iraining center In
was near ton before many of us the Korber building, npnears in the START SUIT TO BREAK
October 1", number of the Shoe Regot home.
TED MAGEE, Scribe.
UP ALLEGED COMBINE
pairer and Dealer, a trade journal
.published In Boston.
the
how
governtells
The
article
Trend. 1
(B.T Thp Annnchilcd
Try a Journr' Want Ad.
ment is promoting the shoe repairKansas City. Mo., Oct. 25. The
ing industry by teaching the trade government acted today to break
to disabled soldiers. It U illusan alleged combine of cement
trated by pictures of the boys at up
operating in neighwork in the shop, of the machinery manufacturers,
boring states, which is charged
and of Alphonse Simpler, who con- with
violating tho Sherman antiducts the classes.
trust act. In nn Injunction suit
which
ot
work
the
Examples
United States District
the students In the shoe repair de- brought by
Attorney Madison in federal court,
partment are doing are on exhibit
the Norcross Audit and statistical
in the windows at the training cenbureau of Kansas City and six ceter. Some of tho repair jobs were ment
alleged subscribin
had
been
men
who
done
by
tly ers to companies,
aV-Ethe Norcross service, were
1
class only a few weeks. The let- made
defendants. The government
tering of the" signs on the exhibits
that by Interchanging Inwas done by the. students hi' the charges
on the cement business
formation
mechanical drawing classes.
the Norcross bureau the
y
class room work through
The
to stifle com
which the repair men are required defendants were able
to do in hookkecping and English petition.
District Attorney Madison issued
has been better adapted to the
statement declaring tne governactual needs of the men in these ament
charge that representlines of study. The trainees are atives would
of the corporations attended
now studying
magazines of the
which those present
at
shoe repairing trade and supply meetings
to enter Into a "gentlewere
catalogs from which they order, men's urged
At these meetagreement:"
writing their own business letters,
statement
higher
and keeping their own records and ings, thecurtailment of said,
production
prices,
work done. They are thereby fit- and
cement
from
of
Bread Is the most essential part ot
withholding
an
ting themselves to operate
the mhrkct awaiting a fair price
their were
iny lunch. But our bread should
shoe shop when
advocated.
be the mainstay ot your little
is completed.
daughter's lunch because you real- training
ize the wholesomeness. the pure-nesand deliciousness thut'c.m-bliie- s ANOTHER DROP IN
to make our bread.
Thif
HUPMOBILE PRICE
realization should lead you to be
'lieve that sandwiches made of oui
J. W. Teast, manager of U15
bread are ideal.
1
North
American Garage,
Fourth street, received a wire yes- People Notice It. Drive Them
Off with Dr. Edwards'
tho
Hupmoblle facterday from
tory that this wonderful car has
207 South First Street
Olive Tablets
In
gone down again in price.
A pimply face will not embarrass you
July the Hupmobile
touring car was $1,900 In Al- much longer if you get a package of
buquerque; in AuKiist it droppe.l Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets. The skin
to $1,750, and effective October should
begin to clear after you have
25, the same car can now bo
for taken the tablets a few nights.
in Albuquerque
FoonrteM
Marhlnlnta
purchased
EnglllMf
Cleanse the blood, bowels and liver
Several dealers, a few
OastlnRs In Iron. HrRi. BrnnzA, Alum
$1,450.
Oil
Inum. F.lectrln Mntnra,
Engines months ago, stated that tho "de- with Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets, the
nn1 lrr!rtlnn.
successful
pumr
substitute for calomel ; there's
clines" had reached the limit; but
Horlift anil Office Albnqnrqa,t
It seems they are coming quite no sickness or pain after taking them.
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets do that
regular these days.
which calomel does, and just as effecCX'T THIS Ol'T IT IS WORTH
tively, but their action is gentle and
MONEY.
safe instead pf severe and irritating.
Cut out this slip, enclose with
No one who takes Olive Tablets is
5c and mail It to Foley & Co.,
"
2835 Sheffield avenue, Chicago, ever cursed with a "dark brown taste, "
111.,
writing your name and ad- a bad breath, a dull, listless, "no good
dress clearly. You will receive In feeling, constipation, torpid liver, bad
return a trial package containing disposition or pimply face.
Olive Tablets are a purely vegetable
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
for coughs, colds and croup; compound, mixed with olive oil; you
Albuquerque, N. M.
Foley Kidney Pills for pains In will know them by their olive color.
Memorials of the Better sides and back, rheumatism, backDr. Edwards spent years among paache,
kidney and bladder ail- tients afflicted with liver and bowel
Kind
ments; and Foley Cathartic Taband Olive Tablets are the
lets, a wholesome tnd thoroughly complaints
result. Take one or
We pay the freight to you cleansing cathartic for constlpa-tlon- , immensely effective
biliousness, headaches, and two nightly for a week. See how much
sluggish bowels. Sold everywhere. better you feel and look. 15c and 30c.

JOKERS

The examination consumed about
four hours and was scmiewnut
iititti,-.1'lto uTinolntments
are based on tne resuu oi uie
find tho
OllllCIltlon
nmlnallnn tho
practical experience of the ap Pli
c.'nt. Alio resuus ui uih cah, o.t- tionu will be learned in about six
weeks from Washington, wncis tho
papersp are grauea, ana wnuia the
Ali,riv.la mpn is keut.
rangers' examina
Formerly the
tion included a practical section in
which the applicant was required
to demonstrate his knowle ige of
life, such as peeking, a
up a telephone
horse, stringing
line and other necessary accomplishments of a cuccesful ranger.
The present examination is tntiie-l- y
written, the only prerequisites
qualification and
being physical
a..ni ovnoHnncia in the ouen.
lecn-..!..-

c- -

into the northeastern part of Union
county from Clayton.
The projects on Road No. 37
cover the valley sections of this
highway, one of the main arteries
of the wheat district of northeastern New Mexico. The higher secin
condition
tions are
good
throughout the. year. These three
miles.
nineteen
total
projects
The first project on Road No. 1
E carries
construction of the road
Maxwell "Junction to the
from
line and the second
Colfax
south
fills the gap between Project No.
A conference of all persons In- 87 and Las
Vegas. Project 87 exterested In the Boy Scout move- tends from Watrous to within two
ment In New Mexico has been miles of the Meadow City.
called In Ibuquerque on November 21, It hns been announced by
Olen O. Ream, scout executive. 1921 STATE TAX LEVY
Tho meeting is called for the purWILL BEJFIVE MILLS
pose of promo:.'n(f Interest In Boy
Scout activities and to encourajre
the development of more scout (Speclnl Correspondence to The Journnl.)
organizations.
Santa Vo, Oct. 25. Tho
Scout leaders, executives, counstate tax levy, It was said tocil members and national officials
-1
mill
day, will be 5 mills
of the Boy Scouts of America will
lower than last year's
Dr.
conference.
be present for the
the state's valuation
George J. Fisher of New York
has shrunk " approximately
city, the deputy chief scout execu$37,000,000.
tive, will be here for two days and
The levy Is based on
J. P. Fitch of Dallas, regional
taxable valuntlon and
scout executive, Will also be pres85 per cent collection.. Tho
ent for the conference. The sesporcentago of collections for last
sions will begin at 9 o'clock on
was slightly higher.
year
the Monday morning with a luncheon for oil delegates nt tho Y. M.
of
A state organization
C. A.
scout councils from the several
cities where the Boy Scouts are
active will probably result from
the conference. Invitation have
been sent to several cities to send
scout representatives to the meeting. Dr. David Ross Boyd, president of the Boy Scout council
here, Is conferring with Mr. Fitch
at Norman, Okla., this week In
regard to the coming meeting.
Dr. Boyd expects to return to Albuquerque In several weeks.

MANY MEN SEEK PLfl MEETING
APPOINTMENT AS
FOREST RANGER OF BOY SCOUT

T. T. Ryan, master

i

October 26, 1921.
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" INDIAN"

Coyote heard a cricket singing and he
istened long. He said, "That is a short
song, indeed; hurit, hunt, kurit. For
ever just kurit. Who does he entertain?
Perhaps he likes it himself. I like it
not" So he moved closer and listened;
and then he moved closer again. Finally
he found Cricket and swallowed him,
saying, "That is the end of your song."
And as Coyote trotted along he heard
t
a little tree-fro- g
singing in a bush. Tree-fro- g
like the cricket that
much
so
sang
Coyote soon tired of listening. Then
he listened and looked and listened and
looked until he saw Tree-fro- g
hidden
behind a piece of bark; and as he swalhe said, "That is the
lowed Tree-fro- g
end of your song."
As Coyote trotted on he heard a Jar-fl- y
singing. Some call htm Locust; but
he is only Jarfl y. He, too, repeats his
song; and as Coyote listened it seemed
that there was no end of it. Jarfly
opened his eyes wider tind he saw Coyote; and he thought, I will fool him.
So Jarfly slipped out of his skin; and
when Coyote swallowed it, he said,
"That is the end of your song." Then
Jarfly laughed and said, "That was only
an empty husk." Then, lighting on a
high branch he gritted his teeth and

MILLER

taunted Coyote, who, after several vain
attacks, trotted away greatly exasper
'
ated.

Wf):

Coyote was not a great singer him'
self in those days; so he went to a lone
some ptace to practice. Timber-wo- lf
heard him and could not sleep. Exas
perated, he sought Coyote and said (it
"That song is a torture to me; can yo
not finish it ?" Coyote said, "I must
sing something or I will be unhappy."
Timber-wol- f
said, "I will teach you my
song; but you must learn when to stop
even it." Coyote never learned to sing the
wolf-son- g
nicely, for he stutters; but it
is much better than the old coyote song.'
Coyote still stutters and stutters when
he starts to sing. He can stop all right;
but be has difficulty in beginning.
Poor Coyote ! How handicapped he
is! He cannot sing, for he stutters.
Many business organizations are like
him. They would build their product
better, but are handicapped. Lack of,
finance or other causes hinder them.1
On the contrary, with the makers of
Savage Tires every source is at command
for the building' of a superior article.
The new Savage Cord demonstrates
their determination to make the best
tire on the market. It is Built to ExceL:
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The Ideal Lunch

s

219-22-

Pioneer Bakery

er

Albuquerque Foundry
and Machine Works

6. E. Fletcher

Monument Works

Hairy Boland, photographed on recent arrival in New York.
That Ireland wants peace, but il
quite ready to continue the war
with England il she does not get
what she wants from the Lloyd
George government, is the message
brought to this country by Harry
Boland, Do Valera's former secreYork
tary. Boland arrived in Newtitle
of
a few days ago bearing Jh
special envoy of the Republic of
Ireland to the United States.
BIBLE CONFERENCE TO
CLOSE TONIGHT AT 7:30
Tho Monday evening meeting of
the Bible conference at Uospel hall
on North Fourth street wag well
attended. Evangelist Vincent Stef-fadelivered an Interesting talk.
of particular importance for the
boys and young men who attended,
lie has spoken at many schools
In the country.
and
Brother Ironside of Oakland, Calif.,
spoke last night. His topic was "Is
the Knd of the World at, Hand 7"
Today will be the las-- day of the
Bible conference. There will ba a
Bible reading at 10 o'clock this
An address for Chrismorning.
tians by Ironside at 3 o'clock, and
"The Second Coming of Christ," by
Mr. Bloore at 7:30 o'clock will con..
clude the conference.

jT-TH-

SPR ECKELS

QUW BEST

SAVAGE" TIRE CD.

ASSET IS

THE

57N

DIEGO, CALIFORNIA'

SATISFIED

CUSTOMER

E. A. SCHICK & SONS

215 North Fourth Street

r

,1

Phone 141

October' 2(3, 1921.
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pelled
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declared to

a member of this

KX EXPUISi

lie

lioune."

no louder

APPOINTED U. S.

Another ruaolutiou for llluntou's
o
expulsion was prepared by

ENVOY TO BOLIVIA

llepre-si'iuativ-

.

U. S. TO PARTICIPATE
IN
AN
EXPOSITION
IN BRAZIL IN 1922

ULGK OF- FUNDS

republican,

'FfiOM

Nebraska, and was about to bo
druppi'd into tho house hopper
when .Mr. J.k i.uuBhlin was informed that me would be presented by

HOUSE 3F

Mr.

TH0S.8L1I1

:

Mondell

v

;

Intrqriuces a Resolution to Oust Texas Rep-- i
resentative for Remarks
Printed in Record.
'

(By The Awwlulvd I'rem.)

Oct. 23.

Washington,
Expulsion
from Iho house o representatives
of Thomas L. Wanton, democrat.
Texas, was called for in a resolution introduced today by Representative Mondell, tho republican
leader.
The ground for the move to expel was publication in the Congressional Record us part of an extension of remarks by Blanton of
an affidavit relating to a row at
the government
printing office
which affidavit was characterized
some
as ob-- .
house
members
by
scene and unfit for transmission
through the mails.
The resolution offered by Mr.
Mondell follows:
"Whereas, Thomas I Blanton,
from the Sevenrepresentative
teenth district of the state of Texas,
did on October 4, 1921, ask unanimous consent to extend his remarks
in the Congressional Record 'upon
the improvements In the government printing office,' which consent was granted by the house; and
"Whereas, Under such permission, the said Thomas L. Blanton,
did insert and cause to be printed
in the Congressional Record for
Saturday, October 22, 19S1, grossly
indecent and obscene language unworthy of a member of the house of
representatives,
contrary to the
rules of the house, derogatory to
its dignity and in violation of its
confidence; therefore,, be it
"Resolved, That the said Thomas
h. Blanton, by hfs conduct as aforesaid, has forfeited all rights to sit
as a representative In the
congress and is heroby ex
sixty-seven- th

A if

Jlondtll.

The
resolution
Nebraskan's
charged that publication of the ofin
the
record
fending affidavit
"made it unmallable" and also
made members of congress "liable
to criminal prosecution and punishment'" if they knowingly had
canned it to be mulled.
An announcement was made that
the Texas delegation would meet
tomorrow to net on the Blanton
case. There was a suggestion from
simie democrats that the resolution of expulsion bo amended to
censure, only.
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CLEANING PROCEEDS
RAPIDLY AFTER FIRE
IN ROSENWALD STORE
Unusual progress is being made
with the task of cleaning the
department store after tho
fire which swept a corner of the
third floor last Friday afternoon.
A chute has been constructed from
the third floor to a vacant lot behind the building and the remnants
of the fire are being rapidly moved
from the etore and hauled to the
dump grounds.
The spot where the conflagration is believed to have started and
where a pile of mattresses covered
the floor has been entirely cleared.
of dishes, blackened
Thousands
from the smoke and soiled from
dirty water, have been set aside
for cleaning. Many sections of the
cement floor have been cleared if
not cleaned.
Baskets and toys have been taken
from the balcony. Dolls with singed hair and without eyes have been
removed from the wreckage. Many
toys have been hurled down the
chute, only to bo clutched by some
youngsters and spirited away before the teamsters could capture it.
Members of the firm announce
that the work of clearing will con-in
tinue at Its present rapid pace reorder that the store may be
decorated and rearranged before
being opened to shoppers again,
ld

Jess S. CottrelL
Jesse S. Cottrell of Tennessee,
Washington correspondent for several prominent newspapers in the
south and west, has been appointed United States minister to Bolivia by President Harding.

ROTARY COMMITTEE
WARM
PLANS
TIME
AT THURSDAY LUNCH
The special Rotary committee
having in charge the Hallowe'en
luncheon to be held Thursday noon
is preparing an entirely novel program, decidedly different from the
ordinary dinners. Nye G. Martin.
CharleB White and Arthur Prager
have the event In charge.
The acts for the noon hour are
being kept secret. The committee's
only Instruction from the club was
tn see that there was nothing serious In the hour.
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GHARITIES

Mrs. Ivan Grunsfeld, President of Bureau, Says Association Is Facing Financial Crisis.
The bureau of charities of the
city may bo forced to close its doors
to the poor because of lack of
tumls.
Tho organization
is facing a
crisis which may mean the passing
out of existence of the bureau unless the citizens come to the. rescue.
A meeting' of nil persons interested
in the work of the bureau ha calk
ed for Tuesday
evening at 7:30
o'clock at the chamber of commerce for the purpose of considering tho problem.
tho
"Uiv to a short time ago
charities was a bureau of the chamber ot commerce," said Mrs, Grunsfeld yesterday in speaking of the
situation. "This made it unnecessary
for tho board constantly to appeal
to the public for funds. The chamber of commerce has withdrawn
its support and we are now facing
a very serious financial problem."
The bureau of charities has been
in existence for many years and
has been doing splendid and lasting
work. It not only elves direct aid
in the form of food and shelter but
renders more lasting servica in the
careful consideration of the needs
of families and Individuals and endeavors to place the unfortunates
beyond the necessity of having to
ask for help.
The bureau Is considered practically indispensable In Albuquerque where there are no other Institutions such as county farms or
city hospitals to provide for tho indigent tnberculars who flock to
the city. The colony which is maintained by the bureau In the north
part o' the city Is taking care of
many such cases. Practically every
form of social service Is covered by
the bureau from Its office, which
is maintained at 'the
city hall.
Since the first of this month ninety-six
Indigent cases have been
handled by the bureau.
A new board of directors for the
bureau of charities will be elccte-at the meeting at the chamber of
commerce on Tuesday evening.
Ways and means will also be devised to put the charities upon a
firm financial foundation.

(Oy The Aanoentra rrrm.)
Washington, Oct. 25. Tho house
lato today passed in amended form
tho senate resoluyon
accepting
Brazil's invitation to the United
States to participate in an international exposition at Itio de Janeiro
next year and authorizing an appropriation of one million dollars
for nn exhibit.
The voto was 1D0 to 43, and was
taken after an amendment to reduce the appropriation to J300,-00- 0
had been rejected.
Favorable action had previously
been taken by the senate, but an
agreement must now be reached In
conference on several points ot difference particularly as to the bouae
provision
limiting salaries of a
commissioner
general to 115,000
and three commissioners to $7,500
each annually.
Two other commissioners will bo appointed to
serve without pay. Tho senate
would not limit tho salaries.
The long standing friendship between lirazil and the United States
and the necessity of perpetuating
it, was emphasized during the debate.
Representative Mondell, republican leader, declared that of
all southern American countries.
"Brazil has been particularly our
friend."

Winter is here! Does 25 to 35 saving mean anything to you?
Our Expansion Sale lasts only a few days more. See our windows

SPECIALS
$30.00
$35.00
$40.00

OVERCOAT
OVERCOAT
OVERCOAT
Many

STILLMAN HEIRS NOT
TO BE DRAWN INTO
THE DIVORCE TRIAL

or
or
or

SUIT-N- OW

$23 50

i

SUIT-N- OW

$2650

SUIT-N- OW

$31.50

.

More Bargains Besides These.

SWEATERS
K

7.50 VALUES-N- OW
$ 8.50 VALUES-N- OW
$10.00 VALUES-NO- W

$

(By The Aaanrialrd rrrna.)

White riains, N. Y Oct. 25
Supreme Court Justico Morschau-se- r
today denied a motion which
sought to have all heirs of the
late James Stillman made
in the divorce proceedings brought by his son James A.
Mrs.
Stillman, bnnker, against
Anne U. Stillman, and liaby Guy
Stillman, whoso paternity is an
Issue in tho case.
Among those the motion would
have drawn into the litigation are
Mrs. Percy A. Rockefeller
and
Mrs. William Rockefeller, sisters
of James A. Stillman.
The motion was made on behalf
of the Infant Guy by his guardian
John E. Mack, who said his purpose was to establish In the one
divorce action not only the paternity of the child, but its right
to share In the fortune left by the
elder Stillman.
Jusice Morschnuser's denial declared thnt the guardian need not
be alarmed about the further protection of the infant's rights, as
they "can and undoubtedly will be
safeguarded."

jfiOK

$735

ts

SHIRTS
$2.00 VALUES-NO- W.
$4.00 VALUES-NO- W.

.

r

g5
$2i85

UNDERWEAR
$2.00 Heavy Weight Union Suits
$3.00 Wool Union Suits Now
$6.50 Pure Wool Union Suits

Now

$1.45
$2.15
$4.65

These Prices only a few of the hundreds available
for Yourself.

s

to you.

See

WARREN HARDING IS
BUSBY'S MINSTRELS
A GOOD NAME, BABY
COMING TO CRYSTAL
TOLD BY PRESIDENT

oAnnouncing the new EVEREADY

Focusing Flashlight
A Novel, Different Flashlight
With a 300-foRange
ot

Today you will find displayed by Evcrcady Dealers a'
new and remarkable flashlight

m

the Focusing Flashlight

Step in and see it, and you will see the greatest

flash-

Try this new Flashlight at your home

ai

NATIONAL

3.75

1

Only genuine SrereaJy Batteries till insure
service for
your rereiJy Flashlight. But
yeready
Batteries
and improve all faihtighis.

ft

CARBON, CO. Inc $99 EIGHTH STREET. SAN FRANCISCO.
NEW YORK ,
V 30 EAST 42nd STREET

CAUty

'

FUNERALS

'
JARAMTT.T.O
Tho f
Miss Teresita Jaramillo, who died

last Monday morning, will be he'd
this morning at
o'clock from
the famllv rpslHnnna
Rxflil ...i'l
be et Santa
Barbara cemete-- y
Crollott will have charge.
MONTH V A Tho f,.n.,,.,l
11,.
.tiomero ae Montoya, wno
men oionaay morning at her son's
residence, 447 We3t banta Fe avenue, fit thA a era of 1(!7
u.lll h
held this morning at 8 o'clock from
me larany residence to the Sacred
Heart
church, whpra !il?h foniiiaiv
mass will be said by Father Cordova. Burial will be at San Jose
Crollott
cemetery.
will have
cnarge.
. MONTOYA
!
Tho fn..r.l r.
letahn Mnntnvn whi riinrl Mnnitm
mornlnor fit him restHenco nn Hnitth
John street, will be held this morn
ing: irom tne lamlly residence. Burial will hn In Ann In.. PAtnnfppv
Crollott Is In charge.

TBI

FLASHLIGHTS
!;l
J. fx

DEATHS AND

--

oAt any dealer's

Exclusive Features of FOCUSING
Forunng devir. j) Special Eveready Mazda

FLASHLIGHT

,

Lamp.
j Parabolic ReflactorT)
Shock Abwrber
) Chamber, holda a extra Eveready Mazda Lamps.
16) End cap itaipped with battery and lamp ttntwal numbers
,

Branch Store

Albuquerque,

Amarillo, Texas.

New Mexico

er

"

There is an Eveready Flashlight for
every purpose
tubular, pocket,
and lantern types at prices
ranging
down to 70 cents, including the
new Pocket Light at
75. The
Focusing Flashlight is designed
especially for outdoors, for automobiles, and wherever longdistance
light is. required ; ..the Diffused
Flashlight for indoors, and wherever
a broad field of light is needed.

TWO STORES

114 W. Central Ave.

(By The. Aaawlated Hreae.)

San Antonio, Tex., Oct. 25.
Successful adjustment of diffeer-ence- s
between brotherhood chiefs
and railroad chiefs In the hearing
tomorrow at unicago before tne
railroad labor board would mean
prompt return to work of 600
striking trainmen of the Interna
tional & Great Northern railroad.
in the opinion of union trainmen
here.
That statement was made late
today by F. G. RIeden, secretary-treasurof 'the local branch of
the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, who further predicted an
early settlement of differences and
that the men would soon be back
to their former positions.
une local freight train was sent
In each direction today, the fourth
day of the strike, according to J.
M. tandis, chief clerk to Superintendent Jones.

...

Buy an Eveready Focusing Flash
light at any Eveready Dealer. Take
it home, and demonstrate it one
evening. Use it indoors and out;
and see it "spot" things. '
If then you are not eager to keep
it, take it back the next day, and,
the dealer will refund your money
Get the new Focusing Flashlight
today. Just 375, including the
Eveready Battery, worth 51 cents,
and two Eveready Mazda Lamps,
worth 60 cents. Get it and try it
You'll keep it
over nig!

Minstrels may come and go but
the famous Husby Minstrels seem
to go on forever.
For the past
33 years this organization has been
one
ot
the leu dint:
bs
recognized
road attractions, it has a following equalled by none but envied
While other minstrel
by many.
shows are clamoring for tulem.
this company has no' trouble in
securing the pick of the profession, its financial standing is as
strong as tho rocks of Gibraltar,
its methods as near perfection si
experience can make it. so the ambitions performer makes every effort to be counted among its roster.
They will be at the Crystal theater Monday night, October 31.

EARLY SETTLEMENT OF
DISPUTE PREDICTED

light ever made. Strikingly different from any flashlight
you ever held in your hand.
Picture to. yourself a clear, sharp beam of light, shot
straight from your hand, a city block ahead; picture it
pierce the darkness, revealing a hole at your feet as you
walk, or "spotting" a sign 300 feet away as you motor
along a Strang road and you have the dramatic picture
of the Focusing Flashlight,
Until you have used it, you can not know" the maximum
usefulness of a flashlight for outdoor uses.

f

(Br Th Aflftnciiilrd PriM )
Norristown. Ta., Oct. 25. Warren Harding is a good name, wrote
the president to a baby named for
him. The Htter, made public
yesterday by the parents. Mr. and
Mrs. TIarry ,T. Hannaway, follows:
"My dear Warren Harding:
"A friend of yours has just written to let me know you have arrived in this world within a few
days past and have demonstrated
an early and appealing discre'Ion
by inducing your parents to giv;
you a good name. I know It is a
good name because my father and
mother gave It to me and they
were the best people I have
known. I hope you try as hnrd
as I have, to do nothing to discredit the name, for I know yom
father and mother, like my own.
would grieve if that should happen. You have arrived herd In n
mighty Interesting time for the
world and will have a chance to
be a useful citizen.
"Please do your best to live uri
to all your possibilities In that
direction.
"I wish I could hope to remain
as long as you may, for this world
is going to be an extremely Interesting place during the time
you are entitled to stay In t.
Please give my kindest regards
to your mother and father and
thank them for me forthe compliment they have paid me In selecting the name for you,
"From your friend,
"WARREN Q. HARDING."

THIS FOR INDIGESTION
.Foley Cathartic Tablets are Just
thA thlnf? fni rinatlnatfAn
TW.I.
action is WhnlASnmo anil thnrnno-hly
without
cleansing,
griping.
nausea or Inconvenience.
They
banish headache, biliousness, bloating, gas, bad breath, coated tongue
and other vmntom nf nlxnrilorail
digeitiom .Mrs.'-H.- i
J, Marchard,
Lawrence St.. Salem.
T
nmf,A
ITnlov fnthowlj.
Writo.
Tablets for constipation with good
results. I keen them In th hn.i "
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Our Conception of Service
A corporation that grows up with a community owes the latter a distinct measure of service in return for the patronage that it receives.
It is the aim of this company to render the highest possible calibre of
service to each of the six states in which it operates.
This service, we feel, should be and is absolutely impartial, with favoritism toward
none and courteous, above-boarmethods of fair dealing for all.
d

Experience has shown time and again that the mere size of a concern is no
insurance against failure. Large and small organizations alike are affected by the
stern law of supply and demand; there are no exceptions. The status of any company depends in the long run upon the value of its products to the community and
the attitude of the public toward the company.
The deciding factor in the success of any corporation catering to a restricted territory is public opinion. And public opinion, this company realizes, is moulded
largely by service. The Continental Oil Company and we believe all persons who
think for themselves attributes its success to the high standard of quality of all
its products and their indispensable value to every community.
The directors of this company are always striving to improve, if possible, the measure of Continental service. They have
liberally in making possible
many projects of local and interstate importance. By installing Conoco Service
Stations wherever the demand for them exists, the company has endeavored to
make motoring increasingly convenient and pleasant.
Thousands buy their supplies of Conoco Gasoline andPolarine with Conoco Coupon
Books. Are you one of them?

THE CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
Albuquerque
Butte

(A Colorado Corporation)
Denver
Pueblo
Great Falls
Salt Lake City

Boise

Cheyenne
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THE

BREAK-IT-

.

There are continual evidences
the unconscionable hold which a
had on New Mexico. For more
has been going on so gradually
hardly have been aware of the

of a break-u- p
ta
few people have
than a year thia
that the people
d
changes

deep-seate-

which were In process.
Fifteen months ago It was lese majesty to men
Adverse
tion the operations of these gentlemen.
criticism of them was unheard of. The Journal
opened an assault on these conditions nnd has kept
up a continuous bombardment. Not only has public
opinion crystallized under publicity, but many of
these gentlemen have changed their views as to
their duty to the public.
crowd,
The political hold of the
with all of its trail of evaded taxes and special
privileges, Is gone. These men are no longer factors
In the internal affairs of New Mexico. Those who
have benefited will try still to retain their advantages, but they will not succeed. The power which
comes from cohesion is gone. One by one, wrongs
will be righted.
Business which depends upon political power
for its advantages Is losing Its hold. Business men
are coming rapidly to the point of basing their operations on business rules and the public need.
There are exceptions, of course. These must lw
attacked and dislodged. Notable among them Is
the coal cpmblne. But for its pull with public officials It would be Put out of business and compeThe matter Is a public outrage.
tition restored.
But it, too, will be forced to break up. If it Is not
done voluntarily and at once, it will come as a reWisdom would prompt
sult of public agitation.
these men to the former course. But they havt
always been too selfish to be wise.
The organization of the cattle loan company
Monday and the forcing of a War Finance Corporation Agency in New Mexico, are notable achievements of the new order of things. The men who
"put across" these public benefits feel harpy about
It. They will enjoy the sensation of being public
servants in a larger way.
Those who still cling to the old Idea ot power
and coercion were unwilling to join in a movement
which would free, first the cattle and sheep men
and then the public from their domination. A few

Getting tired of waiting for him to call around,
pumpkins are coming to market without being
kissed by Jack Frost.

PEOPLE.

The people of the United States became alarmed
some two years ago over the accumulating evidences that the Big Five packers were attomptins
to gain control of the food supplies of tho country,
If not the world. Publio opinion compelled officials
to act. Finding themselves in a corner and In danger of going to jail, the packers decided to throw
tip their hands. A "consent decree" was entered
In the court records whereby the packers agreed to
confine their activities to meat products.
This surrender was only apparent. It served the
purpose of allowing the packers to wiggle out ot
the predicament in which they found themselves.
But they procured the Insertion in the decree of a
ot the subject
clause permitting the
matter by mutual consent. Now they are seeking
that consent.
The democratic attorney general knew what h
was doing, of course. He was not a fool. He did
not force a final and irrevocable decree of court
which would drive these gentlemen out of the grocery business in a permanent way. He left the
door open in case public opinion became quiescent
at a later date.
Whether the packers regard the present attorney

HIGH LIFE.

will explain
the carnival
in
of crime. Too much
the night, when sober men are In
their coops; too much pursuing
cheap delight, and letting duty
loop tho loops. Too much of crazed
and fevered love, of wedding
pledges cast aside; and now the
thistles grow above the slayer and
tho suicide. The wave of crime
still sweeps along, and every hour
some victims fall; right seems sub.
merged beneath the wrong; "too
much high lifo" explains it all.
Too much high life has filled the
jails with delegates bereft of hope,
with foolish dames and Jingled
males who face tho hangman and
the rope.
one-ha-

lf

Joy-ndl-

The dame, resolved on suicide,
sat down and'wrote some parting
linos, explaining why, before she
died, and took in all her divers
signs. "Too much high life, and
here's the end; I'vo fractured
man's and nature's laws;" and
then she shot a lady friend, and
killed herself, without a pause.
You read it in tho public prints,
and doubtless gave it little thought
so many tales of crimson tints are
dally to your doorsteps brought.
The words of moralists seem vain,
the folks must have their gaudy
time; "too much high life" that

JLITTLE
BENNY5
NOTBBOOR
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CRISP PARAGRAPHS

suppose.

see.

That's a Whirligig you

'

"And what's that?" asked the
doggie boy.
"A whirligig Is a little whirlwind," went on Mr. Longcars. "It
is like a whirlpool in the bathtub
when you take the stopper out and
let the water run down the pipe.
only this is the wind and you can't
see the wind as you see the water.
You can see tho leaves, though,
whirling around in ft whirligig,
and the wind makes the leaves do
this little dance."
"Isn't it funny?" laughed Jackie
as ho watched another little whirl-gi- g
farther down the road. Again
the leaves swirled in a circle. "I'm
going to tell the lady mouse in the
hollow stump school about it,"
barked Jackie.
"She likes us to
tell the things we see."
a
good plan to keep
"Yes, It's
your eyes open and see all you
can," spoke Uncle Wigglly. And
then, as Jackie went to school,
thinking on the way about the
whirligig, Uncle Wigglly put on his
tall silk hat and went to the six
and seven cent store for Nurse
Jane, who wanted a new diamond
piano,
On the way several whirligigs,
or little whirlwinds, played along
the ground in front of the bunny,
tossing tho leaves around In fun.
And once a strong whirligig lifted
off tho bunny s hat.
"Here! That will never do!"
laughed the rabbit gentleman an
he caught his head covering. "I
need my hat to go to the store.
Stop It, whirligig!"
"Ha! Ha!" tho wind seemed to
laugh. "This in fun!" and it spun
the dried leaves like so many tops

s.

Bedtime Storiet

For Little Ones

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY
THE SENATE

i

TAX CLINIC.

(From the Minneapolis Tribune.)
The senate tax bill appears to be quite sick
or
still. From this distance it looks as if
again
too many doctors, surgeons, osteopaths and chiroWhat with
practors were in immediate attendance.
Dr. Agricultural Bloc and the other specialists of
the Bloc clan, the poor patient is having a hard
time of It. A leg is chopped off here and something that looks like a malignant growth is stuck
on there.
Vertebrae are being yanked hither and
thither, and some of the muscles have been so maltreated that they are not sure whether they arc
muscles or boils.
Senator Underwood, democrat, thinks that if the
bill Is left in anything like its present form it will
be mighty hard to tell whether it Is a tax bill or
one of Sam Loyd s puzzles, rar from being able
to make Itself understood to hoi pollol, he says, it
will have to put itself in the hands of a corps of
interpreters and other experts in and out of the
courts.
Mr. Underwood, being a member of the minority,
may be a bit undependable as a competent judge
of the ailments and virtues of a republican tax bill.
Not being one of the finance doctors, he belongs
out in the
of the clinic circle. He
has had opportunities to look at the patient, however, and what he says Is entitled to a hearing by
everybody who is Interested In having a strong, intelligible tax law that will do a full day's work for
a full day's pay.
Seriously now, the senate, committee appears to
be thoroughly muddled in this tax revision business.
Its performances are the subject of severe adverse
criticism from both sides of the political Hinden-bur- g
line. The people want and the country needs
an understandable, equitably working tax system,
not an incoherent patchwork assembled at the behest of little interests as against the one great Interest the economic welfare of tho pooplo ot the
United States.
The sober fact Is that a sales tax looks more and
more simple, sensible. Just, equable and efficient
as this revision drama goes on In tho senate. Reduction in freight rates will be well enough, but
the alone cannot cure the economic and industrial
Ills of the country. Until there is a new federal tax
system wiping out the essential vices of the present
scheme and squaring with sound revenue principles
the country will continue to suffer from a hardening of its business arteries.
ante-chamb- er

Copvright. 1921. by MeClure
Newspaper Syndicate.
UNCLE WlfJGir.Y AND THE
WHIRLIGIG.
"Oh, Uncle Wigglly! Come on
out and look at it! Come and see
it!" barked Jackie Bow Wow, the
little puppy dog chap, in front of
the bunny rabbit gentleman's hollow stump bungalow one day. "Oh,
you never saw surli a thing!"
"Why. Jackie! What Is it?" asked Mr. Longcars, hurrying out on
the front porch so quickly that his
pink nose twinkled backward Just
a little bit, you know. "Has anything happened?" asked the rabbit uncle. "Is your tall caught in
a lobster's claw?"
"Oh, no, nothing like that!"
laughed Jackie. "But I was on
my way to school when, all of a
sudden, right hero In front of your
bungalow, the dried leaves began
acting Just as If they were on a
merry-go-round- ."

"Do you mean they turned somersaults?" asked Uncle Wigglly.
"No, not exactly that," answer"But they whizzed
ed Jackie.
around like my top spins. There
they go again, Uncle Wig! See
'em!"
Jackie clipped his words short,
he was in such a hurry, and he
pointed with one paw to a curious
On the road, in frond of
sight.
Uncle Wlgglly's
the
bungalow,
dried leaves were whirling around
and around in a circle, sometimes
dancing up a little way into the
air and then falling back, only to
turn around again.
"What makes 'em do that?"
asked Jackie. "Is there a fairy
we can't see, Uncle Wigglly, stirring the leaves around with her
wand, as my mother stirs the pancakes with a spoon?"
"Well, not exactly, Jackie," answered
the bunny gentleman.
"That is, unless you call the wind
a fairy, and it is a sort of one, I

"REG'LAR FELLERS"
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$99.38;

NEW YORK COTTON'.
New York, Oct. 25.

AUTOMOBILES,

Cotton fu

tures closed steady. Dec, 19.33;
March, 18.91; May,
labor situation ceased to be a factor Jan., 19.14; 17.87.
of moro than passing importance 18.38; JUly,
in tho
stock market today, alNEW YORK MONEY.
though transportation shares were
backward.
New York, Oct. 25. Call money
interest converged
Speculative
High and laat ioan,, 6
around tho oils, that group domi- perFirmer.
cent; low and ruling rate, 5
Mexican Petroleum, as a
nating.
per cent; closing bid, 5 to 6 per
result of its favorable
statement of earnings, made a wide cent.
to
Prime mercantile papor, B
opening ot 3,000 shareB at a maxi- 5
per cent.
mum advance of 414 points, sub

"Pj

Fun

SALE

First.
FOlt

sequently Increasing its gain to six
points, only half of which was retained.
Other oils, foreign and domestic,
wcro higher by one to four noints
at their best and motors, equip
ments, shippings and an unusual
array of unclassified miscellaneous
Issues scored gross gains of one to
seven points, even leathers show
ing strength, notwithstanding poor
statement or central leather.
Some steels were moderately
strong, but that division reflected
occasional pressure
arising from
ot an
unfavorable
anticipation
statement by United States Steel.
The eteel report, issued after the
close ot the market, showed no
part of the common dividend had
been earned and that it was neces
sary to draw on the undivided sur
plus to meet the full requirements
of tho preferred stock. Sales, 750,

Ford truck box.

17

Private garage.

SuUta

611 West

FOlt BALE Ford touring car and Ford
truck. Inquire 710 North Thirteenth.
WANTED
TO BUY Late model Ford
roadster or truck with starter. Phone
852-FOR

SALK

flrat-clas-

a

semi-annu-

5
Bulcl. touringcondition. Bond-Dillo- n

oarj

Co..

FOK BALE

Some extra geu uaea care,
Mcintosh Auto Co (0t
"I,teI'Ii.
West
Central.

FOREIGN EXCHANGE.
New York, Oct. 25. Foreign exchange, irregular. Great Britain FOR, SALE 119 modal .tripped Ford'
pedal built b..dy,
l
demand, $3.04; cables, $3.95.
snap., and good
rubber; must eell today. 1S cash takes
France demand, 732; cables, 733. It.
423 South Broadwav.
cables,
394. FOR BALE Several used Dodge Brothers'
Italy demand, 394;
Belgian demand, 717: cables, 718.
roaoiiero and louring cars; terms it
cables, desired.
Germany demand,
J. Korber & Co., auto Dent.,
Holland demand,
84.10; phone 783.
.60. cables.
34.16.
34.10;
Norway de- FOK SALE Oil TRADE Twin six Pack!
Sweden demand,
mand, 13.05,
s
ard, in
shape; or will trade
23.20.
Denmark
demand, 19.33. for smaller car. Dodson'a
Garage. 4oo.
Switzerland demand, 18.20. Spain 402' North Fourth.
demand, 3 3.34. Greece demand, FOR SALE Two Bulck light sixes, 1918
4.45.
76u
models,
and
Argentina demand, 32.63.
SS0; Ford truck,
Brazil demand, 13.25.
Ford truck, worm drive,
Montreal, 1200;
A--

.60;

first-clas-

one-to- n

91.

1400; Ford speedster. 1200; Dodge touring car, 4S0. 11(1 West Oold
RED CARS FOR SALE
By rqvare
Deal
Albunuernue's 1'ohnit
Oarage,

NEW YORK METALS.

Ford market.
New York, Oct. 25. Copper
Ford Touring, J !21. like new
14'
and Ford
spot
Electrolytic,
Steady.
Touring, 1919, overhauled and
13c;
nearby,
later,
nas good tires
ouo snares.
tl
Tin
Spot and nearby, 1917 Ford Touring, overhauled and
t
Call money opened at 5
per $28.50; Steady.
nas
1
$28.75.
tires
good
futures,
painted,
6
on an in
cent, but advanced to
1917 Speedster, overhauled, all nev
Iron Steady, unchanged.
'
creased demand at mid-dathe
cord tires
t2(
Lead Steady. Spot. $4.70 4.75.
higher rate holding to the close.
a bargain at.fll,
Zinc Steady. East St. Louis de- 1917 Chevrolet Touring,
Brokers reported smaller offerings
on Dora
specialize
repairing. Ah
work gunranteed.
of time funds, for which quotations livery spot, $4.65. a. so.
Antimony, js.uu
were unaltered.
FOR RENT Miscellaneous
Sterling demand bills were quot
CHICAGO PRODUCE,
FOR
ed as high as $3.96, the top fig
RENT
26xD0:
room,
ure for almost six months, and
plenty light: very desirable for school,
25. Butter Mar
lodge or club room
file West Central.
francs and lire also Improved, but ketChicago, Oct.
higher. Creamery extras, 45c;
the remainder of the remittance
firsts, 3644c: seconds, 32 34 c; MATTRESS RENOVATING
list showed irregularity.
39 c.
fiAl TKESsTtEWvTflNGTllloTnTuE
Dealings in bonds again were standards,
Eggs Market higher. Receipts
Kug cleaning, furniture repairing, furcomparatively light and uncertain 9,788
48
cases.
ordi
5150c;
niture packing. Phone 471. Ervln
Firsts,
of tone, all Liberty issues closing
Company.
miscellaneous,
firsts,
nary
4245c;
at variable losses. Rails and in- 46 (u)
w
Total 33 48c; refrigerator extras, 83
dustrials moved narrowly.
SEWING
MACHINES"
32
c;
refrigerator firsts,
sales, par value, $12,675,000.
32MiC.
OU.W1NU
MACHINES
r.,,.lr
Closing prices:
lower.
Alive,
cieanea: parts and supplies for all
Fowls,
American Beet Sugar
26'i 22 Poultry
all work guaranteed.
make:
28c;
c. H
c;
20c;
turkeys,
springs.
27
American Can
..,
Morehead, phone
412 w. Copper.
roosters, 14 c.
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 37
lower.
Re
Market
Potatoes
LEGAL NOTICE"
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 36'4
ceipts 11S cars. Total United States
108
American Tel, & Tel
4 348b
WisMinnesota.
1,473.
shipments
40
Anaconda Copper
(REPUBLICATION.)
and
sacked
consin
and
Michigan,
NOTICE
FOR
Atchison
851j,
bulk. $1.70 if? 1.85 cwt.; Minnesota Department of the PUBLICATION.
36
Baltimore & Ohio
Interior, U. S. Land
6anta Ft' N M- - Oet. I,
53 ,i and North Dakota Bed river Ohlos,
Bethlehem Steel "B"
mi0'
1.85
sacked
and
$1.70
bulk;
cwt,
42
,
California Petroleum
Notice Is hereby given that Salome
South Dakota sand land Ohlos,
111
Canadian Pacific
y Chavez, of Alameda. N. M
$1.40 01.56 cwt.; Montana Russets, Montoya
27
Central Leather
who, on December T, 1917, made home$2.00 cwt.
54
stead entry, No. 034338, for E' SEW.-Chesapeake & Ohio
SWK 6E!4. EH 6E14. NW
fiQU
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul.... 23
section 27, township 9 N.. rang
KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.
25 '4
Chino Copper
N. M. P. meridian, has filed notice E,
02
of
Crucible Steel
Intention to make three-yend Butter
7
Kansas City, Oct.
proof, to
Cuba Cane Sugar
establish claim to the land above
de'
1
J
poultry unchanged.
Erie
scribed, before U. S. Commissioner, Al70
Eggs Market lc higher. Firsts, buquerque. N. M., on November
Great NorthfCii pfd
14. 1921.
31c.
35
45c;
seconds,
Claimant names aa witness. OniHn
Inspiration Copper
48
Coulter, Jacobo Medina, Augustln Alfarai,
nt. Mer. Marino pfd
22
"D" cwupeno, an or unuuii. Pi, M.
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
Kennecott Copper
A. M. BERGEBE. Register.
106
Mexican Petroleum
23
Miami Copper
NOTICE.
Chicago livestock.
19
Last Will and Testament of Jose-Re25. Cattle
Missouri Pacific
Chicago, Oct.
64
corn fed
phlne Dolan, Deceased.
Montana Power
ceipts 8,000. Desirable
71
steers and yearlings unevenly high- To John Dolan, Jr., Kansas City;
New York Central
72
Frank S. Dolan, Kansas City;
Northern Tacific
er, many 25c to 50c higher; others
35
Katherlne Conway, Albuquerque,
and she stock strong to higher. Top
Pennsylvania
13
New Mexico, and to All to Whom
long yearlings and fat heifers,
Ray Consolidated Copper....
69 U $11.50:
It May Concern, Greetings:
bulk beef steers, $6.00
Reading
48
You are hereby notified that thr f
&
Steel
bulls
calves
veal
Iron
9.50;
and
strong;
Republic
21
bulk bologna bulls, $3.504.00; alleged Last Will and Testamen
Sinclair Oil & Refining
77
.
...
best vealers to packers, $11.50; of Josephine Dolan. deceased. lnt.S
Southern Pacific
1$T4 Btockers and feeders
15c to 25c of the County of Bernalillo and;!
Southern Railway
74
Studebaker Corporation
oiaio or iew Mexico, was nroduee, a:
higher.
41
Texas Company
Market and read in the Probate Court o
Hogs Receipts 40,000.
65
Tobacco Products
fairly active. Butchers mostly 25c the County of Bernalillo. State 01
119
lower than yesterday's average. New Mexico, on the 22nd day of
Union Pacific
78
United States Steel
Top early, J8.O0: ouik ngnts ana September, 1921, and the day of
54
Utah Copper
light butchers, $7.75 8.00: bulk the proving of said alleged Last
packing sows, $6. 50(97.00: pigs 10c Will and Testament was thereupon
TRADE.
OF
BOARD
to 15c lower, top $8.25; bulk desir- fixed for Thursday, the 27th day
CHICAGO
of October. A. D. 1921. nt 10 o'clock
able. $8.008,15.
Chicago, Oct. 23. Wheat prices
Sheep Receipts 15.000. Market In the forenoon of said day.
Given under my hand and the
developed fresh strength today, generally steady to 25o higher. Fat
helped by falling off in receipts native top packers early, $8.50; to seal of this Court, this 28th day of
and by talk of prospective settle- city butchers. $8.90;
choice
September, A. D. 1921.
ment of the railroad strike. The
FRED CROLLOTT,
fed shorn lambs, $6.25: fed (Seal)
was
4c western ewes carrying some year- .
finish, although unsettled,
County Clerk.
December
with
to
net higher,
choice
lings, $5.005.50;
NOTICE OP ADMINISTRATOR.
and May
to $1.08
at $1.08
natives. $4.75; choice feeder In the Matter of the Estate of
to $1.13.
lambs early, $8.00.
$1.13
Laura Charlbtte Vorbach, Dec to
cto e and
Corn gained
ceased.
varied
c
Provisions
to
oats
Tic
Kansas City Livestock.
Notice is hereby given that Rudd
from unchanged
Kansas City, Oct. 25. Cattl!
figures to oc
Vorbach, Administrator of the eslower.
steers
Beef
25,000.
tate
of Laura Charlotte Vorbach.
Receipts
steady
Houses with eastern connections to 15c lower. Best hea vies. $9.00; deceased, has filed in the Probate
adan
and
led in wheat buying,
yearlings, $10.00; other early sales, Court of Bernalillo County, New
vance of about 2 cents was easily $4.508.25:
canners and cutters Mexico, his final report as such Adreac strong; bulk canners,
attained, but somethir. of a slow$2.232.50: ministrator and the court has aption ensued owing largely to
better grades cutters mostly $3.00 pointed Thursday, th 17tH day of
ness of export business and to word
3.25:
calves steady to strong; November, 1921. as the day for
that wheat 0.1 ocean pr wage was best vealers, $9.50 10.00; stock hearing objections, if any there be,
selling at considerably under re calves weak, other classes steady; to the approval of said final report
Bulls, however, most cows, $3.40(o2 4.00; some sales. and the discharge of saU'. Adminplacement cost,
managed to hold moro or less to $4.25 5.00; early sales Blockers istrator.
their initial advantage based on and feeders, $5. 006. 00.
Witness my hand and the seal
nntlmistic views about the strike
Market of said Probate Court this 17th day
Hogs Receipts 12,000.
situation, and on gossip as to fur- - closing fairly active, mostly 15c to of October, 1921.
thrr decrease in the United States 25c lower. Best 190 to
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
visible supply. There was also buy kinds to packers, $5.65; best 170
Clerk of Said Probate Court.
to
to
ing ascribed to a private estimate
shippers, $7.75:
thot th Argentine exportable sur bulk mixed droves, $7.257.50: In the DistrictNOTICE.
Court of the United
plus amounted at present to only bulk of sales. $7.257.75: packing
States for the District of New
10,000,000 bushels or less, whereas sows, generally around $6.25; pigs
Mexico.
previous estimates had pointed to steady.
No. 374. In Bankruptcy.
30,000,000 Dusneis. un ins ouier
7,000.
Sheep Receipts
Sheep In the Matter of Pletro Orrlco,
hand, rains reported in Kansas and steady to strong. Few light ewes,
Bankrupt.
Nebraska counted a little in favor $4.50; fat lambs generally 25c
Notice Is
given that the
of the bears at the last.
Westerns. $8.85; natives, first meetinghereby
of the creditors of
ehlef-lwn- s higher.
Corn and oats were firmer,
to
40c
25c
lambs
$8.26;
feeding
.
said bankrupt will be held In tho
a. result of wheat etren-Tthhigher; best, $7.40.
office of tho undersigned. Rooms
Country offerings to arrive were
in tbe Cromwell Bldg., AlbuDenver
Livestock.
light.
querque, N. M., on November
Lower quotations on nogs eased
Denver, Oct. 25. Cattle Re- 1921, at 10:00 a. m., at which 10th,
time
the provision market, but material ceipts 4,400. Market steady to all creditors may attend, prove
declines were checked by the up- strong.
Beef steers, $4.50 6.00; their claims, examine
bankrupt,
turns In grain.
cows
and heifers, $3.00ifB 4.85; elect a trustee, and transact
such
Closing prices:
calves, $6.009.00; bulls, $2.00
other business as may come before
May,
Wheat
Dec, $1.08;
3.00; stockers and feeders, $4.25
the
meeting.
11 13
6.75.
GEORGE C. TAYLOR,
Corn Dec, 48 He; May 54c.
500. Market 10c
Hogs
Receipts
Referee In Bankruptcy.
c.
38
Oats Dec, 33 c; May,
to 25c lower. Top, $7.85; bulk,
Pork Jan., $15.00.
From the way Edward Hore
j
$6.007.60.
Lard Jan., $8.92; March, $9.15.
Sheep Receipts 14,000. Market mans, European billiard champion
Ribs Jan., $7.60; May, 7.85.
25c to 6O0 higher.
has started the season, American
Lambs, $7.00
8.00;
ewes, $2.25 4.00:
feeder billiard stars will have to be at
LIBERTY BONDS.
the top of their game to defeat the
lambs, $6.50 7.20.
Belgian.
New York, Oct. 25. Liberty
Is
O'Brien
Jack"
"Philadelphia
bonds closed: 3V.S. $92.24: first 4s, boxing instructor at Tex Rickard's
$93.20; second 4s. $92.10; first Madison' Square
Garden, New
4V4s, $93.14; second 4 '4s, $92.28; York.

1313c.

'

"
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Around and around he
chased, his tail
On went the rabbit uncle, but
before he reached tho six and seven cent store something happened.
All of a sudden, out from behind
a big rock sprang the Fuzzy Fox.
"Oh, ho, and Oh, ha!" barked
the bad Fox. 'This is the time I
have caught you, Mr. Longears.
For a good while I have waited
hero to nibble your ears, and now
I have you!"
"Oh. will nothing save me?"
cried the poor rabbit gentleman.
"No, nothing can save you!"
snarled the Fox.
But just then, all at once, a
whirligig that was tired of playing
with the leaves, sprang up and began twisting the tail of the Fox.
"Here!
What's going on?"
howled the Fox, looking over his
shoulder.
"It looks to me as If your ta'l
were coming off," said Uncle Wigglly.
Again the whirligig wind twisted
the tail of the bad fuzzy chap.
"Here! Let my tail alone! Who
are you, anyhow? I can't see any
one!" the Fox howled.
"Ha! Ha!" the whirligig seemed
to chuckle.
Then It whirled the
tail around faster than before and
the Fox, thinking he was going to
lose his tail, started chasing It.
Around and around he chased his
tall Just as your cat or dog might
do.
Faster and faster blew the
whirligig, and faster and faster the
Fox turned, trying to save his tall
from being blown off, until, all of
a sudden, the Fox became so dizzy
that he fell down
that
Fox did.
"Ho! Ho! Now is my chance to
run away! Thank you for helping
me, Whirligig!" cried Uncle Wigglly, and away he hopped to buy
the diamond piano.
And the Fox was so dizzy he
couldn't get tip all that day, so he
didn't get the ears of the bunny
And If the clock
gentleman.
doesn't run down the Ironing
board and burn Its hands on the
red pepper, I'll tell you next about
Uncle Wlggllicand the horse

lc

120-pou-

'

225-pou-
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(By Tbe Associated Press.)
New York, Oct. 25. The railroad

tory

3s.
$99.38.
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By Howard

THE MARKETS

By WALT MASON.

eny-thin-

Con-well- 's

THE

'

eny-thin- g.

GREAT RECORD.

FOOLING

RIPPLIHG RHYMES

j

$94.68;
Victory

4Mb,

$92.72;

VERSE OF TODAY

is converting his campaign slogan of "service" into
actualities.
If he adheres to his determination, his
spirit will soon infect the whole organization, as
it has already influenced some of Its leaders.
The millennium has not dawned. There is very
much which needs correction. It will require time
to work the change. But the man or woman who
falls to see on the horizon the rays of "the dawn
of the new day," has eyes too closed by prejudic:
to discern the signs of the times,

We have no means of estimating the number
of people who have listened to Dr. Russell
lecture, "Acres of Diamonds," but since It
has been delivered before great audiences and small
ones, in large cities and hamlets as well all over
the land, those who have been inspired by his
theme would total many millions.
It is announced that Dr. Conwell shortly will
deliver the lecture for the six thousandth time. Had
Dr. Conwell spoke once a day six days a week
without vacation, nearly 20 years would have been
consumed in reaching the six thousandth delivery
It happens it has been 60 years since that lecturs
was first loosed on the public and it has earned
$11,000,000. Yet it was not for himself that Dr.
Conwell made this money. It has been his custom
in beginning his lecture to announce the person or
cause to which the proceeds were to be devoted.
Therefore it was not in pursuit of a selfish purposs
that "Acres of Diamonds" became known throughout the length and breadth of the land. Rather
thah a lecture it is In the aggregate a stupendous
benefaction.
No doubt the lesson of "Acres of Diamonds"
has been of vast direct benefit to the millions who
have listened to its delivery, yet who could compute
the Influence on the world of the young people
whose education has been furthered by what has
been paid Dr. Conwell and by him passed on to
those who otherwise mlgTit have Been deprived of
that for which they longed? Sixty years on the
public platform is a long lime as lives are measured, and It was not as an entertainer but as an
instructor and the purveyor of inspiration that Dr.
It probably is
Conwell has retained his prestige.
a record both In length of service and earnings and
as such is worthy of note.

third

Pon was smoaklng and thinking
Iscd, 'Hay pop?
Who me? sed pop. Meenlng wat,
West Virginia has much to answer for, but its nd I sed, Do you wunt to know
secretary of state won't add chartering the Ku everything I did today?
Your slightest movement intrists
Klux to Its offenses. That's progress.
me strangely, on with the tale, sed
pop. Meenlng if I told him ho
would listen. Well, in the ferst
place I got up exter erly on ac
count of thinking it was 8 o'clock
alreddy and It wasent to7 yet, and
II E I G II T S.
bed agen
I thawt of going back
and then I thawt O wats the use,
Yo.ur thoughts go by like shy, wild birds,
and I didont.
Not caught within a net of words;
Thats wat I call starting the
They dip and flash and circle past,
Rut, when I try to catch them fast,
day rite, the fighting spirit, sed
pop.
They shake their wings across the hill
I seem to hear them singing still
Yes sir, nnd then I went about
3 errands for ma before skool and
But I have never touched them quite,
Nor stopped them In their starry flight
she didont give me enythlng for
Yet. surely there must bo in me
going and I rtldent ask her for
A something that is wild and free,
I dident even ixpect
I sed.
For I delight to watch them go
To heights that I can never know.
Good, fine, If theres enythlng I
From Tempo.
wunt to keep out of the family
Its a mercenary spirit, sed pop.
and I sed, Yes sir, and then I went
to skool and I was so erly I was
the ferst one in line wen we
martehed In and the teecher was
WHO PMXGS IT MIST RE A RLE!
rerprized and sed I was doing very
Bread Is "the staff of life" and bootleg liquor well.
Better and more of it, will thes.'
is its Cain. Washington Post.
wonders never ceese? sed pop, and
TIM I? TO STOP Tinlf. T.TKTF'V.
I sed, No sir, and this aftirnoon
'
more errands for ma
Most dangerous railroad crossing is double- - I went
without
complaining, and then I
crossing the public. Fitchburg Sentinel.
saw smears on your shaving mirror, so I polished It.
WHICH IS THE LAST ONE?
Im glad to beer it. It certeny
Spanish cabinet wants a bigger navy. Forgotten
it, sod pop, and I sed, Yei
what Dewey and Schley did to its last one? Pitts- needed
sir, C, you awt cf saw it, pop, it
burgh Dispatch.
looked grate, it was too bad it had
to go and drop rite out of my
THAT'S SI PER NORMALCY.
13 to 18 per cent hands.
Bavarian beer of pre-wWat, sed pop, did It brake?
One return to norstrength has been restored.
Well, the glass part of it did, I
malcy. Pittsburgh Gazette-Timesed.
You blithering little hyena, sed
TOO DARN MICH RAVING. ANYWAY!
pop. And he gavo me 3 fearse
If a lot of the men did not think they were rav- cracks
some plaeo with his sliping beauties there would be more peace in this per, not being very injoyable but
'
world. Los Angeles Times.
being less than I ixpected.
IF THEY'RE CIVIL. At.L RIGHT!
It may be that the principal result of the new
union of Central American states will be the substitution of civil for foreign wars. Detroit Free
Press.

of rule or ruin. By their refusal to assume a leadership which has been theirs for years, that leadership definitely and permanently passed out of their
hands on last Monday. They will never regain It.
It is in new hands. Men with an ideal of service
as the basis of business have picked up the reini
Senator Bursum, now dominant in state politics,

A

general as friendly and disposed to help them Is
problematic.
They certainly do not regard him as
hostile.
Propaganda has been systematically carried on
by the packers, among the canners of fruits and
vegetables, to convince them that the present low
price of their products Is due to the lack of a mar
ket which the packers could provide, were they per
mltted to deal in these goods. Thus they seek to
have the canners fight their battlo for them.
Who is to speak for the consumer?
Unless tho
newspapers start a riot over this proposed outrage
it is likely to succeed, There may be danger of
4,000 wholesale grocers in the United States enter
inc into a comcine to control prices, but it is n.
very remote probability compared to the certainty
that the Big Five would have us by the throat ot
their plans should succeed.
The canners may need an immediate market for
their goods in order to finance themselves. They
are unlike most manufacturers In the respect that
their raw material is seasonal. They are compelled
to pay out their money for labor and material when
thi fruits and vegetables are ready. They cannot
manufacture from time to time to meet the market
needs.
If the Agricultural Credits Bill Is not wide
enough in scope to Include these manufacturers,
and their banking facilities are inadequate for their
necessities, the law should ,be amended to afford
them relief. But to allow the wealth of the packers
to be used to corner these products and thus to
place the food supply of the people in their hands,
is contrary to a sound public policy.
The "consent decree" should not be

October 26, 1921.
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BRINGING UP FATHER.
UNDERSTAND
YOU HWE EMPLOYED

I

I

VOOLO LIKE
TO EE THl
I

I

nOME AND INCOME.

m

t

J

-

ipF-

1

&

US.

apartment. This property Is
priced right and can gety some
terms.

H-

-

HEAITH SEEKER
have Just listed a small,
adobe house ot three rooms and
bath. This is an extra well
built house and is located in
an ideal spot for health seeker.
This property can be bought
for only S2.C60, with extra good
terms if desired.
GOOD COMFORTABLE

nOME

rent.
Illuhlimds.

""fop.

2-

and large sleeping porch, newly furnished
$65.00
- Rooms and two porches,

3-

$30.00
unfurnished
furnished ....$37. B0

house,
furnished
- Room apartment,
furnished

$65.00
$60.00

apartment, with

porch, furnished
Lowlnnds.
Tell us

$45.00

have It.

D, T, KINGSBURY,
REAL ESTATE,
Loans and Insurance.
210 W. Gold.
Phone 907-FOR BALK
frame cottage, I rooms,
bath, glassed porch on each side, comrente for $80 a
pletely furnished;
month: East Central. 1
$6,000 Five-roocement block bung-alow-,
modern, bult In features, fireplace,
furnace Fourth ward.
$6,300 Five-roowhite stucco bungalow
modern, large .rooms, hardwood floors,
fireplace, furnace, corner, fine location.
Fourth ward.
Some good ranches for sale. Houses
and lots In all parts of the city. Business property and business opportunities
A. FLEISCHER, REALTOR,
fire Insurance, Automobile Insurance.
Plate Glass. Burglnry, Public Liability, Compensation Insurance.
Surety Bonds.
Phone 674.
Ill South Fourth St.
$4.000

lifejf''
BEAT THIS BARGAIN
One property consisting of 4 furnished apartments; also
store. Total monthly income, $180
For quick sale, $7,000.00. Terms
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH

ASK US

Realtors

120 S.

Phone 414

$750

About that home you long to
own, or may be it is a vacant
lot. We have them in all sizes
and locations. Look here:
$750,
easy
Highlands,
terms.
furnished,
Lowlands, $4,250. Terms.

Fourth

Double

CASH, FURNISHED

Phono

Four-Roo-

weli-buil-

Rent-Room-

t

with Board

s

ward. A
Terms.

good

$2,500.

buy.

FOR SALE
Ranch property, from one aero
up, with or without dairy or
range cattle.

J, L, PHILLIPS,
Real Estate.
110 S. Second.
rhona

FOR SALE

35J--

House

brick house, on
FOK SA1.B
'
North Edith. Phone 840I-Bframe
BALE
By owner, five-roolull
stucco; has fireplace, built-i- n bookcase
wairt
Third
china closet, lawn and trees;
...
Phnne 1808-FOR SA1.E By owner, new house, 100-focorner lot; shade tsees, outbuildings; Ideal for cot.8, chickens, rabbits;
terms. 1600 South? Elm.
SALE Five-roomodern stucco
, t'OK
house, screened-l- n
sleeping porch, back
and from porches, bath, lights and gas.
B:- - owner, 823 South Arno.
FOR SALE Near car line and school,
four-roohouse, bath and sleeping
porch, garage. Phone 1308-SALE
10 Income property; this
FOK
Is a fine Investment; It will pay you
' to investigate;
balance to
part cash,
801 South Edith.
to suit. Phnne 1 576-- FOR BALE New four-roomodern furnished cottage, on South Walter, $500
J, A.
down and monthly payments.
Hammond, 824 East Silver, phone 1622-FOR SALE New extra well built five-roobungalow; hardvood floors, built-i- n
features; basement, lawr garage, furterms. Phone
nished or unfurnished;
Six rooms, cement finish,
OWNER
hot water heat, two fireplaces,' two
bed rooms, fifty fvot frontage, shade
and fruit trees, garage and outbuildings,
$3,000 cash,
'good section, Fourth ward, 816-balancs like rent. Phone
BY

BY OWNER,

modern house In

A HOME
A HOME
brick, 5 rooms
That you want,
furnished, glassed In porch
oak floors, built-i- n
features, baselarge front porch, fireplace, lawn,
ment, furnace, garage, sidewalks, etc.
Good location
and priced
In Luna district for $5,250, good
right with terms.
terms.
H. F. GILMORE
U. McCLCGHAY.
W. Gold
Phone 442-204 W. Gold
Phono 442--

$3800,00

five-roo-

Four rooms, bath, two porches,
lights, water, sewer, one block
from Central avenue, and car
line, near grocery store; good
Place Is furneighborhood.
nished, $750 cash and $55 per
Immediate possession.
month.
Bee us
REALTY

DIECKMANN

LOAN WANTED
Will pav 9 per cent on $2,000
and $4,000 First Mortgage on
brand new real estate.

Phone 670

Phone

t
CASH

$1200
Five-roo-

modern

m

nished or unfurnished; fireplace and sleeping porch. New- inside and out
iy decorated
Balance
Close in.
monthly
A. C. STARES
Real Estate Insurance
319 W. Gold Ave. Phone 168

v

FOR RENT Dwelling
rooms aud lo glees
lull itli.-- i 521 iveNorth
Thirteenth.

horccsl

ses

KfBjJsTlTIjTSrpra

llnery, 800 South Broadway, ph. 1073-WANTED Sewing at home or by the
day. 1724 East Silver, phone 1918-DRESSMAKING
Ladles' tailoring; even- Ing dresses, beading and embroidering.
Phone 1825-PLEATING, accordion, side auo box;
mall orders. N. Crane, ill North
Seventh; Clane Apartments, phone 114,
"
NEW,. ORIGINAL.' 'blqurfh negligees,
made to order. New fast lace dyea;
stencilling. 1801 E. Silver. Phone I81J.
WANTED Dressmaking, by day, or at
my home; children's sewing a spa- Hr"' Baker' '00 N' Sen4- -

mo J

PERSONAL

douvvntTi3arnbpa
SEE J. C ESPINOSA, No. I, WWtlng

T

Phone 155.
"
"
11
:
young woman will share cosy
home .with congenial girl; referencea
Phone 1478-exchanged.
rugs mended and worn spots
by expert Indian weaver. 4U
South Second, call after
p. m.
r
STUD
FRENCH with a French teacher.
Lither class or private Instruction, For
particulars call at 62J South Broadway,
or phone 1661--- "

.'..

mod-er- n
FOR SALE By owner, four-rooMONEY TO LOAN
brick ' house, two large porches,
FOR SALE Nico fut pullets, tOo to
full lot, small cash payment, balance like MONEY "VA--", "A"'vr On watches, "XC
11.85 each. 802 South Broadway.
rent.
8outh
J0.
Edith,
FOR SALE Twenty-si- x
pigeons, '. r.c a
WANTED We want proper.? to sell; if
pair. 1603 South Arno. phone IQ73-the money, we can move It.
BALM
Twelve
FOR
thoroughbred Bar-re- d Beeworth
our advertisement under Real Estate
Rock pullets; now laying. Phone
column; If your property wera thus ad- ftdentlal. qottlleb A Beer, 105 N. First.
2405-Rvertised, It would move, wouldn't it?
SALE
rabdoes
and frying
FOR
Bucks,
J. U Phillips, Real Estate. 110 South CONFIDENTIAL loans on jewelry, dlabits; hens and frying chickens. 71 Third, phnne 864-West f.esd
117 South F.rtBonded to th. state.
CARPENTERING

WANTED

Rooms

"'
of carpenter work wanted.
In good condition, ODD JOBS
HEALTHSEEKER,
Phone 1280-employed, desires furnished airy room
"PETTI
FORD TUB ODD JOB MAN.
In private family, close In.
ddresg box
Phone 17J-- J
Ane kind of work
rare Journal.
WANTED Odd jobs carpentering, paint-In- g
and roof repairing. Phnne 145S-SPECIAL NOTICE
"
ROOF
PAINTING;
FOR HOUSE OR
OTLJJERSLEEV VK ELECTRIC Coln
first-clareasonable prises.
work;
ELECTRICAL supplies ot ill kinds, duo
we can Oenrge T Brown. 102O soutn umaflwav
to our low overhead expe-i.e'
give you better price on fixtures, lamps, BEFORE BUILDING or having your
nouse repairvu, a
vui iiu,
wiring, supplies, etc. We deliver. Phone
1720-- J.
1780 West Central.
may Interest you; no Job too large or too
small.
TYPEWRITERS
LET US figure on that house you are
dYpEWlilTEHB-rA- lf
makes overhauled' Intending, to build; prices reasonable and
ma-chi- n.
tor
furnished
at your request. E. O. Whlt-te- d
and repaired. Ribbons
every
'
"
ft Sons,' contractors and builders,
Albuquerque Typewriter
123 South Fourth. CM South Arno, phone 1562-R- .
phone 803--

WANTED

Board &- Room

BIUH school girl wants to w.iris for
room and board. Phone 101-J- .
WANTED Room and board by middle- aged man; must be reasonable; state
rates. Address W. T. H.. care Journal.
FOR RENT Home-lik- e
place, sleeping
porch,, bath and board, In University
Vldrcs
women
preferred.
Helghtci
Home, care Journal.

f UK

aALfc,

Land.

s

FOR dALE-- Or
wiij trade for Albuquer
que property, 2'e acre garden spot In
Portales. N. M.; fruit trees. I fine walls;
cement house, shade. Call
good
1031-after ( or on Saturday. S. Ji.
Plant.

:

RENT-

61
West Copper.
Room.
Nicely furnished room, 20s

r

.1.01.11.

"

Roorna

FOR

2ET,Vh

FOR 1VENT
furnl.hed
FOR HUNT

nlhed.

r'

un,ur,",1,e,J r00m,

Good two-rooapartment,
415 North Second.
Two roams and .alh;
418 South Arno.

FOR RENT Furnished room tor lady.
4lli South Kfr.th,
$10 per month.
FURNISHED rooms, hot water heat; no
alck; no children,! 414- Wet Stiver.
pojj RENT Two furnished .rooms. 3727
Went Central, phone 1748-JFurolsneC rooms. 218
KORRENT
South Walter, phone. 1667-jrgg jvKNT Three rurmsbed rooms.
1011
North First.
modern
P.IHlVX4.ry..M
Iu""""a t0"m'-- 616
West Atlantic- room eultable for two
gentlemen. 127 North Fifth.

fxfVioat
K7--

''

"

FOR

RENTApartmenU'

urnlsh
apartment: steam heat. Imperial Hotel.
RENT Two rooms and sleeping
porch. 811 South "third, phone 8K2-FOR RENT Two housekeeping rooms.
Imperial Annex, corner First and

FOR RENT
FOR

and four-rooRENT Two-rooapartments; raxsge if desired. 1104
North Second.
apartment;
FOR RENT Unfurnished
two rooms and sleeping porch. 208
North Walnut.
FOR RENT One large and one small
215
furnished
modern
apartment.
North Seventh.
FOR RENT Two moms and kitchenette,
or unfurnished.
modern, furnished
Phone 1820-FOR RENT Two rurniimed rooms for
light housekeeping; adults; no alck
724 South Second.
FOR RENT Two large rooms, kitchenette and glassed-lsleeping porch. 806
West Iron, phone 1919-J- J
Furnished apartments;
FOR
RENT
three rooma with bath. Albuquerque
21
Second.
North
H
Hotel,
room
and sleeping
FOR RENT One
porch, nicely furnished for light house820
South
Broadway.
keeping. Apply
furnished apartFOR RENT Four-rooment, with glassed sleeping porch and
garage; no slrk; close In. 709 West I.ead.
FOR RENT Two large rooms, nicely
furnished for housekeeping; res and
coal range, desirable location. CIS West
FOP.

housekeeping. 60s feouth Walter,
...i.-niii- J
rooms; hot water heat; no
sick; no children. 414 West Silver.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for
housekeeping. Apply 617 West Sliver,
KENT Nicely furnished room, out- for
aide entrance; also garage; no sick.
1118 North Second.
F0H KENT Two
light hoinehctplng
rooms, furnished, with Lath; no sick.
1h1ne 2021 J.
60S West Marquette,
Nice, large front room, with
y0!i
private entrance! desirable for ladles.
Phone 235H-FOR RENT Room and glaseetl-l- n
Ulg porcn. gentiemen only. 224 South
Walter St. Phone 2272-J- .
rr,
FOR RENT Nicely
furnished room,
modem nom9
Mrii Fred nm, 623
Nor(n second.
Coal.
-:
;
,
y
FOR RENT Furnished modern apartac heat" 118 4 West'"l,"" vlr. na
ment, three rooms and bath, steam
Averlll Apartments, 208 !4 North
7
: heat.
;
KENT-Nl- cily
Second.
'"''"'"hod front
;
for gentleman
bath adjoining; FOR RENT A three-rooand a
'" ,m, w'''t Co"'
furnished
apartment, modern.
room in new 80s South First Inqulr Hotel Savoy
FOR RENT Furnished
114 Nortn offlee.
hu,ei. """"J ro"
Maple,
FOR RENT Two rooms, bat' and large
FOR RENT Two
unfu ulshel liouse-reglassed aleeplng porch, for houeekeep-ing- ;
1004
two private entrances.
keeping rooms; private family. 8:4
Weet Iron.
furnished
FOR RENT Furnished room with bath; FOR RENT Nice three-roogentlemen preferred; no sick; $5 per
apartment, with sleeping porch; all
adulta
only.
Fourth.
nice
neighborhood;
" Nrth
modern,
t
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for light 204 North Walter
housekeeping; modern; also sleeping FOR RENT One small light housekeepbed
Porch. 31 1 West Silver.
ing apartment, or well furnished ForVOR RENT Pleasant front bed room, roo i with board; also garage. 1010
1590-u,tb' for two; no alck. 816 fcorth rester, phone
Eleventh, phone 1870-FOR RENT Modern
apartment,
three rooms and bath with
pOR RENT One large furnished front
room, suitable for sleeping or light large aleeplng porch, hot water heat
1125 East Central, phone 571.
housekeeping. 414 West Oold.
F0R RENT Nicely furnished front FOR RENT One apartment of three
rooms and bath, completely furnished,
adjoining bath; private entrance;
,
110
Ap"CK'
8ou"' ""',
steam, heat and private entianca.
FOR RENT Housekeeping rooms and ply mornings, 803 South Fourth.
no
two
for
persons;
sleeping porch,
FOR RENT Two large sunny rooms,
children. 1J0 South Walnut. ,
well furnished for housekeeping, back
FOR REM- - Well" ventilated front roomi and front porches, ground floor, close
furnace heat, convenient to meals; so In; no alck. Inquire 808 West Iron.
108 South Arno.
sick,
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nlca, olean rooms;
BUSINESS CHANCES
, aiy nr we(.lt 0t
rat
FOK BALK Oarage, best location in
Theater. J11H West Central.
town. Phona 879.
;
room,
F0R RENT Modern aleeplng
steam
heat. Avarlll FOR SALE Grocery store; good locat'm,
joining; bath;
cheap rent; doing good business. Anapartments, 208U North Second.
swer H. C. H., jare Journal
FOP. RENT Nicely furnished, well v.n- tllated bed room; suitable for one or FOR BALE One of tbe bast business
tw
propertlee In Albuquerque. Ill South
,tIemen. m Boulh Tnira,
street Inquire at Savoy Hotel of.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for light First
flea.
housekeeping; bath connections; water
SMALL BUSINESS WANTED Must be
w furn,n,.
1I)d
yvt,t; T,ead.
.
bona fide money-makin- g
proposition,
.n- TOR RENT Front bedroom; private
Address
can atand Investigation.
trance; adjoining bath; to employed that
"Buslnees," 124 North Mulberry, phone
man: no alck.
South Seventh.
1478-- J.
FOR
cleen room, next to FOR SALE Two-stor- y
Nice,
brick rooming
.
.
. ..RENT
health
family orlce
house and residence combined, on large
lot near business section; room for a
buelnesa building; a bargaln' at $6,800;
part terms, J, A. Hammond, 824 East
Silver.
mem
by
gt montf
FOR SALE OR TRADE
gro.
south Third.
eery, olean stock, nlca flxMirea. fine
location; also dwelling. Will conelder
or something In or around Albuquerque. Pollard Brothers, awstwater.
Texas
FOK
In good
RENT To gentleman
health and employed; furnished front FOR SALE Will sell half Interest In
conroom. South Edith, a short distance
good paying business, first-cla- ss
from Central. Phona 1461-- J.
fectionery, cigar etand, luncheonette and
billiard room In rear: a strictFOR RENT Large room with email five-tabl- e
room adjoining, bath, large screened ly firet-claplace, practically new white
fixtures, will
sleeping porch, private entrance; ault- - marble fountain, stock and
sole for two gentlemen. Phone Mrs. A. Invoice about $4,600; located In prosB. Hall. ?24 East Oold. phone 227i-pective oil field; If you want to make
on small Investment, It will
room, north. good living to
FOR RENT High-claInvestigate; buyer must
you
south and east exposures, southeast pay
hava suitable references; reason for sellsleeping porchj private home; best reet- - ing, am- - offered position on the road.
dentlal district; home privileges. Phona Write T F. Peate. Artesla. N, M.

rent

K'S1Ilm"'

c'"

"

pm,

RANCHES

good house, chick-

Twenty acres,
en house, fruit; four miles from
acres, all kinds
city. Twenty-tw- o
house,
of fruit, alfalfa,
garage, farm implements. Owner
two
account
of
on
health,
leaving
miles out.
W. II. McMUT.lOX,
208 West iold.
m

FRUIT

THE

SgHVICf.

INC.

FIRE

HARTFORD
INSURANCE

CO,

For which Company we are
local agents, has sent us a

SPECIAL SERVICE
ENGINEER
Who will make his headquarters In our office. We are prepared to give you special service In insurance rates, forms,
plans, etc.
F, H, KENT

&

CO 'I

"Insurance Service,

Airedale

Miscellaneous
puppies.

I'hone

.II3S--

MILK.

BEST IN TOWN.

Phone .413-RAlbuTRY our Bulgarian buttermilk.
querque Dairy Association.
New winter overcoat, meFOR SALE
dium size. 718 East Oold. phone 1914-.Medium slued heating stove,
FOR SALE
$12.50. 718 East Central.
t'Oli BALE Heating stove. Gottlieb and
105 North First.
tiAI.E nhsC Correct and RESET
Soft coal heater, good conFOR SALE
dition. 811 West Sliver, phone 1949-machine, $!e
fOU SALE Tbp-sniii.'. O. H"X 417, City.
TkTBODDY'S MlLiC BEST IN TOWN.
Phone S41J-RFOR PALE Lining table and chairs.
818 East Cromwell.
FUR bALE Water niotoi.
inquire at
Morning Journal office.
1
your door.
DENVER POST delivered
C5o per month.
Phone 1949-FOU SNOW WHITE CLOTHES and no
spots try the Mansano Company Bluing.
FOR-SAA feivcholoe
Navajo rugs,
reasonable.
right from reservation;
208 South Arno.
Nice fresh eKgs, 70o per
FOR SALE
doscn, at Ely's Poultry Yards, 553 South
Eighth, phone litis
and U-2- 6
FOR SALE Used tractors,
Hardware Depart- with gang plows.
Co.
ment J. Korber
sausage and
FOR KALE Home-mad- e
fresh country pork, delivered to your
door.
Phone 19ir.-FOR A XMAK PRESKNT, for shopping
and travelling needs, a handy bag is
Phone S27-a dandy bag.
before the season
BOY YOUR GUN
ooens: fifty shotguns and rlflea ,o
Oold.
West
110
select from.
CLARIFIED and Pasteurized milk. There
la only one place to obtain It.
Dairy Association. Phone Sol.
FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cottage cheese: also fresh milk In gallon
rnnnm nn- lota swaynea uairy
FOR SALE $60 Hart, Scliaftner and
Marx overcoat, size 37; only been
worn few times; too small for owner;
,
will sel, for ISO. Vlmhe 1784-ALE
FOR-Ssuit, knee
Blue velvet
length coat, size 86; pony skin coat,
Address
belted, size 88, nearly442--new.
214 West Qold, phone
FOR BALK A few selected Navajo rugs
pillow tops direct
and dermantown
from reservation; good designs; bargains.
100S East Centra, phone 1419-SOFT "BPOTB Heel "and arch cushions
prevent fallen Insteps, cures all foot
troubles, ft. Thomas F. Keleher, Leather
Co.. 408 West Centrat. Phone, 1Q.7-FOR SALE Well casing, 125 feet 8 60
Inches, 120; 80 feet 814 Inch, , 840;
feet 13 Inch stove pipe casing, 100-- I Inch
brass lined Irrigation cylinder, 185. W.
P. Johnston, 729 South Arno.
lanitsTna ROOF PAINT
GOOD for all kinds of roofs, II per gal
lon.
Tha Mansano co, iiv douwi
Try a built up
Walnut, phona 1884-- J.
roof, will lest as long as the bulldlnt.

beautiful
lots on East
Sliver. Price reduced for quick
sale, singly or together. Want
to see them? Call
J. A. HAMMOKD,
821 E. Silver.
Hjone 1522-R- .

feaSeven rooms, bath, built-i- n
tures, large front and back porches, garage, etc. In the Fourth
ward. $4,500. Easy terms.
& .WORSIIAM,
McDONAIjD
Heal Estate and Insurance.
Phono 906-108 S. Third.

Maio.
Youn
STAltl NOW,
men's ChrUtian
Association Auto Kfpalr School, Lo
Angeles.
WANTED

USE VEI.VA ROOF AND IRON PAINT.
Roof Koter; Roof Cement, stops leaks.

Mohair top dressing; Plymouth Cottage
Paint; Valspar Enamels, for automobllee.
Satisfaction
Homestead Floor Paint.
assured. Thos. F. Keleher Leather Co.,
408 West Centrsl, phone 1087--

buys to work la

n,

w.V'"',8'''

SALELivestyk

7a,sjvBii.Vi'i5-.i'-

FOR SALE OR TRADE
Good

business prop-

down-tow- n

erty at a bargain.
J, H. PEAK,

PROFESSIONAL

was

CARDS

w. Wilson,

rioiTQS

e,

AND DISEASES

OF THE SKIN

Waftserraan Laboratory In Connection.
Kmnle,
Ctleng Bank BliiR. Phone 880.
WANTED
Experienced collar girl,
Laundry.
CHIROPRACTORS
WANTED
cook.
Experienced
Apply
Mrs. Weinman, 708 West Copper.
Chiropractor,
WANTED
1
Woman for general houseand 20 Armljo Building,
work.
Apply at 1524 North Bervmd.
M. 8. EMiE, D. C,
Hoom and $10
EARN BOARD
month
Chiropractor. Phona Connections.
while attending schuol; catalogue froe.
Sl3 West Central.
Rnoms 3 3 snd
South
MacKay Business College, 806
I.O.NE
STAB
Al'TO
Los
Main,
MK
Angeles.
Tha orange colored cars, Engle, EleMale and Female.
phant Butts Dam and H"t Springs. N.
WAN'jED Girl to wash dishes and do M. Meet all trains at Engle, leaving
Hot Springs at 11:3 a. m. and t:0 p. m.
hiurework.
fill South Pr.mdway.
Oldest Dam
on
WANTED
Call In person. tha Dam line. drivers, best Dam cars
Solicitors,
Wa drlva our own cars.
Manna's, 406 West Central,
Write for reservations at our eipense.
WANTED
HEFFEHNAN BHOS., Props.
Stenographer for law office,
Hot Sprints. N. M.
Albuquerque Business college grsduate
Business
Call
at
preferred.
Albuquerque

..

TIME CARDS

college.

jM.

Wanted Carpuntei work,
Phons 1032-POLISHED and
TSeddinir Co., phona 471.
WANTED
Washing and
day.

Call

aftir

SPfTl
Train.
No.
No.

J

NO.

7
8

No.

8

No. JI
No. 87
No.
No.
No.
No,

WESVJJOUM Dally.
Arrive.
Depart.
Tha Scout.... T:80 pm 8:30 pm
Calif. Llmlted.liKSO
am 11:00 am
Fargo Fart. .10:50 am 11:20 am
Tha Navajo. .13:36 am 1:00 am
SOUTHBOUND.
El Paso Exp

10:10 pm

El Paso Exp
11:30 am
EASTBOUND.
J Tha Navajo.. 2:10 pm i:40 pm
4 Calif. Limited. 5.00 pra
5:40 pin
.
F. Eight.. 7:35 pm 8:10 pm
I
10
Tha Scout.... 7:20 am 7:34 am

FROM SOUTH.
No. !S From El Paso :35 pm
No. 30 From El Paso 7:00 am
Jub or days.
No. 80 connects tx Eelen with No. 18
for Clovls, pecoa Valley. JKansr City and
act up. JCrvlo a-- V Coast.
No, 39 connects at Balen with No. il
Ironing by lb from Clovls and polnta east and eoJth

Miscellaneous

6:S0.

1204--

IF YOU WANT anything baulsd, call
Mitchell
Transfer, phone 205S-JAMTOK for housecleanlng work, floor
EXI'ERIENCED cashier wants position.
wailnr. J. W. Lowe, phona 197S-Call 628-FOK PAINTING, paper hanging, tintclerical
and
WANTED
Stenographlo
ing and furnltura reflnlshlng call 6.
work. Call 1568-WANTED
Washing and Ironing to take
WANTED
heme.
Laundry work to take home,
15 East Coal, phona 1505-or by the day. Phone 2101-- J.
Your garbaga. Phona 240H-RWANTED
wants work in private
SEAMSTRESS
or write C. W. Hunter, general delivery.
home.
Apply Rabbi Bergman.
HAULING of all kinds. Scavangertng
HEALTHY young lady deilrea clerical
and transferlng. 722 East Iron, phona
or stenogrsphlo position; experienced; 2S9D-references. Phone 1918-WELDING
AND CUTTING ut metals,
WANTED Work for high school boy of
also welders' supplies and carbide for
-on
school
Can
and
M.
N.
Bteet Co.. Inc.. pHons 1947-Saturday.
sale.
It, after
evenings. Phone 1458-MAX BARGAIN
STORE, at lit South
WE AUDIT, CHECK,' OPEN, CLOSE and
First, will pay tha highest prices for
ZANO, your second-han- d
WILLIAMS
keep books.
clothing, thoea and
Phone 701-room 8 Mellnl building.
furniture. Phona 58.
WANTED Work, man 42, T. B.. IndusRUG CLE A NEKS
renovated. $3.60 and op.
trious; wages secondary consideration; MATTRESSES
will take board and room. Address F. M.
furniture repaired and packed. Ervln
White, care Journal.
Redding Co., phona 471.
NURSE with two yeirs' experlenco in BETTEll KODAK
PINIHtllNU It Is
better. Return pustaga paid on mall
hospital, wanta position nursing and
419 orders. The Barnum
Ptudln. 2194 West
keetlng house for healthseeker.
Scuth Edith.
Centrsl. Albuquerque, N. M.
WANTED
Cnrpful Kodak finishing.
FOR
Twice dally service. Remember, satisFo'rSa 5 TwilfVestl milk cows. 1423 faction guaranteed. Send your finishing
to a reliable, established firm. Hanna
Pouth Brosdway.
George Blske
Hnnna. Master Photographers,
710
FOR SALE Fresh llolsteln cow.
North Thirteenth.
LOST AND FOUND
FOR SALE Two good saddle horsua and
2107 South Broadway,
,7- lady's saddle,
.
phona 2U-JFOU "CENT Beautifully furnished front
FOR SALE Real Estate
FoR BALE Six milk cows, registered LOST Two auto tires, one AJax, one
bed room. In private )mwte, adjoining
14
between Alameda
e
twenty-fivBaXb
Federal, alze 22x3
emlot.
foot
stock; one team of mulea form Imbath, furnace heat; to gentlemen
feet dean, between Second and Third plements. - Grand View Ranch, phone bridge and corrals: reward 115. Hausar
ployed; no sick. (01 West Marquette,
t.
111
:ioi-i.
West
Trotter.
oo Lead avenue, $1,609. Frank
Saddlery,
Copper. ..
phona UJi-J-

""ATaECUFosition

happen to see you ask us
about It.
Phone 640.
Second and Gold.
Let's Servo Yon Today.

Attorney.
15, 17 and 19, Cromwell Building.
furniture eture. Apply American Fur
Phona 1153-Z3 South JSecond.
nituro Co.
ril.KK lJ-,-rt
Aitli eliattiKOMI.
Yu
WANT
j
ing roan for city sal earn.) n; must have knowledge of bouk
lilt. 8. 1. til liluN,
AdMn-sBox "C," tare Journal.
lilseasea of toe Stomach. '
keeping.
.
Suite,
Harnett Building.
FUH retail buutnesa man who hj knowledge of city, and can hand is office OK. 8. C. t I.AKKK,
and sullckaUoa work. Address pustoffice
Throat.
Ey, Kar, Nose and i'hone
bnx 447.
S3J.
Barnett Building.
noura
Offlca
WANTED
Live young man to sell speca. m., and I to I p. m.
to
It
at
ialty; experience preferred.
Apply
410 North sixth, between 8 and
a, m. I)K. MAKOAHI.T CAH TWKKilil,
and 7 and 9 p. tn.
Offlca Grant Bldg.. Koom Id. Phone tit
Residence 1123 iast Central.
WANTED
Male stenographer and clerk
71.
Phona
fur temporary work; some knowledge
debookkeeping desirable; state salary
sired. Address postoffke box 605,
DR. ALFRED --U THEUS,
Dentist.
Phona
South Third.
110',,
Dental
Open Evening,
DID YOU HEAD
our ad !n November
American magazine, pages 125 and 16?
Get one, read It. The same opportunity
W, M. SHERIDAN, M.'D.
Bee Mr. Atwater, 114
Is open to you.
Practice Limited to
North High, Saturday, 8 a. m.
GENITO - U1UN MIY
DISEASES,
Two stroll

WANTED

V

WE INSURE ANYTHING
INSURABLE.

If you knew the protection we
can give you on your auto
polity for only $3.00 extra per
year, you would not be without it. If our salesmen do not

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED
We want one or two
men or women to write fire and auto
Insurance; standard, old line companies;
none but producers can be used, Qober,
Short & Goher. 220 West Gold.
WANTED
Salesmen, ladles or gents, to
sell a high-grad- e
line of man s women's and children's hosiery direct irom
mill to wearer; you take the orders, wt
deliver; a (rood Income for hustlers any
Write or call
plsce in New Mexico.
District Manager, Up Stairs Clothes Shop,
Woo! worth building, Albuquerque,
3U0O cotton pickers, at once
WANTED
II to $1.50 hundred; steady wj-- k till
February; all short staple cotton; nt
rain, mild climate, good schJols; good
opportunities to right parties. Growers
do not pay transportation.
Rvid.a'l HenrOR BALE Five hundred aharea of CTty derson, Secretary Farmers' Alliance LaKlectrlo Hallway, below par. Dr. R. bor Bureau, BIythe, California.
L, Hust, V. T. Armljo building.

iH

UNIVERSITY HEIGIITS LOTS
ARE SELLING DAILY.
No better place for a Savings
Account and Investment. Gt
your lot today. Only $10 cash,
and $10 per rfTonth. Let us
show you the official map of
this addition at, our office
You'll be surprised to see how
very rapidly they are selling.
Our autos are at your service.

Two

" REAL HOME"
SALE

TF1E BIRDS
Who fly away with your rent
money have Dense enough to
buy nests of their own.
5TOU CAN
buy a home of
with that rent
your own
'
money.
We can show you how.
Ground Is being broken row
for three houses we have just
arranged to build.
Mr. E. C. Morgan, architect
and builder. Is always glad to
go Into detail with you. Come
In or call up. Let's be of service to you?
If you would like to refer to
our bankers before seeing us,
here they are:
Citizens' National Hank.
Stale National Bank.
First National Bank.
First SavlnRS Bank & Trust
Company.

FINE HOME SITE

TREES

SHADE TREES AND ORNAMENTALS
FROM AIJBU- , QUERQUE
NURSERIES
Get Your Order in Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. YOUNG & CO.,
Albuquerque, N. M.

THY BOJiHY'S

bargain, 621 North Thirteenth street, $500 cut in price
Five rooms, two glass porches,
one screen porch, modern, except heat.
A

Realtor,
Phono 410.

W. Gold.

FOR SALE,

",T't f,TUI"

houso to tent,
,
Loan
Loan

J, D. Keleher,
211

FOR SALE

KBNT

ren

-

only $4,500?

Six room modern
$45.00.
$1,R00 to
$1,200 to

FOR

......

FOR

BRAND NEW
beautiful new home of flvo
rooms and basement, hardwood
floors throughout, Iavge living
room with fire place, splendid
location and built to endure.
Can you 'believe the price is
A

FOR SALE

In

1
condition Apply
BIAVA AUlU LUi
N'cw Mexico
Gallup

j

--

N IS H

65

A--

f.

Poultry-Egg- s

(Incorporated)
WOOTON, President

R. Ii.

FDR
9 A! F
'
y' Model
Cadillac Eight

-

building

J

with 8
Interest will build or buy
you a home. Call at our office
for further Information.
Ill South Fourth Phone 885-- J
WESTERN AGENCY
AMERICAN HOME BUILDERS

BUYS
house, fur- -

flj

1435--

1576-- J.

r

$25 Down and $25 Monthly

CO.

Realtors
Real Estate, Insurance Loans
Notary Public

309 W. Gold Ave.

lli

J.

.
PLAIN board and room for $10 week.
1930 South Second.
porches.
BOAI.I--,
AND
ROOM
also sleeping FOR RENT A house ot tw. rooms' "nd
porch. 301 8. Edith. Phone 837-sleeping porch, furnished. 1300 North
NICELY furnished room with board; Second.
1027
no
sick.
Forrester.
private family;
FOR RENT One" three-rooand on.
two-rooFOR RENT Front room with all conhouse; both tumlshed. 130(1
Walter.
veniences, and board. Dll South
FOU KEN'i Five-roorurmsnvl lioust,
ISO per month,
FOR RENT Rooms with sleeping porch
H.5 East bllvir,
and boar'. 002 South Arno,
phone phone 1668-1908-R- .
FOR RENT Ranch home, $16 per month.
823
Worth
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, with or
Inquire mornings only.
without board, 310 i South Second, Eleventh.
820-mod- phone
FOR RENT To couple, three-roo1304
and o.iard, with
ern furnished
FOR RENT Room
$30,
cottage,
board. 410 South Arno.
sleeping porch; first-clas- s
East Central.
unfurnished
FOR RENT Three-rooON THE MESA
MIHA.MONTES
brick cottage. In rear; reasonable rent
PRIVATE HOTEL for tubecular persons close In. Inquire SOU Weet Iron.
Phone 2400-J- 1
bei
FOR RENT Two-roomodern t
house, sleeping porches; no children,
FOR RENT Sleeping porch and
PriFa.
700
Call
board.
East
with
Santa
$30.
at
bath,
adjoining
1638 E. Central.
vate home.
November I. five-rooFOR RENT-1- 3y
modern home, beautifully furnished;
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room with
604 West Marble.
West
no
or
sick
children.
board.
(IS
Lady preferred.
Fruit. Phone 1472-FOR RENT Modern houses and apart:
JAMESON'S RANCH Ideal location l'r
mente; some furnished; tlrree, four,
new
few reservations
W. H, McMllllon,
. healthseekers:
and six rooms.
200 West "Hold.
available. Phone 2238-- J
FOR RENT In the highlands, steam FOR RENT On paved street,
heated
brick, with sleeping porch; nicely fur- apartment; also room and
608
nished.
North
board. 103 South Walter.
Twelfth, phone
1847-J- .
or apply at house.
FOR RENT Front room, adjoining bath,
board If desired; gentleman preferred. FOR RENT By December 16, to respon- 505 South High, phone 1679-J- .
eible tenants Completely furnished,
Inquire at
house; garage.
R RENT Room and sleeping porch. five-roo320
North?
lth board for convalescent! ; gentleJllgh street, city.
FOR RENT Four-roomen only; private home. Phone 2148-clean, nicely
modern except
rooms
bungalow;
furnished
FOR RENT Nicely
table heat; bed room of elx windows; water
with ateam heat and first-clapaid; garage. 625 South Arno.
board. 110 Pouth Arno, phone 1327-furnished cottage
FOR RENT One-rooModern
FOR HEALTHSEEKERS
with screened porch, for light house- nurse service.
with
$10 per
keeping; healthseeker
preferred,
Caea de Oro, 13 West Hold, phone (11
available, 1902
month; nursing-attentio- n
FOR RENT Nice rooms with sleeping South
High.
porches with board, for convalescents.
brick house,
Mrs. Reed. 612 South Broadway, phone FOR RENT Five-roobath, ecreened sleeping porch, window
In
house, newly
shades
coal
and
ranga
DELIGHTFUL BLEEPING PORCH and decorated,
garage, $60. water free. Call
bedroom, with board, In furnace-heate- d
S20 North High.
at
home; reasonable; also table board. FOR RENT -- We hava several houses
1420 East 8llver.
Phone 1422-OWNERS.
and apartments to rent.
FOR RENT Extra large well airmailed list your properties with us. We can
front room with reasonable board, In
them and save you trouble. Oober.
private family; prefer man and wife Short at Qober. " West Oold. phone 686.
or roommates; nice modern htme, best
i
location In town. r,23 W. -- opper. riicne
UKC.aaMAIS.iriU

RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
Fourth ward, hard wood floors, fire- FOR
or without bath; just aoross from
porches, three thawith
place, large screened
hot water heat for winpostofflce;
extra
large
light airy bed rooms with
of home cooking, served family
best
ter;
closets, fronts east on large, lot with style; room and board,
145 to $35 per
III
exoellent
lawn, trees, etc; everything
by meal, week or ticket;
if desired. Phone month; SOboard
condition; terms
410 Wert Gold.
oents.
meals.
' 1977-RESERVATIONS may now be had at
FOR SALE A real bungalow, price and
Sanatorium. Rates: $20
The
place worth Investigating; hard woua to 125 Murphey
per week. Includes private room
floors, fire place, buffet, window neat, with sleeping porch, connected with bath
linen closet; every built-i- n feature of an and toilet.
General nursing, medical
front and rear
larjge
Ideal kltohen;
care, excellent meals, tray service. All
, porches;
stationary tubs, extra number rooms have steam heat, hot and old
ef windows; large lot; three large
491.
Dr. Murphey.
or gar- running water Phone
buildings; suitable for business 1988-J
age; can arrange terms. Phope
FOR RENT Office Rooms
FOR KENT Office space or desk room,
FOR SALE Ranches
Address Box
close In; reasonable.
-care Journal.
'FOK SALE Two bem rmciioa tn Hie
McMullen,
ror.li of iiidlan FOR RENT Attractive office, steam
vul'oy.
fljhnoi.
furnished.
water
and
heat, light
FOR SALE Country home, atuooti house. Wright building, opposite postofflce.
steam heated, electric FOR RENT Office rooms; heat and
seven rooms,
. ..
e
ranch: In alfalfa and
lights; on
water: above Matson's store. Central
orchard. Address Postofflce box 277, or avenue. Inquire J. Korber's Auto de
2407-Rphone
partment.
FOR SALE 17 acre ranch, 13 under FOR RENT Three very desirable office
cultivation, 4 In pasture, 40 fruit trees,
rooms, llgh, heat and water; will rent
adebe house, outbuildings; 4 separately or as a whole. A. B. Mllner,
zulles North Boulevard road, first house 3H "4 Weet Centre!, phone 82.1.
south Shady Nook signboard. Ph. S409-ROrflD-Hou-

FOR SALE

Furnished
Bungalow

m

Stucco

SUDDEN SERVICE.
The Red Arrow (all over the West) renders sudden service On Kodak finishing
Work
to people wfio demand quality.
:n before 11 a. m. mailed same day
Work In before t p. m. mailed noon next
day. Address work to
THE RED ARROW,
E. Las Vegas
Albuquerque
(We want a representative In YO'JK
territory.)

LEAVING TOWN.
And owner must sell furnished
home of four large rooms,
screened porches, well located
in Fourth ward.
brick house
This is a
on a largo lot. Furniture includes piano,
gas and coal
ranges, refrigerator, rugs, dishlinens. Seven
and
silver
es,
hundred doliaru cash will
handle. Balance to suit purchaser. Pric-- complete, $4,8n(i
ROLLIN E. GLTHRIDGE,
314 U. Gold
Phone 1023.

216 V. Gold.

459-- J.

lust beyond Mountain Road, observe the new enterprises, look
at the growing surroundings.
will make
Somebody
good
money in his section. Why
not you. A few choice
lots for $750 each. Cash or
easy payments.
W. O. THAXTON,
705 W. Mountain Road,
1 to 6 p. m.
8 to 9 a. m.
Phone 761--

n

A, L, Martin Co,, Realtors
Real Estate, Fire and Autu
Insurance, Loans.
Phone 156.
2!3 W. Gold.

Shelley Realty Co.

.w.

FOR SALE
Four room frame house. Second

modern
house,
sleeping porch, hardfloors throughout, large
basement, built-i- n laundry tubs,
rarage, full size lot, all for - only
$3,800. Reasonable terms,glassed-i-

wood

Slx-roo-

Five nice rooms, glassed sleepchina cabinet,
ing porch, built-i- n
book cases, fire places, garage,
chicken yard, fine location. Don't
hesitate
price $4,250.
J. P. GILL.
115 S. Second:
Phone 723--

For

Four - room

1921 ,T

Ox?6

;,

ARE YOU A THINKER
If so see North Fourth street

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE

one-roo- m

J.

$100.00
furnished
what you want we may

j

IT'S OUIt Pr.EASUIlE
TO PLEASE YOU.
Our dealings must be satisfacto
you. We soil you vhat
tory
you want. Not what we want
to sell you.
We have one of the largest
listings In the city. Tell us Just
what you want. It It's to be
had we will get it. All communications
strictly

TKe

Five rooms, modern, Including
feaheat; fireplace; built-i- n
furnished;
tures; completely
large front porch; back porch;
east front.
This house is located in a good location in the
Highlands and can be bought
on very good terms.

cmp&ni
RE ALTO

OUR MOTTO:
"SERVICE TO THE PUBLIC"
We give special attention to lo
cating the stranger in a home,
BKl Vict).
wui aui.JO aio a- Several houses andj'jui
Vpartments
rent.
for

111

--

-

UEVEREiTZAPIF

I

I

I

its

??

J

,

adobe house, modern; sleeping porch; full ilzed
lot. This house is located close
In, in the Fourth ward, and is
arranged so as to rent out one
Ten-roo-

(

By George McManua

PcAIls Notia

m

Santa

Fe Railway

The Santa Fe Railway has re.
celved notice that employes In
engine, train and ya4 service and
telegraph and telephone operators
and station agents of this company
will leave Its employ at alx a. m.
November 1st. The Santa Fe Railway recognizes ita obligation to
the public and proposes to make
every legal effort to maintain passenger, mail and freight service
ot
and requests the
its patrons. Volunteers for engine,
train and yard service, telegraph
and telephone operators and station agents ate Invited to apply
promptly. Applications, giving full
name, residence, age, occupation,
railroad experience and , position
preferred in railroad service will
be received by C, II. Bristol, AsLa
sistant Generat
Manager,
Junta, Colorado,

October 26, 1921.
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HE

DR. ALLEN

This is train refrigerator day again
Belle-flow-

Nice

home-grow-

SIS Marble Arena
Phone

.........

Coal and South Walter

Phone

676

Th Highest Grada Macaroni
Est Noodles. Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Product

in
LET'S GO

PHSTE

H

T0DAY

Allt COOLED.
WILLIAM FOX PRESENTS

EILEEN

"HICKVILLE TO BROADWAY"
Romance of a village girl who became a Broadway "vamp"
for a reason.
also
nnil
"MITT A JFFF CARTOONS"
"FOX NEWS"
REGULAR ADMISSION

Pianos, Player Pianos,
Grafonolas and Records
Musical Instruments
Jewelry and Diamonds
Watches and Silverware
Indian Beaded Bags
Moccasins & Souvenirs

Coal Supply Co. Fhone 4 and 5.
Mr. and Mrs. V. 1'. Katson left
yesterday for Kansas CHy and
Nowata, Okla. Mrs. Katson was
formerly Miss Ida Armijo of this

city.

Meachem left last
night for Roswel! wlieie sue will
attend the State Federation of
V.'omen's Clubs meeting as a repof the Albuquerque
resentative
Women's club.
Pay Poll Taz at H gn School.
Mies Mary Dunn of 316 Sout'.i
Cedar street, has received word of
the death of her father, W. S.
Dunn, at Des Moines, ia., followMr. and Mrs.
ing an operation.
Dunn, whose home is at Newburg,
have
spent the past three winla.,
ters in Albuquerque.
The reservaa seats for the song
recital of Barbara Wait, contralto,
are on sale today at Matson's.
Frank Westerfield and Ivan
Grunsfeld left last night for a ten
days' trip in the northern part
of the state.
Mrs. J. H. McCollum, regent of
the local D. A. It. chapter, will
leave today for Roswell to attend
a state convention of the organization.
Miss Nelly Clark, daughter of
Dr. and Mrs, John D. Clark of
the university, is at the St. Joseph
hospital where she is recovering
from an operation for appendicitis.
Four dollars, fuh wagon load
limited amount
factory, wood;
Hahn Coal Co. Phone 91.
Emma Paulet and John Lehner
were united in marriage yesterday
afternoon at the city hall, Judne
W W. McClellan performing the
ceremony.
N. M. Cudabac, who has been
seriously ill for the past week with
valvular pneumonia, was reported
by physicians as still in a critical
condition last night.
There will be a regular meeting of G. K. Warren Womaa'a
Relief corps No. 1 at 2:30 this
afternoon at the Odd Fellows'
hall.
Ernest F. Landolfi Is quite ill
at his apartment, 117 M South
Seventh street.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Roy Allen,
a daughter, on October 21.
All Masons, members
of the
Eastern Star, DeMolays and their
families are cordially invited to attend the dance to bo given Friday
night at the Masonic Temple by the
Mrs.
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DeMolays.
Dr. R. L. Hust, with office in the
N. T. Armijo building, Is confined
at his home, 513 West Tijeras ave-- ?

Dr. Allen Moore, F. R. S.,
tinguished research worker and
scientist, will arrive in Albuquerweek,
que somo time during the
to deliver his lectures and pageants on the Orient.
Dr Moore has spent 17 years
In Palestine, Egypt and Morocco,
and the Information which he has
gathered pertaining to the life,
customs and habits of the orientals has made him duly celebrated
as an authority.
A tremendous collection of antiques and relics of the east which
been
are absolutely authentic hasmeans
doctor by
gathered by the resources,
and a
of his private
he will
part of that collection
the cosbring with him. Somo of the
garb
tumes represented will be
of a Moabltlsh woman, which U
the oldest form of female dress
known, the dress of a Bedouin
chief, and Turkish and Arabian
garments and Jewels of rich
Besides the costumes,
there will be rare furniture, old
brasses nnd ancient coins.
The lecture is mnde doubly Interesting by a graphic dramatisation as tho lecturer proceeds. Entire scenes and costumes are presented with characters, clothed in
the appropriate costumes, and enacting tho exart ceremony described.
Among the scenes are
the
street scenes In Palestine,
market place, an Oriental wedto
call
prayer,
ding, Mohammedan
and a "Howling Dervish Dance
and Trayer."
This excellent lecture will be
offered free to the public. Throueh
his In3tinct as a scientist. Dr.
Moore has realised tho interot
and necessity of general know
ledge, and has as a result, arranged these fascinating programs
free. He will present his Tales
tine pageant and exhibit his collection In any large church or
auditorium offered to him.
e.

PERCY

LOCAL ITEMS

.

dis-

ROBERT JONES

Dinner

gSell

S. Will Bring Large
Collection of Antiques
and Relics.

R.

CRESCENT GROCERY

WARD'S STORE
HOMER H. WARD

Roth man's
Music and Jewelry Store
Phone

117 8. Flrsl St.

K17--

J

pliyed by (he I.ayton Pure Food
company of East St. Louis, is
spending her vacation here ns the
guest of her sister, Mrs. Harvey
Stone.
Mrs. J. W. Flynn, 319 South
Third street, has returned after n
visit with relatives at Buffalo, N.
Y. She was absent from the city
about six weeks.
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS
Owing to the very limited number of houses for rent and excessive
rentals, quite a number of newcomers tre purchasing lots In the
Heights and building temporary
living quarters in the rear until
they can build a suitable home on
the property building line. This
affords them immediate shelter
and the saving of considerable in
rentals. The Heights Development
company does not permit any tent
houses, and compels all to instal
flush toilets before tney grant any
water connections, by so doing a
good sanilary condition prevails.
M. W. Thompson is ntifiding a
hollow wall brick bungalow on Stanford ave:,e, which I.h
much
attention.
attracting

RERET HURSDA

THEJDHIEHT

Celebrated Scientist and F.

Celery.

n

TORE OBSERVED

er

ON

and visitors In
Albuquerqueans
the city are urged to participate in
the program being prepared honoring Theodore Koosevelt on Thursday. A proclamation setting the
day aside in memory of the famous
president was issued yesterday by
Walter M. Connell, chairman of
the city commission.
The proclamation follows:
"During tho lifetime of most of
thoso now living. Theodore RooseIn the
velt roso to prominenco
American nation, displaying great
for the
devotion
energy, zeal and
continued success and permanent
welfare of the country he loved so
well. As soldier, statesman"' and
citizen he mado for himself and the
a place unique
people made for him
in our history. By common consent
of the peoplo of a grateful nation
who knew him, Thursday, October
to
27, 1921 has been set apart
honor the name and memory of
is
the
It
Theodore Koosevelt.
Albuearnest wish of the city ofcitizens
our
that
querque officially
fullest practicparticipate toin the
tho Roosevelt day
able extent
and
program prepared for them
indicate by their activity therein a
of
lasting tribute to the memory
one of America's greatest men.

TAG DAY IS PLANNED
BY FOREIGN WAR VETS

announced late yesterday
afternoon that the song recital by
Barbara Walt scheduled for Thursday evening has been cancelled,
due to Illness on the part of Miss
Wait.
t'nfortunately, a mere postponement of the concert will not suffice, because Miss Wait has1
In Chicago in the first
week in November, and ns a result
will not be able to give her recital
later. On account of the impending railroad strike she hns decided
to leave for Chicago as soon as
possible.
The refunds on tickets will be
mnde bv those who sold them, on
representation of the ticket. The reserved seat tickets
may bo
deemed at Matson's.

err?

rbone

Kt.rcTRio

21.1

shoe shop
Smith Second.

Frr (all and Delivery.

ratrons arc requested to place
orders fur shelled pinnn nuts well
In advance In order to lie prompt It
served. Fannie S. Spit., 323 .North
Tenth St. Tel. 802. Mail orders
given careful attention.

THE

"WILLY-NILLY-

"

I

Let Us Send a Man
To

HAS
STORE
WINDOW

FINE '
DISPLAY

It Is not often the Journal comments on window displays; but the
window at the Skinner "Wllly-Nilly- "
store is so attractive and
so appropriate as to the season
Bhould
not be passed withthat it
out a word or two in its favo- -.
Tho window Is artistically decorated, showing seasonable Items set
forth by catch;- window cards and
Hallowe'en
features
strongly
Is In
goods. The background
orange with black silhouettes, and
illuminated by a floor lamp. In
one corner is a doll dressed In
orange and black, toasting marsh-malloover a bonfire. The decoration scheme In the window
display would be appropriate in
any home planning a Hallowe'en

glass. Albuquerque
423 North First
Phone 421.

Taxi & Baggage

158

FOR YOUR HALLOWE'EN PARTY
Apples for ducking.
Marshmallows for toasting.
New Crop Nuts for the occasion.
All of the best materials for making
Fresh Crisp Doughnuts.
Pumpkins for Jack 0' Lanterns.
Meat in Glass and Tins, for sandwiches.
'
Pickles, Olives, Olive Butter.
See our window display for Hallowe'en suggestions
We Deliver Your Order for 10c
Orders Over $8.00 Delivered FREE

Jeweler

Watch. Clock and .Tewelrv
All
Also Engraving.

Expert
Repairing.
work guaranteed.

Opposite

I'hono

122 S. 4th St

003--

J.

Post-office- .,

PHYSICIAN or SPECIALIST
will rent two new office
rooms with use of splondidly
furnished reccrfion room heat,
and lights furnished.
water
Kent reasonable. See
PH, THELIN,
Metcalf Building.
I

Big 10c Barn Dance

ARMORY
Thursday, Oct.

x

years of high quality and low prices.

WILLY-NILL- Y
J. A. Skinner

205 South First Street

Because It's Rich and Mellow
We

Sell

CHOCOLATE CREAM COFFEE
We

Sell

Th Highest Crada Macaroni
Egg Noodle, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Product

I.VLHT

The Past to Live Down
and the Future to Win!

viu.

AMMAt An

At. C. BARNES

IN

Must Meet the Rigid Requirement
of tho Santa lo Time Service

lit

ONE BIG ACT
Animi

Hon

trail

VANN

At!

Eitut

AND SIBERIAN TIGERS
H0OOOWml(Titi

' IstWufK.

Fe R'y.
IMI

MEDICATED AM) SULPHUR
BATHS
Graduate nurse arid masseuse
In attendance
Shampooing and
scalp treatments a specialty.
Call for appointment.
MRS. TERRY DKAMF.R. Prop.
Phone 685-508J.J W. Central

OM.V MAI

WILD

Joe Louden's folks
had never been
much, and tho
town's "best" people
didn't think much of
loe. But he'd fought
for an education nnd
had come back home

j

BENGAL

PERFORMING

Santa

GROUP

CHALLENGE

LIONS

WATCH REPAIRING

Inspector,

At

ANIMAL

A

$50,000

CWCUJ

ANIMAL

I

IAIH

ON

I

to make good.
Tho rest of his big,
brave, blood tingling
story will fill your
heart completely
--

LOTUS
5TONPfRMINO

OKAPI
cf?vlTV
in

For Sale By Owner

stucco, hardwood
floors throughout. Large living
room. Extra large garage. Excellent condition.
OOfl West TIJeras Road.
Five-roo-

DON'T

A
f
ftU

FORGET

Music by

IlilAS

I

WORLD

An

THE

HON

AVIATING

SAMSON

mm.

f
TI

Equestrian Act Supreme A
Girb

Dancing

MR. HARNU OFFERS AJ AN ADDED ATTRACTION
FOR THE SEASON A MOST NOVEL, STUPENDOUS
CUTTERINGLY GORGEOUS EXAMPLE OF ALLEGORI
CAL

ud

HUNDREDS

Or

PEOPLE

'

OF HORSES

Mi

COUNTLESS
ANIMALS

tUT E4IPYLAND FANTASY

.

THOMAS MEIGHAM

DOOB9 OPEN I AND 7 P.M.
PERFORMANCES 2 AND 8 PM

'The Conquest of Canaan

SEE
largest elephant
1
tnat waiks the earth
stands 12 feet 5 Inches 11
Inches taller than "Jumbo."
Dwing to his massive size Tusko
cannot parade and can be seen
only at circus grounds.
T1

Jazz

Sand Storm

I
I

THE ONLY
EDUCATED
IN THE

rt"tho
UbKO
c1

ME II

27.

Scenario by Frank Tuttle)

Directed by Roy W. Neill

Adapted from the

Famous Novel by BOOTH TARKINGTON
ADDED ATTRACTION

$5.00
Cash Prize to Young
Lady Holding Lucky Number.

"Holmes' Travelogue"

"Current Events";

on

REGULAR PRICES

We Sell the Host

Suit or O'Coat
FOGG, The

All

OUR

WANTED

Made for the Price

Easy Payments
select your gifts now. Pay
h
each week to
all who make selection this
week we will make a rift
of the tenth installment.
Our assortment of
one-tent-

$16.50 & $23.56
Tailored to your measure. Also

Ladies' Coat
for motor or business wear at

$25.50 & $27.50

THAT LAST
is uneaualled.
We'll be glad to show you

BSlll

GIFTS

w3

i

1 TO 11 P. M.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY.

CONTTNCOrS

TODAY, TOMORROW,

Made of heavy plaid back
Materials.
Buy direct" from the manufacturer and save middleman's
profits.

UPSTAIRS
Clothes Shop

H

va

llKVATCHMAKERS
& JEWELER!
205 W. CENTRAL AVE,,

Over Woolwortli Store
Cp a Flight Save $10 to $20

fT

Prizes for Best
Make-u-

p.

Ve patrons will wear overalls
and ginghams. An original colored jazz band imported from
Louisiana.

CANON CITY COAL
Hotter than Hades and full of satisfaction In that it burns
freely to a pure ash and no clinkers. Will burn anywhere.
UNLOADING TODAY.

STAGE

WANTED
Must
Experienced
Saleslady.
Speak Spanish. Apply at
J. DHEYFVSS & CO.
113 North First St.

We Are on the Job
Your Trunk Hauled for

25 Cents

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.
Leaves Albuquerque. . 7:46
Arrives in Santa Fe... 10:45
4:80
Leaves Santa Fe
Arrives In Albuquerque 7:80

Phone

The Watch Maker.
Jewels,
cleaning
Mainsprings,
staffs, (1.50 each.
American Swiss or English
Makes.
117 South First.
Phono 917--

4

Let Our

PnONES 5
Trucks Bring Comfort to Tour Homo.

am
am
pm
pm

600

TAXI
SINGER
Office
Store,
Singer agar
210 West Central

Call Albuquerque Transfer Co.
Phone 542.

J. W. BRASFIELD

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.

Crystal Theater
Just One Night, Monday.
October 31st

HAVE YOU A SUPPLY OF COAL?
Can we not fill your bin with good clean dependable fuel.
CERR1LLOS ANI) GALLUP LUMP AND EGO
,
.ANTHRACITE FOR FURNACE AND BASERURNER
CEDAR FACTORY WOOD AND KINDLING.
Place Your Order Today. -

IIAIIII COAL COMPANY
PHONE

91.

"EAST, WESf, HOME'S BEST
Service
Always.

Quality

First.

GOLDWYN Presents a REGINALD BARKER Production

"The Old Nest"

J.

AUCTION SALE

CURIOS
NAVAJO

RUGS

Moccasins, Baskets,
Jewelry, Gems,

A

Today, October 26, At 108 South
Edith St. Sale Starts at 2:30 Prompt.

Laces.

Trading Post,
WRIflHT'S Indian
Building
Postoffice.

Opposite

FOR SALE
fust finished

i

Twelve rooms of furnishings to go to the highest bidder for
cash. Note the following articles to be sold: Ten oak dressers, ten beds, springs and mattresses, .rockers, rugs, wardrobe,
commodes, stand tables, drop leaf tables, cook stoves, -- stair
carpet, dishes, cooking utensils and a big lot of other articles
not mentioned on account of space.
If it Is house furnishings you want you should attend this
sale for this la your opportunity to. get goods at your own
price. Remember the date and brjng your friends.

BY OWNER

modern,
press brick nd new
modorn except heat. Both In
modHighlands. Also
ern house on West Gold, just
completing. Call at
Phono 1K49-821 W. 8lter.
six-roo- m

five-roo- m

iix-roo- m

Twenty-si-

LRY

WDJ)i

Christmas Gifts

American girl or woman to do
general housework, must bo
ulUIng to work. Call at
B19 SOUTH HIGH.

Farmer

-

nue, threatened with pneumonia.
Mazey Williams, wanted in Helen
on a check charge and arrested
here yesterday bv local police, was
taken to Belen last night.
Miss Lela Armijo, daughter of
Mrs. N. T. Armijo, has returned to
the city after spending the summer
on the Pacific coast.
The Royal Neighbors of Ameri- ca will hold their regular meeting
tonight In I. O. O. F. hall, with party.
balloting on candidates.
Miss Jennie Montoya, now em- - 158

window
replace that broken
Lnmbcr Co..

Elg Cash

Room with glassed-i- n
sleeping
porch, with board, for one or
112
North Walter.
two ladies.
PHONE 1824-J- .

IV

Watch

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

US

112.

Old Town Society Hall

five-roo-

FOR RENT

-

Ask for Mr. Horn.

Department.

TODAY AND TOMORROW

Wm

WANTED

Someone to go to California In
auto. Reasonable
proposition.

rilOXF,

R THEATRE

J

O ct.fe

Sat.

Big Prize Dance

(

We deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co.,
Phone 939.

Hnn rlstnnlt w
vjiic uuy winy

At a regular meeting of Turner
of
Adair post No. 401, Veterans was
For a limited time only we will
clean your watch for $1.60.
Foreign Wars last night, It
decided to designate Saturday, Expert workmanship guaranteed.
The
post
November 5, as tag day.
Wiseman's Watch Shop
in the Armexpects to participate on
215 South Second
November
celebration
istice day
tag day
it and the proceeds from the
exwill go toward defraying
penses of tho celebration.
J. A. Conway was Installed B3
commander of the post at last
by State Comnight's meeting, M.
Elliott. Mr.
THURSDAY NIGHT,
mander Sidney
succeeded
Ralph A
Conway
OCTOBER 27
who
resigned.
Whltesides,

CONCERT OF BARBARA .
WAIT IS CANCELLED
BECAUSE OF ILLNESS
Tt was)

Albuquerque

e
HallowWill hold tin
e'en party Wednesday, October
26, 3 to 6, at
1005 WEST CENTRAL
There will bo a silver offering.
old-tim-

HERE

TO LECTURE

There should be a lot more of those good
Apples, Delicious Apples, Eartlett Pears and
Quinces. This is more than likely our last shipment of Quinces this season.
Lettuce by express.

The .St. John's Guild

ROOSEVELT

BATHS
Turkish, Sulphur and Medicated.
Shampooing and Scalp Specialist
Graduate Nurse and Masseuse
MRS. TEnRY DEAMER. Prop
608 Vi West Central.
Ar.BUQUF.RQUE WINDOW
CLEANING COMPANY
Windows cleaned and floorp
offices and
scrubbed
stores,
houses cleaned. Reasonable rates
First Class Work
P. O. Box 101. Call American
Grocery. Pho,e Z&J.
A. GRANONE

J. M. BUSBY

'll'UJ.IrJk,

babies she. usccl
Suddenly they have nil grown up and left isher Iho mid silent. All
empty
to tuck hi bed nt night. Tho old house
have forgotten her. Her birthdays pass unnoticed
own. Loves, ambitions,
Each child hns embarked on a drama of his
of laughter nna
tcnipatlons curry them away. There nic moments
of their lives sweep
Tho
story
comedy, romance, adventure, tragedy.
YouYlfci-'io- nr
home your mother as they might have been, of
niemors
as they nre. "The Old Nest" will awaken deep In your heart
ies of tho mother to whom you ran wilh jronr childish troubles.
dramatic
Never before has the screen touched with such beauty and ono
ol
force a subject whtcli finds an echo In rtio lives of every
ever
stories
narrated.
g
dramatic
One of tho most

u.

heart-grippin-

"BEAT
'

GUARANTEED COAL
Sugarite

Swastika

NEW STATE COAL CO.
Phone 35

Our Coal JVlakes Good, or We Do.

ADDED

ATTRACTION

IT!"

A

NOTE

Chester Comedy

ADVANCE

MATINEE Adults
NIGHT (6 to 11) Adults.

IN
25c;

.35c;
(Tax Included)

Brilliant

Direct from the cars or from
weatherproof bins.
Prices, 55c, 85c and $1.10,
Plus Tax

Heart-Grippin-

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.

Gallup

'

g
Story of Home
Rupert Hughes'
The Mother Whose Children No Longer
Seemed To Want Her.

.

PRICES

'

Children. . . .104
Children. . ... .15a

3

L

Rossiter - McConnell
DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS
fobbing promptly attended to
Cement work and "floor sanding
Phone 945. 211 West Gold.
--

EAT AT

BRACY'S

CAFETERIA
Open from 7 n. in. to 8 p.m.
Corner Fourth and Central.

